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ABSTRACT 

 

This research has developed technique to improve the quality of service in wireless data 

networks that employ spectrum utilization techniques based on Cognitive Radio. Most 

multiple dimension implementations focus on maximizing the Successful 

Communication Probability SCP in order to improve the wireless network utilization. 

However this usually has a negative impact on the Quality of Service, since increasing 

the SCP leads to increasing signal interference and Packet Loss, and thus network 

performance deterioration. The Multiple Dimension Cognitive Radio technique is a new 

technique, proposed in this thesis, that improves the Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN) 

efficiency by giving opportunity to secondary users (Unlicensed users) to use several 

dimension such as time, frequency, modulation, coding, and antenna directionality to 

increase their opportunity in finding spectrum hole. 

 

In order to draw a balance between improving the networking utilization and keeping 

the network performance at an acceptable level, this thesis proposes a new model of 

multiple dimension CR which provides a compromise between maximizing the SCP and 

network throughput from one side and keeping the QoS within the accepted thresholds 

from the other side. This is important so as to avoid network performance degradation 

which may result from the high user density in single wireless domain as a result of 

maximizing the SCP. In this research, a full Cognitive Radio model has been 

implemented in the OPNET simulator by developing modified nodes with the 

appropriate coding which include basic functionality. The Purpose of this model is to 

simulate the CR environment and study the network performance after applying the 

controlled multi dimension technique presented here. The proposed technique observes 

the channel throughput on TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) level, also QoS KPIs 

(Key Performance Index) like Packet Loss and Bit Error rate, during the operation of 

the CR multi dimension technique and alerts the system when the throughput degrades 

below a certain level. The proposed technique has interactive cautious nature which 

keeps monitoring the network performance and once find evident on network 

performance deterioration it takes corrective action, terminates low priority connections 

and releases over utilized channels, in order to keep the performance accepted. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter discusses the wireless spectrum capacity problem and introduces the basic 

definition and principles of opportunistic techniques; it also reviews the history of the 

cognitive radio techniques and its modern implementation. The chapter also explains 

the impact of cognitive radio on the network performance and proposes technique to 

maintain the quality of service. 
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1.1  Motivation and problem statement 
 

Electronic communication is one of humanity’s greatest inventions, that has changed 

many aspects of life in the developed and developing world since it appeared during the 

19
th

 century as result of the research and development work of Alexander Graham Bell, 

Guglielmo Marconi and others [1,2]. The evolution of this technology to wireless 

communication has opened the doors for many applications in fields such as mobile 

telephone networks, cellular data networks, satellite communication, medical 

applications, Television broadcast, military applications [3], sensor networks, and it is a 

popular topic of discussion with both the “Internet of Things” [4] and “Smart Grid” [5]. 

 

With increasing utilization, it was found that the main resource, the frequency spectrum, 

needed to be planned efficiently and to be controlled by single entity authorized to 

assign different frequency bands to users and applications. Starting 1900s some 

countries like the UK introduced telecom regularity bodies to regulate and control the 

usage of the telecommunication resources including the frequency spectrum [6], and to 

manage the spectrum assignment among different purposes and grant the related 

licenses, however the modern TRA (Telecommunication Regularity Authority) 

organizations were introduced in many countries in the last 20 years for same purpose 

also to regulate the commercial relation between the service providers and users, 

especially with the proliferation of users and applications, particularly since the 1990s, 

where internet access technologies and mobile networks introduced many applications 

that depend on wireless communication [7,8]. New and untraditional spectrum 

utilization techniques are required to make use of the available resource and optimize its 
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capability to serve more users. Since the nineties the TRA organizations used to follow 

strict spectrum regulations which sometimes involve auctions to have effective 

utilization of spectrum and also revenue source for governments, for example the 

Canadian government has introduced spectrum auction in July 2008 for 105 MHz 

spectrum which raised 4.25 billion dollars [9].    

 

ITU ICT reports [10] show that number of mobile broadband users is growing rapidly 

and exceeding the fixed broadband user growth rate. Figure 1-1 shows the mobile broad 

band population penetration in the period 2008 to 2012, where we can notice that some 

countries like Asia Pacific countries have penetration approaches 100% of population.    

 

Figure 1-1: Mobile broadband population penetration – ITU ICT report [10] 

 

According to the ITU ICT reports number of commercial mobile broadband subscribers 

worldwide in 2013 exceeded 1930 million subscribers, which indicates significant load 

on wireless resources worldwide. Figure 1-2 shows the growth of mobile broadband 

connections from 2011 and expected growth till 2018. 
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Figure 1-2: Global Mobile broadband connections – ITU ICT report [10] 

 

 

In traditional wirless planning the spectrum is divided into bands where each band 

consists of a group of frequencies, and these bands are usually licensed to carry certain 

services, such as wireless regional area networks WRAN, cellular phone network, 

broadcast, and satellite, where this design help avoiding harmful interference between 

different services and users. Usually the spectrum band is allocated to a certain user or 

specific service however the spectrum measurements and statistics show that if part of 

the spectrum is used the rest is usually unused which means low spectrum utilization. 

The spectrum utilization techniques, that decide who uses which portion of the 

spectrum, and how;  will play important role in developing the future wireless networks. 

The recent trends in wireless communication systems are migrating from centralized 

management systems into the self organizing systems, where the self-organizing 

networks consists of wirless/fixed nodes that can instantaneously establish and adapt ad 

hoc networks [11].  Self-organizing networks depend on Dynamic Spectrum Access 

(DSA) policy where free spectrum can be allocated and re-assigned to unlicensed users. 
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This introduces opportunistic usage the spectrum resources that are not utilized by 

licensed users. 

 

When the spectrum is underutilized, some frequency bands are not fully used and this 

leads to have spectrum holes. The spectrum hole is defined as a range or band of 

frequency assigned to a licensed user that has full rights to access this frequency band at 

any time. These type of users are called “primary users” and have highest priority to 

access the frequency band which is related to their licenses, and they also called 

incumbent users. The spectrum holes are considered a waste of spectrum resources and 

most of modern spectrum applications are trying to avoid the existence of such holes 

with no proper utilization, however it can happen, at a certain time and in a geographic 

location. The opportunistic spectrum utilization techniques give a chance to other users, 

who may not be licensed like the primary users, to access the spectrum during the 

inactivity of the primary user (PU) to make use of the spectrum holes. These type of 

users are called “secondary users” (SU) and usually they are not licensed to access the 

targeted frequency band or they have lower privileges. Such unauthorized access to the 

spectrum holes improves the spectrum utilization significantly although it seems from 

the first glance that it infringes on the rights of the primary user because they use same 

frequency bands of the primary users but not in same time slot as explained later in 

chapter 2. There are several techniques to improve the spectrum utilization by finding 

the spectrum holes and exploiting them, one of them is the cognitive radio concept [11]. 

 

In a world crowded with wireless applications/users, the cognitive radio concept has 

become an interesting research area. The cognitive radio concept was developed 
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basically to solve the spectrum utilization problem and allow the secondary users to 

access and exploit the licensed spectrum, where it is usually implemented to serve 

group of users (both primary and secondary users) who are connected to single or 

several controllers This combination of users and controllers are usually located in 

single domain which introduces Cognitive Radio “Network” as illustrated in figure 1-3. 

In typical wireless or mobile networks the controller is the base-station which serves all 

users and receives requests from different users to establish new connection and allows 

secondary user whenever the primary user is inactive. The network controller grants the 

access to the secondary users as long as they do not cause interference to primary users, 

or affect the quality of service (QoS) of the primary users. The QoS is defined here as 

the overall performance of the wireless user and network, where this performance is 

measured based on different factors like throughput, data error/loss, Signal to Noise 

Ratio (SNR), and other factors. The assessment of the QoS differs according to the 

operation environment and network nature, for example when we assess the 

performance of data network we may consider TCP throughput and packet loss beside 

SNR. 

 

Figure 1-3 shows that these users can connect to Cognitive radio Network whether it 

has infrastructure, for example dedicated base station capable of connecting Cognitive 

Radio secondary users, or no infrastructure is available, where primary network access 

can act as infrastructure node capable of connecting Cognitive Radio secondary users to 

the network controller [12]. 
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Figure 1-3: architecture example of Cognitive Radio Network [12] 

 

 

In large scale networks different technologies are combined and integrated to facilitate 

the information flow from one to another point. Lately bottlenecks in the wireless 

domain became irritating issue when integrating wireless network with other networks 

that run technologies with high capacities where booming capacities above 100 Gbps 

are now achievable [13]. The integration between wireless and wired networks requires 

sort of consistency in capacities and speeds in order to make use of the high capacity of 

the wired networks. The work done by the organizations involved in the development of 

the 100 Gigabit Ethernet ( IEEE HSSG, ITU-T SG15 and OIF) indicated that there must 

be consistency between the transport technologies which integrate with the 100 Gigabit 
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Ethernet. On the other hand the spectrum utilization measurements, for example the 

measurements done by Zulfiquar Sayed, Bell Labs and Lucent Technologies [14] 

showed that wireless networks are facing challenges due to aggressive demands 

specially over the previous years it was also shown that wired networks transport 

technologies could introduce transport solutions like SONET and WDM that are 

capable of supporting such aggressive demands, while wireless  networks still cannot 

afford such high throughput due to several limitations one of them is the limitation on 

spectrum utilization [15,16].  

 

On the other hand efficient spectrum utilization techniques are required to improve 

spectrum management and substantially increase the wireless spectrum utilization.  This 

is important because one of the topics for research is identifying better opportunities for 

internetworking between wireless networks and fixed networks, for example optical 

transmission backbones which use technologies like WDM increased the line rate from 

2.5Gbps to 10Gbps, and recently to 40Gbps [17], also IP routers and layer 3 switches 

started using 100G Ethernet ports. It is important to note that the consistency in network 

capacities between the fixed side and wireless side opens the doors for virtually 

unlimited integration solutions and topologies [18, 19]. 

 

In the 1990s, cellular mobile communication expanded significantly, and many 

applications were developed based on mobile data networks, this included commercial 

applications related to data services. Recent research indicates that cellular networks are 

usually over utilized, however other spectrum bands, for example related to radio 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.Zulfiquar%20Sayed.QT.&newsearch=true
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broadcast, military applications and paging services, are insufficiently utilized [20, 21, 

22].  

 

Different aspects related to spectrum management were discussed in the International 

Union of Radio Science (URSI) Radio Science Bulletin report No 354 [23] which 

indicated the importance of spectrum management especially in regions which have 

significant low utilization. The report demonstrated the measurements done by M. 

Mehdawi and N. Riley [24] showed that many bands consists of unused spectrum 

specially between 1 and 2 GHz also in TV band, however the GSM 900 and GSM1800 

bands always show high utilization. The measurements show that mean occupancy ratio 

over whole band was as low as 11%, while we have some bands like GSM bands suffer 

from high utilization that approaches 100% in business peak hours. 

 

In the Federal Communications Commission FCC “Report of Spectrum Efficiency 

Working Group” [25] a measurement for spectrum utilization in an approximately 700 

MHz block was demonstrated to show the variation in spectrum use, where the lower 

frequency bands had lower utilization, unlike the higher frequencies, also it shows that 

some bands have continuous occupancy for example television broadcast and others are 

dynamically occupied. The spectrum utilization shown in Figure 1-4 varies based on the 

geographical area as measured in 700 MHz block below 1 GHz in Atlanta (A), New 

Orleans (B) and San Diego (C) as indicated in the Federal Communications 

Commission Spectrum policy Task Force report [25].   
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Figure 1-4: FCC Report of Spectrum Efficiency [25] – Spectrum utilization measured in Atlanta 

(A), New Orleans (B) and San Diego (C) shows occupancy of 700 MHz of spectrum below 1 GHz 

which varies based on the geographical area 

 

Some spectrum measurements were done recently by mobile network operators and 

manufacturers indicate that there is tremendous growth in broadband applications data, 

where some operators and manufacturers estimated the wireless traffic from mobile 

networks and data applications will grow more than 10 times between 2012 and 2018 

[26, 27, 28] where it is expected to exchange more than 6000 Peta Bytes per month by 

smartphones in 2018. Figure 1-5 shows spectrum occupancy measured by Ericsson in 

different frequency bands, and indicates the unfair distribution of occupancy against 

different bands, as mobile frequency bands (900, 1800 and 2100 MHz) have high power 

density due to high spectrum utilization. 
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Figure 1-5: Measured spectrum occupancy indicates high utilization in mobile frequency bands – 

Ericsson publications [26] 

 

With increasing demand for more spectrum capacity the following solutions were 

discussed: increasing the spectrum bands, improving the related network controllers like 

wireless network base stations, and improving spectrum utilization. Due to the 

limitations on the first and second solutions, most researchers are interested in the third 

solution as there are varieties of applications that can achieve it. One of the most 

important techniques to improve the spectrum utilization is the opportunistic concept, 

which is technique of inspecting bands of spectrum to find spectrum holes and then 

make use of them by secondary users. The opportunistic systems concept started to 

attract the researchers as it introduces solution for the spectrum utilization problem 

based on the available resources. 
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In general the new trends in spectrum sharing techniques can be divided into two 

categories. The first category is dynamic spectrum sharing where the spectrum holes are 

assigned with limited rights, and the other category depends on licensed shared access 

with different priority levels. The two categories vary in the degree and methodology of 

control, from full rights to opportunistic dynamic shared access [29]. 

 

William Lehr highlighted in his MIT paper [30] that the new trend in DSA planning is 

having different types of licensed users, where each user can access the spectrum based 

on his own priority to have the access. In such trend multiple network operators may 

share same spectrum with different user access type like ASA (Authorized Shared 

Access), LSA (Licensed Shared Access), and PA (Priority Access) in order to provide 

several access rights and priorities to their users. Usually the network operator applies 

such procedure to protect the licensee from harmful interference which affects its 

communication quality, and many operators considers this as solution to compromise 

between the exclusive licensed spectrum which provides predictable high quality of 

service along the operation time, and the unlicensed spectrum which is usually used in 

insensitive application like public WLAN networks. 

 

Joseph Mitola introduced the cognitive radio concept in 1998 in a seminar at the Royal 

Institute of Technology in Stockholm, as a new untraditional wireless technique that 

tries to improve the spectrum utilization [31]. The main idea behind this opportunistic 

technique is finding the unused spectrum channels (spectrum holes) and assign them to 

low priority users, and the main two challenging tasks in cognitive radio are spectrum 
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sensing (sensing the wireless environment to find spectrum holes), and then making 

decisions wither to use these holes or not based on the spectrum knowledge. 

 

This concept was proposed by Joseph Mitola in 1998, published in 1999 [32] and it was 

improved in following years as it became very attractive research area. The CRN system 

was introduced as an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware of its 

network status, learn the changes and adapts to incoming RF demand by sensing the 

spectrum holes and use it to establish new connections in real time. In typical CRN 

process the key issues are awareness of network status, ability of learning new status 

and adaptivity for change, reliability, and spectrum utilization efficiency [33]. 

 

Spectral efficiency is very important factor in future wireless communication systems, 

as it targets higher utilization with accepted service performance. CRN systems are 

mainly used with lower priority secondary systems that search the spectrum to find 

holes and then filling the discovered spectrum holes of unused licensed spectrum with 

their own transmission. Frequency bands which are not fully utilized by the primary 

users introduce opportunity for the secondary users who wish to send over the licensed 

channel. 

 

The most useful feature in CRN systems is the capability to sense the operating 

environment, identify changes and adapt accordingly in real time [34, 35]. This 

interactive approach allows the CRN to permit/deny the spectrum access to certain users 

in certain time slots. CRN systems are very familiar in military applications [36] where 

the primary users use the spectrum on daily basis for limited time, hence the CRN 
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allows reusing the spectrum in the free hours by secondary users which increases the 

utilization and allows secondary users to find communication channels, however the 

primary users keep the higher priority in case they need the channel [37].  

 

Some Network operators in differet countries have already deployed Cognitive Radio 

Networks to enhance the network utilization, for example Ministry of Transport and 

Communications of Finland, and Ministry of industry and some Wireless providers in 

Canada [38]. An interesting tool was developed by M.Vieira and L.Mello which uses 

the spectrum occupancy by primary users in Brazil as input data to simulate the 

performance of the cognitive radio system based on real time spectrum status [39]. 

 

Several research focused on the coexistence environment between cognitive and 

primary radio systems [40] where this environment can avoid interference. One of the 

most important transmission techniques in CRN systems is spectrum underlay 

technique, which allows the coexistance of both primary and secondary users in same 

time, where primary users are protected from the interferance by applying spectral 

masks on secondary user transmission, by applying set of rules and frequency band pass 

filters that limit adjacent channel interference, and ensure that the generated interference 

is below the noise level allowed by the primary user, however the drawback of the 

underlay technique is its restriction on power level and communication range.  

 

Another CR approach is the overlay approach where the system allows secondary users 

to coexist in same spectrum with primary users and share with them their messages in 

order to control and reduce signal interferance. A trade-off is considered between the 
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interferance between primary and secondary signals, and the accepted level of 

transmitted power for the secondary user. While the third CR approach is called the 

Interweave mode and it allows the secondary user operation only when the primary user 

is absent. 

 

Hybrid schemes using combination of the mentioned approaches may present good and 

efficient techniques to improve the secondary users transmission rate and throughput. 

This will be discussed in details in this thesis. 

 

 Underlay  Overlay   Interweave  

Simultaneous 

Transmission 

Secondary user can 

transmit simultaneously 

with Primary user. A 

predefined level of 

interference is 

considered to control the 

transmission power level 

of the secondary user. 

Secondary user can 

transmit 

simultaneously with 

Primary user.  

Secondary user can 

transmis when 

Primary user is 

absent. 

 

Transmission 

power 

Secondary user can 

transmit only below the 

power level which does 

not cause interference 

with primary user 

Secondary user can 

send at any power 

level that does not 

cause interference, 

and it can overhear 

primary user 

messages in order to 

adapt its power level. 

Secondary user can 

transmit any power 

at primary user 

Inactivity.  

 

Table 1-1: Cognitive radio operation techniques 

 

 

During cognitive radio operation the system searches the spectrum holes by detecting 

the unused frequencies and sensing the radio frequency spectrum, and runs a process to 

identify channel occupancy includes channel state information estimation at the receiver 

side. After the spectrum sensing process the power level of the transmitter is selected 

carfully in order to avoid signal interference between primary and secondary users. The 
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spectrum sensing and channel identification processes are done by the receiver while the 

third task is carried out at the transmitter side, based on the feedback between the 

receiver and transmitter.  

 

The cognitive radio technique can be extended to cognitive networks, where a system of 

an intelligent multiuser wireless communication system capabile of analyzing the radio 

environment and identifing the spectrum holes, adapts to changes in the environment, 

facilitates communication between different users, and applies resource management 

techniques [11], where the cognitive radio networks can serve many applications like 

vehicles mobility, medical applications and commercial internet [41, 42]. The main 

tasks of the cognitive radio system include: local radio spectrum analysis, spectrum 

sensing and channel identification, and finally Dynamic spectrum management and 

controling the transmitted power.  

 

On the other hand Cognitive Radio does not solve the spectrum utilization problem in 

other applications like mobile data networks where huge number of users need to work 

simultaneously with no restrictions on operation time so a more efficient technique is 

required to improve the utilization while allowing a huge number of PUs and SUs to 

operate simultaneously.  Although Cognitive Radio techniques improve the spectrum 

utilization and helps secondary users to make use of the unutilized spectrum, the 

conventional CRN which depends on the inactivity period of the primary user does not 

satisfy the demand of today’s cellular networks which need to serve huge number of 

users simultaneously. 
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1.2  Current research and objectives of this thesis 

 
Most of research undertaken in the Cognitive Radio area has focused on the spectrum 

utilization problem, which considered the key issue to be improving the SCP 

(Successful Communication Probability) by introducing new techniques that employ the 

CRN concept with some modifications that help CRN achieving higher SCP. One of 

these techniques was introduced by Andrew Drozd who focused on employing multiple 

transmission dimensions (i.e. time, frequency, and antenna directivity) to increase the 

opportunity of the secondary users to have wireless channel access, whether the primary 

user exists or not. The technique introduced by Androw Drozd is commercially known 

as Transmission Hyperspace™ (TH) [43], and it was introduced for the first time in 

2006 in the 17th International Zurich Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility 

[44]. This technique focused on employing the CRN concept with some modifications 

that help the cognitive Radio network able to accept higher number of users hence 

achieving higher SCP. The TH technique employs multiple transmission dimensions 

and make use of the opportunistic nature of the Cognitive Radio network to find 

spectrum hole for the secondary users to have wireless channel whether the primary 

user exists or not.  

 

In the study done by Drozd & Ozdemir [44, 45, 46] they introduced a new spectrum 

management and utilization paradigm based on mathematical optimization of several 

spectrum dimensions including frequency, time, antenna directionality, modulation, 

space, polarization, and other dimensions that allow secondary users to operate in single 

CR domain with primary users without interference or with minimal interference. They 

derived the probability of successful communications with different densities of CR 
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primary and secondary users [47], and they showed that using multiple dimensions in 

cognitive radio networks improves the successful communication probability 

significantly. This analysis depends completely on monitoring the SCP as a metric to 

evaluate the usage of different dimensionalities. The analysis done in the above research 

showed the SCP value in different scenarios based on its dependency on some other 

factors like distance and bandwidth. The research outcomes are explained in chapter 2 

of this thesis. 

 

Multiple dimensions technique in CR networks (MD-CRN) may introduce an efficient 

solution for the spectrum utilization problem and CRN system limitations. Both PUs 

and SUs can operate with reasonable performance and few restrictions. This means that 

the same spectrum resources (like frequency band) can be used to allow a higher 

number of users, and this introduces good solution for cellular networks operators who 

need to provide more services without increasing the spectrum resources. Some research 

was done in CR Multiple Dimensions (MD-CR) areas and proved their efficiency in 

improving the spectrum utilization. These researches focused on studying and 

monitoring the SCP (Successful Communication Probability) behaviour among 

selecting different MD-CR parameters (like Frequency, time, space).  However most of 

this research did not investigate deeply the impact on network performance (in terms of 

Quality of Service) after deploying the MD-CR technique, and improving the related 

SCP and spectrum utilization [48, 49, 50].  

 

Along the previous years some research introduced good analysis for evaluating and 

improving the Successful Communication Probability in each case, but it did not 
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evaluate the related Quality of Service and network performance in the multi 

dimensions scenario. Electromagnetic interference which may result during the SCP 

optimization causes losses in quality of service as indicated in [44] which affect the user 

performance in the RF space, hence this shall be corrected by QoS aware techniques.  

 

This research project tries to maintain balance between improving the SCP and in same 

time preventing the degradation of network quality of service, it studies the impact of 

improving the spectrum utilization in the cognitive radio environment, and proposes a 

technique to balance the need to maximize the SCP and keeping the network 

performance and QoS within the accepted bounds [51]. 

 

1.3  Contribution of the research 

 
The previous work focused on studying the SCP (Successful Communication 

Probability) and its relation with some important factors like Rx-Tx distance, number of 

primary users and channel bandwidth, and highlighted the SCP optimization problem 

and studied how to optimize the SCP value. However,  QoS was not considered in this 

optimization, and it is important to study the impact of optimizing the SCP on the 

wireless network performance specially in packet networks, and assess the network 

performance and quality of service in terms of factors such as throughput, packet loss 

and delay after applying the spectrum utilization techniques.  

 

This research studies the impact of the techniques used to optimize SCP on network 

Quality of Service. In many cases the SCP has a good value but the service quality is 

unacceptable. The network QoS is be analysed in the MD-CR case (employing 
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dimensions like frequency, time, and modulation) in order to check the related QoS and 

hence decide if SCP optimization will be acceptable in this case or not. The 

investigations will show the impact of using the spectrum utilization techniques on 

overall network performance and Quality of Service. Mainly network throughput, 

packet loss and bit error rate will be studied in each MD-CR case as major QoS factors 

that affect the network operation performance.  

 

The investigations will show the impact of using the spectrum utilization techniques on 

overall network performance and quality of service). It is expected to find some 

parameters affected negatively (performance degradation) while other parameters 

affected positively (performance enhancement). Based on these parameters an algorithm 

is proposed to keep the channel efficiency (in terms of throughput and QoS) above 

certain quality margin. This algorithm may be implemented in form of a real-time 

technique to adapt the network capability of delivering an accepted quality of service.  

 

The contribution of this research is to study and provide a solution for monitoring and 

controlling the quality of service in the networks that employ spectrum utilization 

techniques based on concepts developed for Cognitive Radio, where these networks 

usually focuses on optimizing the successful communication probability regardless the 

impact on quality of service. The research makes the following contribution to 

knowledge: 

1-Analysing the effect of using the multiple dimensions concept in Cognitive Radio 

Networks. 
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2-Proposing a technique that prevents degradation in Cognitive Radio Networks that 

employ multiple dimensions techniques. 

3-Providing reliable simulation environment that can simulate Cognitive Radio 

Networks with multiple dimension operation. 

4-Designing QoS aware CR networks that can compromise between the spectrum 

utilization trend and quality of service constraints and requirements specially in data 

networks which allow voice and real time applications. 

The proposed technique is discussed in next section, with a flowchart diagram that 

shows how it prevents QoS degradation. 

 

1.4  Proposed technique / methodology 

 
Cognitive radio ad hoc networks usually aim to increase the wireless network utilization 

where finding and hunting the spectrum resources is the main target of this technique, as 

the resources may become available from time to time. The effect of maximizing the 

SCP we may include undesired phenomenon like increasing the interference level and 

losing the high throughput provided by conventional CRN. In some experiments it was 

found that deterioration in communication quality due to the continuous efforts to 

increase the SCP by the network [52], and it was recommended not to exceed certain 

level of interference while the network trying to maximize the utilization in order to 

keep the channel throughput at accepted level. This should be considered when 

discussing how to increase the CRN SCP. 

 

In a Cognitive Radio environment the TCP performance is affected by many factors 

such as activities of the Primary Users, sensing signalling overhead and related errors, 
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also the frequent interaction between the transport layer and the lower layers which 

occur as result of flow of messages between TCP transport layer and lower layers 

during the switching between different statuses like channel availability and 

unavailability. 

 

Some research such as the TCP throughput analysis [53, 54] recommended tailoring a 

special TCP model for the Cognitive Radio networks that is capable to work in the 

related tough operational conditions. The main issues which need focus in order to 

improve the TCP performance in CRN are the complex and tough interaction between 

TCP transport layer and lower layers, also on huge overheads and imperfect spectrum 

sensing.   

 

In this research, a new technique is proposed to manage the compromise between 

increasing the SCP and increasing the network throughput and keeping the QoS above 

the accepted thresholds, thus avoiding network performance deterioration which may 

result from the high user density in single wireless domain as a result of maximizing the 

SCP. In this research, a full Cognitive Radio model has been implemented in the 

OPNET simulator by developing modified nodes with the appropriate coding which 

include basic functionalities. The purpose of this model is simulating the CR 

environment in order to study the network performance after applying the multi 

dimensions technique. The proposed technique observes the channel throughput on TCP 

level during the operation of the CR multi dimensions technique and warns the network 

controller when the throughput degrades below certain level. Network controller is 

defined as central network element that can control and monitor network operation, for 
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example base station in wireless network. Similar concepts were proposed to divide the 

operator spectrum into time-frequency slots where each secondary user submits bid to 

network controller then limited users are selected based on evaluating the submitted 

bids [55 - 59] however these proposals didn’t extend to monitor the performance during 

the simultaneous operation of the primary and secondary users, while other research 

proposed Markov approach to achieve the required QoS requirements [60]. OPNET was 

selected as a powerful simulation tool suitable to simulate cognitive radio networks, 

where it can afford flexible simulation environment which can be adapted by modifying 

the C++ code of the simulator module. NetSim was used to verify OPNET simulation 

results as it afford readymade module for cognitive radio networks however OPNET is 

still more powerful in terms of simulator capabilities and stability.  

 

The proposed technique tries to make balance between optimizing the SCP, increasing 

the network throughput and keeping the quality of service within the accepted 

thresholds. It executes the following sequence in order to compromise between 

maximizing the SCP and keeping the QoS in accepted range: 

 

1. The network controller assigns different priority levels to the users. Primary 

users always have priority 1, while secondary users are assigned priorities 2 and 

priority 3. 

2. When a user asks for the channel, the network controller checks the user’s 

priority level. Users with priority level 1 are being allowed immediately with no 

further checks. 
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3. When priority 2 or 3 user asks for channel, the network controller checks the 

possibility of applying multiple dimensions CR operation mode, calculates the 

estimated interference with the existing primary users, and then decides on the 

validity of the new connection. 

4. In the event that the new connection is valid, the network controller estimates 

the related QoS parameters (throughput, packet loss, delay, ..) and decide on the 

validity of the connection. 

5. If the new connection satisfies the QoS requirements, the network controller 

allows the related user to establish the new connection. 

6. During the network operation, the network controller keeps observing the QoS 

parameters and checks their values continuously. 

7. If the network controller finds QoS degradation in a certain channel, the network 

controller terminates the involved priority 3 user. 

8. After terminating priority 3 users the network controller re-check the QoS 

parameters based on short observation period. 

9. In case the QoS parameters values do not satisfy the QoS pre-defined thresholds, 

the network controller terminates priority 2 user’s sessions. 

10. After proper operation period, where the network controller finds that QoS pre-

defined thresholds are satisfied and no interference is observed, it allows 

activating priority 2 and 3 user’s sessions again and goes through same cycle 

again starting step 4.    

 

The following flowchart in Figure 1-6 shows the proposed process which employes 

MD-CR to improve the spectrum utilization, and in same time tries to gurantee certain 
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level of QoS for the MD-CR environment. This technique tends to control the behavior 

of the multiple dimension cognitive radio technique in order to guarantee a certain level 

of quality of service. The proposed setup assumes three levels of priorities; accordingly 

the network controller classifies the users in three groups. C-MD-CR (controlled 

multiple dimension cognitive radio) is the proposed name for this technique. 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 1-6: Proposed connection setup process to guarantee QoS level 
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1.5  Thesis Outline 

This thesis is organised in seven chapters and is structured as follows: 

 

Chapter 2 Reviews OSI model, TCP standard and Cognitive Radio standard, then 

discusses different performance issues related to Multiple Dimensions 

Cognitive Radio Networks. 

Chapter 3 Introduces two simulation tools (OPNET and NetSim) that can simulate 

Cognitive Radio Networks.   

Chapter 4 Evaluates the Quality of Service in multiple dimensions CRN and 

investigates the performance degradation.  

Chapter 5 Proposes new technique to enhance the quality of service in multiple 

dimensions CRN and examines it through performance simulation. 

Chapter 6 Concludes the research findings and suggests related future work. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL AND 

COGNITIVE RADIO NETWORKS 
 

 

 

 

 

 
This chapter reviews some Internet Protocol standards like the Open System 

Interconnect (OSI) model and the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) basics, then 

discusses the basics of the cognitive radio standard technique also the multiple 

dimension cognitive radio technique and how it is evaluated in previous work, and then 

discusses the TCP operation in cognitive radio networks and how its throughput is 

evaluated, and finally the relation between packet loss and SNR. 
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2.1 The OSI model and TCP standard 

 
In the following sections the OSI model and TCP protocol are reviewed in order to 

support the analysis presented in the following chapters. 

 

2.1.1 The OSI model   

The Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI) was developed by the International 

Organization of Standardization (ISO) to standardize the internal structure of the 

communication systems that operates in digital data networks. The model was built in 7 

layers to simulate the data flow starting the user application to the physical interaction 

between the network components [61]. The seven layers model shown in figure 2-1 

assumes that this queue presents at both sender and receiver sides to organize the data 

flow at each side, while connected through physical media that can be LAN network 

exchanges data in form of electrical signals [62].  

 

The data flow at the sender node starts at top layer (application layer) toward the bottom 

layer (physical layer) and continues through the physical medium between the nodes till 

reaching the receiver node then flows from bottom to top layer. The OSI model 

considers encapsulation concept where the user data is generated at the top layer by the 

user application then goes through lower layers where it is encapsulated in larger 

Protocol Data Units (PDU), for example the PDU of the Transport layer is called 

segment in case the transport layer protocol is TCP and called Datagram in case UDP 

protocol, while the PDU of the Network layer is called Packet and the PDU of the Data 

link layer is called Frame. The PDU at the physical layer is typically the smallest data 
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unit which is the bit. For each level the two entities at both sender and receiver belong 

to same level exchange PDUs to exchange level related data in form of header and 

payload. Every time layer N at the sender produces PDU it is forwarded to layer N-1 

where a new header is added to this PDU to form new PDU related to layer N-1 and so 

on. This process is called encapsulation where each layer generates PDU and forwards it 

to next layer to encapsulate it in new PDU, while the process is reversed at the receiver 

side. 

  

 
 

Figure 2-1: ISO OSI model 

  

 

Physical, DLL and Network layers depend on node hardware implementation while 

remaining layers depend on firmware, software and user applications. Here are the 

functionalities of the different layers: 

1. Physical layer: interface to physical medium, deals with raw bits, electrical and 

mechanical transmission system, and frequencies in wireless networks. It can 
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understand up to binary digits (ones and zeros) while can’t understand structured 

data units like packets and frames.  

2. Data link layer: responsible of encapsulating the data in frames, and ensure 

reliability of frames delivery between two end nodes, this requires applying 

techniques for error detection and correction, flow control and synchronization. 

The Data link layer contains two sub-layers: the Media Access Control (MAC) 

layer which is responsible of controlling how nodes access the network based on 

physical addressing, and the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer which is 

responsible of data encapsulation, error control and synchronization. 

3. Network layer: manages multi node network and deals with related issues like 

logical addressing, routing and packets delivery. This layer isolates the upper 

layers in the OSI model from dealing with physical and transmission aspects by 

providing reliable logical addressing scheme. 

4. Transport layer: ensure end to end delivery by employing techniques for error 

recovery, retransmission and flow control, also it is responsible of data 

encapsulation in segments.  

5. Session layer: define the communication structure between different user 

applications, also it is responsible of establishing and terminating data sessions 

between different user applications that interoperate together. 

6. Presentation layer: mainly translates the data format from the network service 

environment to user application environment in order to present the data in 

proper format understandable by the application, this includes for example data 

encryption and compression.  
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7. Application layer: responsible of end user interface and functionalities like web 

browsing, remote access, resource allocation, and user authentication. 

 

Some services are performed by two or more layers. These services are called Cross-

Layer functions, for example Cross MAC and PHY Scheduling which is important 

service in wireless networks where the packets are transmitted only in certain channel 

conditions. The MAC layer retrieve the channel state information from the physical 

layer and schedule packet transmission accordingly, this improves the data throughput 

[63]. 
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2.1.2 The TCP standard   

The transmission control protocol (TCP) is considered one of the most reliable transport 

protocols, where it can provide reliable error check and control technique, also assured 

ordered stream of segments, which make it very popular with IP networks [64]. The 

TCP is always in comparison with the UDP (User Datagram Protocol) which can reduce 

the datagram delivery time ignoring the link reliability. 

 

Due to its high reliability the TCP in combination of the IP protocol forms conceptual 

model called the Internet Protocol Suite which presents set of communication protocols 

used in internet [65]. The internet Protocol Suite describes all aspects related to internet 

protocol for example how to encapsulate the data and add the header of each layer. TCP 

uses smart technique to control the stream rate and size which called TCP Sliding 

Window flow control protocol, where the receiver specifies the window size 

representing the data size that can be buffered, the sender can send only up to this size 

of data then wait for acknowledgement [63].  

     

TCP segment header consists of mandatory control data used to deliver the segment to 

its destination and control the related flow errors. Figure 2-2 illustrates the building 

blocks of segment header. The source and destination fields represent TCP address 

which is called TCP port and it is used by source and destination to identify the TCP 

flow. The sequence and acknowledgement numbers are used to monitor the correct 

sequence of group of sequential segments and detect any missing segment. The data 

offset indicates the header size in words where each word is 32 bits block of data, and 

the flags are 1 bit flags indicate some control attributes for example Congestion window 
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Reduced (CWR) flag is used by the sender as a response to indicate that a request for 

congestion control was received and a proper window reduction was done. The 

checksum field is used in error detection for both header and date bytes, while the 

urgent pointer is used as an offset to indicate the position of the urgent data inside the 

data block while the URG flag should be set to indicate that the segment carries urgent 

data.  

 

TCP uses efficient congestion control mechanism where it controls the rate of the data 

transmitted by the sender in order to keep the flow at each link with minimal congestion 

or collapses. The receivers and senders use the acknowledgement to infer the link status 

and accordingly take the right action, also RTO (retransmission timeout) is calculated 

carefully to optimize the extra traffic exchanged over the network.    

 

 

 
        Figure 2-2: TCP/IP segment header 
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The TCP/IP is the most widely used architecture and it is considered as standard model 

for internet/intranet communications [66]. 

 

 
        Figure 2-3: TCP/IP model 

 

 

The TCP/IP protocol stack with its 4 layers is considered special case of the ISO OSI 

model [67], where some layers are merged to present internet oriented model. It 

includes 4 layers as shown in figure 2-3, and here are some major differences between 

the OSI and TCP/IP models: 

 OSI was built as protocol independent model to present generic model, while 

TCP/IP model was design based on specific protocols. 

 The network layer in the TCP model supports connectionless services while in 

OSI model it supports both connectionless and connection oriented. 

 Application, Presentation and Session layers in OSI model are merged in single 

Application layer in TCP/IP model.  
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 Data Link and Physical layers in OSI model are merged in single layer (Network 

Access) layer. 

 

The TCP performance is evaluated based on several metrics like throughput, packet loss 

rate, bit error rate. The packet loss ratio is the ratio between the lost packets to the 

overall transmitted packets, which usually resides in range less than . Using the 

simulated Packet loss ratio we can conclude the Bit Error Rate from the following 

relation, where PLR is the Packet loss ratio, BER is the Bit Error rate, and PL is packet 

length in bits: 

 

In wireless networks the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) is considered as indication for the 

wireless link quality. The relationship between packet loss and SNR can be deduced 

based on the standard graphs which were created based on the experimental 

measurements as explained in several references for example the text book “Digital 

Communications, Fundamentals and Applications” [68]. From the graphs we can 

deduce the following:  

 Most measurements indicates that the packets performance is excellent when the 

SNR value is above (30 – 25) dB. 

 The packets performance is still acceptable (lower quality, but acceptable 

performance) when the SNR is around 20 dB. 

 The packet performance is unaccepted (very low quality) when SNR is much 

less than 20 dB. 

More details and measurements are illustrated in section 2.4.3 and in appendix A. 
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2.2 Cognitive Radio Standard 
 

Cognitive Radio Networks were designed primarily based on IEEE 802.22 standard 

[23] which was targeting originally the rural broadband wireless access, with the 

possibility to give the un-licensed users an opportunity to access the spectrum. 

 

In OSI (Open System Interconnection) model the physical layer (PHY) is responsible of 

the relationship between the devices and the physical transmission medium where it 

represents the data in form of electrical signals, while the Media Access Control layer 

(MAC) is controlling the method and permission that the devices in the network access 

the medium to transmit its data [61]. The PHY layer in a Cognitive Radio Network is 

optimized to deal with long channel response times, while the MAC layer provides 

compensation for long delays. The PHY transport depends on OFDM and OFDMA 

mechanisms [70], modulation techniques supported are QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. 

The MAC layer in this standard is connection oriented with QoS support, also CR 

functionalities support is provided by MAC for example dynamic and adaptive 

scheduling of quiet periods, and control messages between CR user and Base Station 

(for example: channel change request, incumbent presence) [71, 72, 73].  

 

The following features and capabilities are supported by IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard: 

 Spectrum sensing 

Spectrum sensing capability to detect spectrum gaps 

 User registration and tracking 

Registration database that shows users connected to each network and their 

movements from network to other. 
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 Incumbent Database Service 

Used to give authorization to users who request accessing the spectrum 

 Geo-Location 

Feature that calculates user location in support of GPS 

 Self co-existance 

User existence in several WRAN cells with several base stations and 

interference sources. 

 Channel management   

Includes several regulations like limitations on transmission power, and 

accepted level of interference. 

 

2.3  Multiple dimensions in Cognitive Radio Networks 

 
The multiple dimension Cognitive Radio concept [44] focuses on employing multiple 

dimensions as orthogonal transmission dimensions like time, frequency, coding, 

antenna directivity, to increase the opportunity for secondary users to have wireless 

channel access and thus increase spectrum efficiency. In conventional CRN only one 

dimension is used to differentiate between users (for example time).  However in 

multiple dimensions CRN we have the option of employing more dimensions, including 

antenna directivity and coding, hence increase number of radio users in limited area 

with higher spectrum utilization efficiency [74].  

 

The analysis done by Andrew Drozd and Onur Ozdemir used Successful 

Communication probability, SCP, as measure for multiple dimension CRN efficiency, 
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also this was evaluated by Zhao [75] where the SCP was used to find the spectrum 

holes. The general form for the SCP based on the assumption of using an 

omnidirectional antenna and where users operate with a single frequency channel, then 

time and frequency diversity were considered to improve the SCP, and finally antenna 

directionality was considered as third dimension. The analysis compares the SCP in 

case only one dimension is used (Time or Frequency Diversity – Equations (1) and (2) 

and in case two dimensions are used (both Time and Frequency Diversity – Equation 

number (3) ). The following equations were driven based on the path loss model as 

function in transmitted power, number of consecutive timeslots, number of frequency 

channels, and maximum number of hops; and they show that using multiple dimension 

in cognitive radio networks improves the successful communication probability 

significantly, where the calculated SCP in equation (3) has greater value than the SCP 

calculated in each case of single dimension as shown in (1) and (2). Number of hops 

refers to number of intermediate devices the signal pass between source and destination, 

where it is assumed single hop in this project for simplicity. 

 

   (1) 

 

  (2) 

 

   (3) 
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Where: 

 is the transmitted power 

T  is number of consecutive time slots 

h  is maximum number of hops 

F  is number of available frequency channels 

 

Andrew Drozd and his research team showed that using multiple dimensions of the 

spectrum resources leads to more spectrum opportunities and utilization, and they 

named this multiple dimensions technique commercially the “Transmission 

hyperspace™”. It is clear that such multiple dimensions technique introduces an 

efficient method to improve the spectrum utilization, where spectrum resources can be 

used by higher number of users and this is considered good solution for crowded 

networks (example cellular networks).  However, the Quality of Service must be 

considered when using multiple dimension techniques. In some analysis and simulations 

it was noticed that electromagnetic interference level may vary during the operation of 

the multiple dimensions CRN, which affects the quality of service as explained in [44], 

the electromagnetic interference has direct impact on user quality of service, and 

existing researches avoided the assignments that are likely to cause unacceptable losses 

in QoS [76], in addition it would be useful to study the impact on QoS and consider 

corrective techniques. 

 

Recent techniques were proposed to solve the quality of service problem in the multiple 

dimension cognitive radio networks in order to balance between the spectrum utilization 
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and quality of service, for example priority queuing [77], and other techniques like the 

controlled MD-CR which will be discussed later in chapters 3 and 5. 

 

2.4 Evaluating TCP Throughput in Cognitive Radio Networks 

 
The performance of the Transmission Control Protocol TCP plays important role in the 

overall performance of the Cognitive Radio Networks which employs wireless 

technique to exchange data. Unfortunately there is a lack of investigations and 

numerical analysis which evaluate the TCP performance in Cognitive Radio Networks, 

For example one of the few researches [53] studied the TCP throughput in cognitive 

radio environment and recommended considering cross-layer optimization problem 

with respect to lower layers parameters, however it didn’t study the impact on TCP 

throughput due to electromagnetic interference in CRN. It found that the TCP 

throughput in CRN is affected by several factors for example the activities of the active 

PUs have direct influence to the SU TCP throughput, also the spectrum sensing errors 

and frequent interruptions done by PUs to SU transmissions. In addition to the previous 

factors which are related to CR operation, we may consider another factor related to 

strong interaction between the TCP transport layer and lower layers as the TCP layer is 

responsible of assuring the correct data delivery in environment with frequent 

interruptions, while TCP layer is responsible of end-to-end delivery. All previous 

factors affect the operation of the transport layer and reduce the TCP ability to assure 

end-to-end delivery, which leads to frequent retransmissions, hence reduced throughput 

[78].  
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Jian Wang [53] analysed the TCP performance in Cognitive Radio Networks and to 

applied changes to the TCP model in order to accommodate the challenges it faces in 

the CR environment. Wang found that the PU activities lead to a dynamic channel 

availability environment which affects normal TCP operation, hence he proposed a 

cross layer optimization problem in order to maximize the TCP throughput based on 

lower layer parameters. He found that the most important issues that affect the TCP 

throughput in CRN are the exhausting interaction between the TCP and lower layers 

due to the channel unavailability, where the SU is affected by frequent interruptions by 

PU, and the TCP suffers from session time-out hence re-transmits the data several 

times, which leads to less throughput [79]. The second issue is the effect of spectrum 

sensing as it wastes time in the sensing process also due to the signal collision between 

PUs and SUs in case of imperfect sensing [80, 81]. 

 

2.4.1 TCP throughput evaluation model   

In conventional Cognitive Radio and Multiple Dimensions Cognitive Radio Networks 

the SNR and TCP throughput can be deduced based on the following considerations: 

 

 SNR is obtained based on the received signal from both SU and PU. 

 SNR can be used to obtain the related Packet Loss Rate from the standard 

relation graphs and tables as explained in Appendix A. 

 TCP throughput can be calculated as function of Packet Loss rate. 
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Figure 2-4: Simple model combines both fixed and radio networks 

 

 

A simple network model illustrated in figure 2-4 is used in evaluating TCP throughput 

in cognitive radio networks where the wireless network is integrated with wired 

network, and TCP throughput is measured at the integration point which is wireless 

network controller (base station) or router. The distance between the user and the base 

station plays major role in the SNR value also in TCP throughput of the Secondary 

User. The suitable distance resides in range that avoids the interference with the Primary 

User and avoids the bad SNR as indicated in equation (4). The effect of shadowing and 

multipath fading are neglected. 

 

ISUs ddd      (4) 

 

Where: 

sd
  is distance which represents bad SNR 

SUd
  is suitable distance between SU Tx and Rx 

Id   is distance which represents interference to the PU 
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Usually, Cognitive Radio performance evaluation introduces the Successful 

communication probability SCP in terms of the received power when several 

parameters such as distance vary with the user mobility also according to the network 

dynamic conditions [82]. 

 

2.4.2 SNR analysis in Cognitive Radio Networks 

It is important to study the relation between signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the quality 

of service metrics in wireless and cognitive radio network environments [83, 84]. The 

following relation explains how the Signal to Noise and Interference ratio (SNIR) is 

calculated in the conventional Cognitive Radio mode as discussed in [48]. The SNIR of 

user n on carrier (frequency channel) k is given by: 
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Where: 

n is identification number of transmitter-receiver pair 

P  is the power of user n (transmitter-receiver pair) n 

L  is the path loss between transmitter-receiver pair n is given as    

i

n
df

C
L

2
  

f  is the sub-band carrier / channel frequency 

  is the attenuation constant 

d  is the distance between transmitter n and receiver n 

C is constant 
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Primary transmitter-receiver pairs are numbered as ),...,1( Mm  

Secondary transmitter-receiver pairs are numbered as ),...,1( Nn  

Gausian channel with zero mean and variance 0N   is assumed 

 

It is assumed that the path loss in the received power is the dominant loss factor, hence 

the effects of shadowing and multipath fading are neglected [85]. 

 

2.4.3 The Relation between Packet Loss & SNR 

The relation between Packet Loss rate and SNR can be deduced from the standard 

graphs which were deduced from experimental measurements as explained in several 

references for example the text book “Digital Communications, Fundamentals and 

Applications” [68], and as discussed in Appendix A. 

 

From the graphs we find the following observations:  

 Most measurements indicates that the packets performance is excellent when the 

SNR value is above (30 – 25) dB. 

 The packets performance is still acceptable (lower quality, but acceptable 

performance) when the SNR is around 20 dB. 

 The packet performance is unaccepted (very low quality) when SNR is much 

less than 20 dB. 
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Figure 2-5 shows relation between the SNR and loss rate in collaborated circuit and 

Network operations. This analysis was done in Department of Electrical & Computer 

Engineering, Southern Illinois University, USA [86]. More measurements are illustrated 

in Appendix A. 

 

2.4.4 TCP throughput 

The following analytical model evaluates the TCP performance in wireless networks. 

The main characteristic used in the evaluation is the TCP traffic throughput, which is 

driven below based on Masahiro’s analysis explained in [87], where an analytical model 

for TCP throughput in wireless networks is built based on modelling the communication 

errors related to data link layer.   

 

Figure 2-5: example of the relation Packet loss rate vs SNR, Department of 

Electrical & Computer Engineering, Southern Illinois University [86] 
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p is the Packet loss rate / probability  

b is number of packets per ACK (usually 1 or 2) 

oT  is Time out (re-transmission time out) 

L is Packet length  

N is Packet transmission interval 

G is offer load 

W is TCP average window size 

n is number of terminals 

RTT is Round Trip time (radio delay + buffering delay) 

 

Usually in the wireless networks environment, values of round trip time  RTT and re-

transmission time-out To is influenced by the packet loss characteristics due to the frame 

re-transmission at the Data Link Layer [88]. The Data Link Layer throughput can be 

expressed as:  
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Hence TCP throughput can be expressed as: 
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where bufferradio ppp   

 

Equation (5) introduces TCP throughput characterized by RTT,  To, and p which mainly 

depends on packet loss and its related errors, for example bit error rate. 

 

2.5  Conclusion  
 

This chapter discusses the cognitive radio networks standards, also the basics of the 

multiple dimension cognitive radio and the analysis of the successful communication 

probability. In section 2.3 it discusses how to evaluate the TCP throughput and SNR 

mathematically, and how to evaluate the SNR accordingly. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

NETWORK SIMULATORS 

 

 
 

 

 

 

This chapter introduces two network simulators which were used in evaluating the multi 

dimension cognitive radio technique. The chapter explores the simulator structure and 

how it was modified to simulate multi dimension cognitive radio networks, it also 

verifies this modification by running a simple simulation scenario. 
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3.1 Simulating Cognitive Radio environment using the OPNET 

modeler®  
 

OPNET is a software simulation application produced by Riverbed, and it can simulate 

networks behaviour, operation in real time, also monitors the network performance 

efficiently [89]. OPNET provides flexible environment that can be adapted to simulate 

different techniques and scenarios. It was used in this research project to simulate multi-

dimensional cognitive radio networks after code modification. OPNET can work with 

OSI model, from layer 7 to the modification of the most essential physical parameters. 

The main component of the OPNET simulation application is OPNET Modeler®, which 

is software component based on the VC++ programming language and it contains a 

suite of several protocols and different communication technologies. 

 

OPNET licenses used in this research project was granted by Riverbed to DeMontfort 

University within OPNET University Program, which was developed by Riverbed to 

improve the academic research, also to encourage R&D activities in Electrical 

Engineering, Communication Networks, Computer Science, IT systems and related 

disciplines. OPNET modeler V17 is used in this analysis, however OPNET modeller in 

general does not provide ready-made modules for Cognitive Radio or multi dimension 

CRN simulation, where special code adaptation and modification shall be done in 

OPNET to allow CR simulation. 
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3.1.1 OPNET modeler structure  
 

The OPNET modeler is using clear node structure consists of several layers of 

simulation utilities to run any simulation. The first layer in this structure is the object 

layer which consists of the network different objects (like routers, servers, user devices) 

that connects together to form graphical topology. Figure 3-1 illustrates the object level 

configuration, where each object consists of sub-layer called “Node Model” which 

presents several blocks of protocols and functions connected together to give the object 

functionality.  

 

 
Figure 3-1: OPNET object level [89] 
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Figure 3-2 and figure 3-3 show the Node Model of WiMax user and Base Station. the 

node model consists of transmitter and receiver modules connected to the antenna 

module, also WiMax MAC layer which is responsible of providing addressing also 

channel access control technique that enables several network nodes to communicate 

within a multi node network for example Local Area Network LAN. In the user model 

more nodes related to higher layers are included for example IP, TCP and application 

layers, also CPU node is included to process the data flow in this model. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-2: OPNET Node level of a WiMax user [89] 
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Figure 3-3: OPNET Node level of WiMax Base Station [89] 

 

Figure 3-4 shows typical node model level of layer 3 router where it consists of nodes 

for different protocol stack for example OSPF, RSVP, IGRP and RIP protocols, also it 

consist of special interface for ATM interconnectivity. Table 3-1 shows samples of 

nodes used to build the node model and related description.  

 

In the node model each node consists of a state model similar to a network flowchart, 

which describes the network packet flow and the related process and flow conditions. 

Figure 3-5 shows the state model level in OPNET modeler where several process are 

integrated to guarantee successful packet flow. The state model includes two object 

types, the state and the transition. The state represents process that executed by this 

state, while the transition is moving from one state to another one. The state is 

representing the lowest level of programing in OPNET where it consists of C++ code 

that executes the related process. 
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Figure 3-4: OPNET Node level of Layer 3 Router consists of nodes for different protocol stack [89] 

 

 

 

Object type Description  Symbol 

Processor  An object which can be programmed to execute 

certain system behaviour. 

  

Queue  An object that can provide internal packet 

queuing facility. 

  

Transmitter  Sending point which send packets to other 

modules. 

 

 
 

Receiver  Receiving point which receives the packets sent 

by other modules. 

  

Packet Stream  Communicates/buffers stream of packets from the 

source module to the destination module. 

 
 

Statistic Wire  Connects source and destination points to transfer 

data streams.  

Table 3-1: OPNET different node types [89] 
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Figure 3-5: OPNET State Model of WiMax Mac Node [89] 
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The process can only have one state, and it moves from state to another one based on 

the events that occur. When the process enters in a forced state (the green state) it 

executes the process related actions and then exits upon finishing all actions.  While in 

the unforced state (the red state) the process waits until a new invocation occurs. When 

the process moves from state to another one, this is called state transition, and this 

transition takes the process to a new state with new conditions or, alternatively, it may 

return it back to its old state, taking in consideration that all these transitions introduce 

no time delay. 

 

 

Object type Definition  Graphical representation  

State  The state contains the C++ code which 

expresses the process done by this state. 

This processing may occur while 

entering or leaving the state. There are 

two state types: forced (green) and 

unforced (Red).  
 

Transition  State transition is moving from state to 

another state. The state may be a source 

or destination point. 

 
Table 3-2: OPNET different state types [89] 

 

 

Each point in the State Model is responsible of specific state and conditions and linked 

to one or more States to provide integrated function of the related Node. The State is the 

simplest level of graphical presentation in the OPNET modeler simulator, and it is 

represented by C++ code as shown in figure 3-6 as sample code. 
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Figure 3-6: OPNET Sample C++ code of state model [89] 

 

 

 

 

3.1.2 Cognitive Radio environment implementation  
 

As highlighted earlier the OPNET default features do not include simulating cognitive 

radio or multiple dimension cognitive radio, so in order to implement the Cognitive 

radio environment in OPNET the following functionalities are implemented: 

i-Spectrum sensing 

ii-Implementation of the OC-MAC Protocol on MAC Layer  

iii-Performance monitoring during SU activity and QoS assessment. 

 

The above functionalities were implemented in OPNET by writing the related C++ code 

and verifying it as explained later in this chapter. 
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i- Spectrum Sensing 

 

In Spectrum sensing, the Tx node updates the channel state table which contains the 

status of each channel. The Tx node keeps sending control packet regularly to check the 

PU activity/inactivity and this usually done by using configurable timers. During this 

process the channel selection may be occur through coordination between Tx and Rx 

nodes when they mutually agree about the available channel. After these arrangements 

the data is sent between Tx and Rx.  Also there is a collision avoidance technique 

implemented in the MAC protocol used to avoid collision. The following two diagrams 

illustrate the control packets flow of the Tx and Rx nodes during the spectrum sensing 

phase [90, 91]. 
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Figure 3-7: Control packets flow in Spectrum sensing at Tx side [90] 
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Figure 3-8: Control packets flow in Spectrum sensing at Rx side [90] 

 

 

 

ii- Implementation of the OC-MAC Protocol on MAC Layer  
 

The OC-MAC (Opportunistic Cognitive MAC) is special protocol that works at the 

MAC layer to support the opportunistic behaviour of the Cognitive Radio technique. 

The structure of the MAC protocol consists of five data channels and one control 

channel where this control channel is used in the competition between the CR nodes to 

reserve data channels. In this protocol the transmitter sends an RTS packet which 
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contains the details of the available channels and may contain also the time frame 

allowed for this transmission (in case the CR network supports such information).  Then 

the receiver uses this information to check the possibility of establishing a connection 

with the transmitter and, hence, sends a CTS packet back to transmitter which 

confirms/rejects the channel selection, also this CTS packet is transmitted to all 

neighbours to update the channel allocation table [92]. 

 

                                           

During the multiple dimension CR operation the simulator keeps observing and 

monitoring the network performance and assesses the Quality of Service. TCP 

throughput is selected as performance metric to measure the spectrum efficiency as it 

indicates whether the used technique facilitates reliable channel for the user or not, also 

date loss metrics are used to measure channel reliability [93, 94, 95]. Here are the 

metrics set used to evaluate the cognitive radio network performance:   

 TCP Throughput 

 Packet loss ratio 

 Bit Error rate 

 

iii- Performance monitoring during SU activity and QoS assessment 

The main metrics which are used to judge the Quality of CR network services are the 

Packet Loss Ratio and the Bit Error Rate, which ae considered an indication for the 

channel health.  Also the TC throughput is used to judge the ability of the channel to 

deliver the data at an acceptable rate, where adding new SU connections may result in 

degradation in other channel throughputs due to the Multiple Dimensions environment 

which allow SU to use different dimensions to get a spectrum hole. Each one of the 
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three metrics mentioned (TCP throughput, Packet Loss and Bit Error Rate) has a pre-

defined threshold value in the OPNET code which is used to alert the simulator when 

the related metric exceeds the pre-defined threshold value [96]. The observation process 

is running regularly using a timer to set its frequency, also it runs exceptionally in 

certain events for example when SU requests a channel or when existing user terminates 

its connection. Both Packet Loss ratio (dropped packets to total sent packets) and Bit 

Error rate are used as indication for the interference and SNR [97]. 

 

3.1.3 implementation of MD-CR and C-MD-CR code in OPNET 

The functions explained in previous section were implemented in OPNET as C++ code 

allowing multiple dimensions (time and frequency) operation to enhance the 

performance of the conventional CR. The wireless module of OPNET modeler was 

modified by inserting additional code to perform CR related functions like: calculating 

the SCP (Successful Communication probability), checking the link quality of service 

and interference, checking the link throughput, classifying the user based on their 

priorities/applications, and terminating low priority links. Figures 3-9 and 3-10 illustrate 

flowchart for the logic used to simulate the MD-CR and C-MD-CR in OPNET software. 

In the flowchart of the MDCR model when a new request is received the network 

controller checks the channel state tables which include updated status for channel and 

Timeslots status to find out if the new connection is possible or not. In case the new 

connection is possible the controller checks the gap at all available dimensions 

(frequency and time in this scenario) then decides which dimensions will be used to 

allow the operation of the new connection. In MDCR the network controller calculates 

the successful communication probability in order to ensure that the MDCR improved 
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the performance over the conventional CR. The code is shown in appendix B where the 

OPNET wireless module was amended to perform the following functions: 

 

spct_sns this function simulates the spectrum sensing functionality where it 

checks the updated state table looking for spectrum gap at any dimension 

(frequency/time). 

 

clsf_client this function classifies the clients based on the user type (primary / 

secondary) where primary users are assigned priority 1, and the 

application type where certain applications are assigned priority 2 and 

remaining applications are assigned priority 3.  

 

scp_calc this function calculates the successful communication probability as 

explained in  section 2.2 

 

wqos_chk this function checks the QoS status based on predefined threshold values 

for QoS metrics (Throughput, Packet loss, BER, SNR). In case one of 

the QoS metrics exceed the predefined threshold the related link is 

terminated. 

      

trmnt_link this function terminates the links starting with lowest priority clients. 

(user that violates the predefined QoS threshold values) 
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chk_actv this function checks the link activity, and in case not active it returns the 

channel or timeslot id. 

 

upd_s_table this function updates the state table which consists of information related 

to channel and timeslot occupation. 

 

chk_freq_div this function recognizes the gap at the frequency dimension. 

 

chk_time_div this function recognizes the gap at the time dimension. 
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Figure 3-9: MD-CR simulation model 
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Figure 3-10: C-MD-CR simulation model 
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3.1.4 Verifying OPNET simulation performance after code 

modification 
 

After modifying the C++ code of the OPNET simulator to employ the Cognitive Radio 

features, the following OPNET scenario was executed to verify the OPNET had correct 

functionality. The scenario introduces a WiMax network that applies CRN operation 

conditions to allow higher utilization [98, 99], and it consists of a single base station and 

16 WiMax mobile users distributed between PU and SU users as shown in figure 3-11. 

 

The scenario assumes a random pattern of operation periods for the PU users, where 

some PUs operates continuously along the simulation period (30 minutes) while other 

PUs get active and inactive along this period and give opportunity to some SUs to find 

free channel to use.  This scenario was designed to test the capabilities of OPNET to 

simulate the conventional CR (during P2) and the multiple dimensions CR (during P3) 

where each time period applies different status and conditions to allow or prevent the 

secondary users using the spectrum as explained below. The simulation results are 

demonstrating three different operation modes of the network: 

 

 

P1 Only PUs are active while no SUs are allowed to operate, as CR is not employed 

in this period from time 0 till time 4 minutes. 

P2 50% of PUs are inactive and SUs can operate during the inactivity of the PUs. 

This is the conventional CR concept applied in the period from time 4 till 25 

minutes. 

P3 More SUs can operate simultaneously with the active PUs using the multiple 

dimensions CR concept in the period from time 25 till 60 minutes. 
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The above operation modes were designed in order to test the simulator capability of 

simulating conventional CR and multiple dimension CR, where P2 allows the SUs to 

search for spectrum gaps and use them, while P3 allows the SUs to employ multiple 

dimension CR technique to find channel. 
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Figure 3-11: WiMax simulation scenario used to verify OPNET cognitive radio functionality  
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Simulation observation 

 

Figure 3-12 shows the simulation outcome along 60 minutes, where the data throughput 

of the simulated WiMax network (measured at the WiMax BS) varies according to the 

time slot. the graph shows that the network throughput was minimal during P1, then 

increased during P2 (conventional CR mode) and then P3 (multi dimension CR mode) 

where the network was able to use the CR concept to increase the spectrum utilization. 

On the other hand the network suffered from high levels of noise in P2 and P3 due to 

the interference between PU and SU radio signal as shown in figure 3-13. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3-12: Network Throughput graph of OPNET Simulation model: 

Low throughput from time 0 to 4 minutes, average throughput from time 4 to 25 minutes in CR 

mode, and increasing throughput after time 25 minutes in multiple dimension CR mode 
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Figure 3-13: SNR graph of OPNET Simulation model 

 

 

The above SNR results  illustrated in figure 3-13 were captured at the WiMax base 

station BS , where the base station is acting as receiving point for all senders in the 

network. The result shows that the noise density was increased in the third period 

(starting time 25 minutes) as the SNR values tend to be less than 15 dB in the time 

period that multiple dimensions CR mode allows simultaneous operation of the SUs and 

PUs. 
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3.2 Simulating Cognitive Radio environment using NetSim Simulator  
 

NetSim™ is network simulation software that used in protocol modelling and 

simulation. It was developed by TETCOS [100] and used by many universities and 

research organizations all over the world in network R&D purposes. It is written in 

C/C++ code and it uses XML configuration files to simulate different scenarios. The 

key advantage of NetSim is its capability to simulate Cognitive Radio Networks as an 

embedded feature with no need to write/customize special code, hence it was used in 

this project to verify and confirm the simulation results obtained from OPNET, as it has 

different basis of implementation that is completely independent of OPNET. NetSim 

also can simulate wide range of technologies like legacy networks, Wireless Sensor 

network, Wireless LAN, BGP and MPLS networks, cellular networks.  

 

3.2.1 Cognitive Radio Simulation by NetSim 
 

NetSim simulates Cognitive Radio Networks based on IEEE Wireless Regional Area 

Network WRAN standard 802.22 [69]. The PHY and MAC layer models cover Super 

frame, DS-MAP, US-MAP, BW request, Quiet period, and several operation modes 

including OFDMA, spectrum sensing function, spectrum management and connection 

establishment techniques, it also present customizable environment to simulate different 

technologies with possibility to modify and enhance its setup [101, 102]. The features of 

the NetSim Academic version cover performance reporting, packet tracking, packet 

animation and metrics monitoring beside simulating conventional technology standards 

and customizing simulation code to simulate special network scenarios. 
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Figure 3.14 shows the simulation environment of NetSim where Primary users are 

represented as Incumbent nodes, Secondary users as CR CPE nodes, and wireless base 

station as BS node. 

 

 

 
Figure 3-14: NetSim Network Simulation model 

 

 

 

NetSim introduces a variety of parameters to configure the Cognitive Radio simulation 

environment, for example Transmitted power, operational frequency and time, 

modulation type, channels boundaries and other configuration parameters as shown in 

Figure 3-15. 
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Figure 3-15: NetSim CR CPE configuration [100] 
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Figure 3-16: NetSim CR BS configuration [100] 

 

 

 

Figure 3-16 shows the Base station configuration window where configuration 

parameters can be set for both incumbent and Cognitive Radio CPE users. Frequency 

and Time diversity may be used to separate the channels and prevent interference 

between different users.  
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3.3 Conclusion  

Two network simulators were reviewed, where the OPNET modeler’s structure was 

studied and explained how its C++ code was modified to include three functionalities 

related to cognitive radio and operation. The “spectrum sensing”, “implementation of 

the OC-MAC protocol on MAC Layer” functions were added to support the operation 

of the CR and MD-CR techniques, while the “performance monitoring during SU 

activity and QoS assessment” function was added to the code to monitor the quality of 

service during the operation of the proposed C-MD-CR technique discussed in chapter 

five. The OPNET modeler modified code was verified by running test simulations as 

shown earlier. 
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CHAPTER FOUR  

EVALUATING NETWORK PERFORMANCE IN 

MULTIPLE DIMENSION COGNITIVE RADIO 

NETWORKS 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter evaluates the performance of multiple dimension cognitive radio technique 

in terms of data throughput, packet loss and bit error rate based on network 

simulations. Finally it compares the simulation results of the multiple dimension 

cognitive radio to conventional cognitive radio technique. 
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Multiple Dimension Cognitive Radio technique was evaluated using the OPNET and 

NetSim Simulators, and its performance is compared to the conventional Cognitive 

radio approach. The following parameters and conditions were assumed to be used in 

the performance simulations as these parameters are common in data networks 

simulation:  

 Channel bandwidth 6 Mbps 

 Packet Arrival pattern based on Poisson distribution.  

 Packet size = 1920 bits  

 Modulation type used is QPSK as Phase Shift Keying Modulation technique 

minimizes the errors, and hence Signal to noise ratio is improved, hence better 

Quality of Service is achievable. 

 In conventional CR, the average time interval of operation is 10 sec for both PU 

and SU, where each SU waits for its time slot to use the channel (time diversity). 

 In MD-CR, no specific time interval is required as the SU uses multiple 

dimensions (time, frequency and modulation) to access the channel. 

 Average arrival rate of users is 30 sec. 

 

 

4.1 Network model 

The simulation network as shown in Figure 4-1 consists of 3 primary users PU 

(Incumbent), 3 secondary users SU (CR CPE), connected to base-station (BS A) and 

transferring different traffic types like http, VoIP voice and CBR traffic. The base-

station is connected to wired network which consists of layer 3 router and layer 2 switch 
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to route the traffic to group of application servers (Wired Node) which serves the users 

applications. Layer 2 switch is forwarding the traffic to the right server inside the 

service provider’s LAN, while the router is responsible of routing the packets within 

WAN consists of several service providers.   

 

 

Figure 4-1: Performance evaluation Simulation network model 

 

The service provider network consists of group of servers (Wired Node) that provide 

different services to the network users, for example http web browsing, voice over IP, 

and CBR service like file transfer. The application arrows in the figure shows the 

packets flow within each pair (Server – user) taking in consideration that the packets 

flow through the base station.  
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4.2 TCP throughput 

Figure 4-2 shows TCP cumulative throughput for both conventional CR and MD-CR at 

the wired network. The graph shows that the TCP throughput of MD-CR technique is 

higher than the conventional CR, for example at time 600 seconds the throughput 

difference is more than 350 Megabits. The figure also indicates that the conventional 

CR suffers from “waiting” periods where the SU is waiting for the PU to finish its 

activity and releases the channel.  While the MD-CR technique does not suffer from 

long waiting periods, its throughput varies according to the available resource 

(dimension) and its effect on channel quality of service. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Accumulative Throughput of conventional CR, MD-CR 

Accumulative throughput in M bits, and Time in Seconds 
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4.3 Packet loss ratio 

 

 

Figure 4-3: Packet Loss Ratio of conventional CR, MD-CR 

Time in seconds 

 

 

Figure 4-3 shows packet loss ratio for both conventional CR and MD-CR techniques. 

The packet loss ratio of the MD-CR technique is higher than the ratio of conventional 

CR due to the fact that it accepts higher number of SU connections making use of the 

multiple dimensions nature. 
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4.4 Bit error rate and SNR 

 

Figure 4-4: Bit Error Rate of conventional CR, MD-CR 

Time in Seconds 

 

 

Figure 4-4 shows Bit Error rate for both conventional CR and MD-CR techniques. The 

BER of the MD-CR technique is higher than the rate of conventional CR as a result of 

accepting higher number of SU connections making use of the multiple dimensions 

nature. However, this affects the Quality of Service. The related SNR values of the 

above BER can be deduced using the related BER/SNR curve of the modulation used in 

the simulation, where QPSK modulation was used in this simulation, the SNR/BER 

curve explained in appendix A shows that the related SNR values are arround 13 dB, 

and the SNR in case of conventional CR is higher than SNR in MD-CR case.  
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4.5 Simulation results analysis & findings 

In the previous part the CR-TH in frequency diversity mode was simulated using 

OPNET simulator, and the following characteristics were tested and evaluated: 

-TCP throughput 

-Packet drop rates 

-SNR 

-BER 

 

It worth mentioning that the simulation setup used in the previous section is a simple 

setup used to verify the operation and have preliminary evaluation for the above 

mentioned characteristics and from these results we can conclude the following: 

 

1. The network’s performance and quality of service (in terms of Throughput, 

BER, packet loss and SNR) are acceptable as long as the traffic load is not high. 

2. The used simulator setup was designed to simulate few users, hence the low 

number of users supported the observation of point 1. 

3. The network performance is still acceptable when both PUs and SUs operate 

simultaneously, also the SNR was accepted within the base station coverage area 

as the TCP throughput and packet drop rates are within the accepted range. 

4. When traffic load increases, for example high rate file transfer (FTP) was used 

in simulation scenario instead of web browsing, the users located at longer 

distance are affected (TCP throughput degrades) despite of their type (primary 

or secondary). This complies with the basic rule in MD-CR analysis, that 

distance is the basic factor in its performance. 
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The above findings and conclusions show that the MD-CR technique is useful as a 

spectrum utilization technique.  However in some cases it may have negative impact on 

the data performance (throughput, packet loss, ..).  

 

 

4.6 Conclusion 

The performance of the multiple dimension cognitive radio technique was evaluated 

using OPNET and NetSim simulations, also it was compared to the conventional 

cognitive radio technique. The simulation results show that the MD-CR technique has 

higher throughput due to its nature that tends to increase number of active channels and 

optimizing the successful communication probability SCP, on the other hand the MD-

CR has higher packet loss ratio and bit error rate. Quality of service key performance 

indexes which were used to evaluate the performance of MD-CR and conventional CR 

at the base station are TCP throughput, packet loss ratio, bit error rate and signal to 

noise ratio. In next chapter a new technique is being proposed to balance between the 

high throughput of the MD-CR technique, and the quality of service. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR CONTROLLING MD-

CR QUALITY OF SERVICE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter proposes the controlled multiple dimension cognitive radio technique C-

MD-CR to overcome the quality of service issues related to multiple dimension 

cognitive radio technique. It simulates the proposed technique and evaluates its 

performance based on comparison with conventional and multiple dimension cognitive 

radio techniques. 
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5.1 Controlled MD-CR technique  
 

As discussed earlier the effect of maximizing the successful communication probability 

in cognitive radio networks   includes quality of service degradation when the network 

is required to deal with high demands. In many publications, for example [103,104], it 

is recommended to mitigate and limit the interference which results from network 

efforts to maximize the utilization, in order to improve the channel throughput. 

 

In this research, a new model of MD-CR is proposed that includes a technique to 

optimise the relationship between maximizing the SCP and network throughput from 

one side and keeping the QoS within the accepted thresholds from the other side. This is 

important to avoid network performance deterioration which may result from a high 

user density in a single wireless domain as a result of maximizing the SCP. In this 

research, a full Cognitive Radio model has been implemented in the OPNET simulator 

by developing modified nodes with the appropriate software coding which include basic 

functionalities as explained in chapter 3. The purpose of this model is simulating the CR 

environment and study the network performance after applying the controlled multi 

dimension technique. The proposed technique observes the channel throughput on TCP 

level, also QoS parameters like Packet Loss and Bit Error rate, during the operation of 

the CR multi dimensions technique and alerts when the throughput degrades below 

certain level. The proposed technique has an “interactive cautious” nature which keeps 

monitoring the network performance and once it finds evidence of network performance 
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deterioration it takes corrective action in order to keep the performance to an acceptable 

level.  

 

The proposed technique executes the following sequence in order to compromise 

between maximizing the SCP and keeping the QoS in accepted level: 

1. The network recognizes priority level of each user. The priority level is defined 

during user registration in the network based on predefined policy created by 

network operator, for example unlicensed users related to security and medical 

applications are assigned priority level 2, while commercial internet unlicensed 

users are assigned priority level 3. In this research project primary users are 

always having priority 1, while secondary users are assigned priority levels 2 

and 3 according to their application. 

2. When user asks for channel, the network checks its priority level. Users with 

priority level 1 are being allowed immediately with no more checks needed. 

3. When priority 2 or 3 user asks for channel, the network checks the possibility of 

applying multiple dimension CR operation mode, optimizing the dimensions 

(frequency, time and modulation) based on operation conditions, calculates the 

estimated interference with the existing primary users, and then decides the 

validity of the new connection. 

4. In case the new connection is valid, the network estimates related QoS 

parameters (Throughput, Bit Error Rate, and Packet loss) and decide the validity 

of this connection. 
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5. If the new connection satisfies the QoS requirements, the network allows the 

related user to establish the new connection. 

6. During the network operation, the network keeps observing the QoS parameters 

and checks their values continuously. 

7. If the network found QoS degradation in certain channel, the network terminates 

the involved priority 3 user. 

8. After terminating priority 3 user the network re-check the QoS parameters based 

on short observation period. 

9. In case the QoS parameters value still not satisfying the QoS pre-defined 

thresholds, the network terminates priority 2 user’s sessions. 

10. After proper operation period the network may allow activating priority 2 and 3 

user’s sessions again and goes through same cycle again starting step 4.    

 

The flowchart shown in figure 5-1 illustrates the proposed process which employs MD-

CR techniques (like Transmission hyperspace™) to solve the spectrum utilization 

problem, and in same time tries to gurantee certain level of QoS for the CR-TH system. 

Transmission dimensions used in this evaluations are frequency, time and modulation, 

where the network can change the modulation tecnique (predefined set of modulation 

techniques 32PSK, 16PSK, 16QAM and 64QAM) to reduce interferance and  improve 

channel quality [105, 106, 107].   
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In the following section the proposed technique is simulated to study and evaluate its 

behaviour against conventional and Multiple Dimension CR.  

 

5.2  Simulating the Controlled MD-CR technique 
 

The proposed technique was implemented in OPNET in order to simulate its capability 

to protect the Cognitive Radio network performance and keep the operation within 

certain range of accepted QoS. The Controlled Multiple Dimension Cognitive Radio 

(abbreviated as C-MD-CR) has a cautious nature as it keeps monitoring the network 

performance (in terms of Packet loss, Bit Error Rate, SNR and throughput) and makes 

Figure 5-1: Proposed connection setup process to guarantee QoS level 
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use of its interactive nature to take corrective action, keeping the network performance 

within the accepted range. The accepted range is a set of threshold values which are 

defined in the simulator code to prevent QoS parameters (like packet loss and BER) to 

exceed certain levels. In a real world environment, such threshold values can be defined 

in the base station responsible for accepting/rejecting new connections and monitoring 

the active connections and deciding whether to allow its operation or terminates some of 

lowest priority connections, where group of predefined QoS KPI sets can be configured 

in the base station to introduce different levels of performance sensitivity according to 

the network applications (for example video, voice, texting, browsing). A typical 

threshold values used in simulations are:  

Packet loss ratio:  

BER:  

SNR: 19 dB 

The above values were defined based on theoretical recommendations [108] and they 

are not introducing typical QoS KPIs that used in real world, however the values were 

assumed to examine the efficiency of the proposed technique. 

 

5.2.1 TCP Throughput 
 

Figure 5-2 illustrates the cumulative throughput of the three models (conventional CR, 

MD-CR and controlled C-MD-CR), where the C-MD-CR throughput is higher than the 

throughput of the conventional CR and lower than the throughput of the MD-CR. This 

is due to the cautious nature of the C-MD-CR technique which may reject/terminate 

channels in order to keep the QoS within the accepted range. The C-MD-CR tends to 
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keep the QoS above the predefined level hence it terminates lowest priority user 

connections regardless the spectrum utilization status. 

 

 

Figure 5-2: Throughput of Conventional CR, MD-CR and C-MD-CR 

Accumulative throughput in M bits, and Time in Seconds 

 

 

The simulation indicates that the proposed C-MD-CR technique has higher utilization 

than the conventional CR, since the higher CP throughput at the base station end is an 

indication at higher network utilization, which confirms that the C-MD-CR technique 

can give relatively higher network utilization and TCP throughput, however it still  

cannot (due to its cautious nature) compete with the MD-CR in utilization. 

 

5.2.2 Packet loss ratio 

 
Figure 5-3 shows the commulative Packet loss ratio of the three techniques: 

conventional CR, Multiple dimensions CR (MD-CR), and Controlled MD-CR (C-MD-

CR). The graph shows that the Packet Loss ratio of the Controlled MD-CR is relatively 
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lower than the MD-CR technique, while it is higher than the conventional CR. This 

indicates that that the Controlled MD-CR technique may suffer from Packet Loss higher 

than the conventional CR due to its capability to increase the spectrum utilization, 

however it is much less than the MD-CR due to its conservative cautious nature.  

 

 
 

Figure 5-3: Packet Loss Ratio of Conventional CR, MD-CR and C-MD-CR 

Time in Seconds 

 

 

The above graph shows that the Controlled MD-CR have Packet Loss values slightly 

higher than the conventional CR, which indicates that the C-MD-CR can achieve packet 

loss ration as low as the conventional CR technique although it improves the throughput 

and the elated spectrum utilization 

 

5.2.3 Bit Error Rate and SNR 

 
Figure 5-4 shows the Bit Error Rate of the conventional CR, MD-CR and Controlled 

MD-CR techniques. The related SNR can be calculated as explained in Appendix A, 
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accordingly we can see that the SNR value of the Controlled MD-CR technique is 

around 26 dB which represents a good quality signal.  

 

 
 

Figure 5-4: BER of Conventional CR, MD-CR and C-MD-CR 

Time in Seconds 

 

 
 

 

5.3 Changing the simulation parameters 
 

In order to study the behaviour of the MD-CR and C-MD-CR techniques in different 

conditions the simulation environment was reconfigured to allow changing the arrival 

rate of the PUs also number of users in the simulated domain. The network model used 

in the simulations assumes default average PU arrival rate 30 second and operation 

period 10 seconds as explained in section 4.1, where each PU has the right to terminate 

the SU connection at arrival in conventional CR model.  

 

Figure 5-5 illustrates the cumulative throughput of the three models (conventional CR, 

MD-CR and controlled C-MD-CR) where user arrival rate was changed to 15 sec to 
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simulate higher channel demand and fast chages. The graph shows that the CR 

throughput was reduced; this is due to reducing the SU opportunity to find spectrum gap 

while the PUs are arriving more frequently. The C-MD-CR throughput was reduced as 

well however still higher than the conventional CR, while the MD-CR throughput is 

much higher than the conventional CR and C-MD-CR due to its nature which allows the 

SUU users to operate simultaneously with the PU users with no control interference. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5-5: Throughput of Conventional CR, MD-CR and C-MD-CR  

PU arrival rate every 15 sec 

Accumulative throughput in M bits, and Time in Seconds 

 

 

 

The packet loss ratio in this case is increased for the MD-CR technique due to the 

higher arrival rate of PUs, while the conventional CR and C-MD-CR have much less 

packet loss rates as shown in figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6: Packet Loss Ratio of Conventional CR, MD-CR and C-MD-CR 

PU arrival rate every 15 sec. Time in Seconds 

 

 

 

 

On the other hand when reducing the arrival rate of the PUs, increasing the arrival 

period to 90 sec, it was noticed that the C-MD-CR throughput is improved close to the 

MD-CR throughput level, also the conventional CR throughput was improved however 

it is still much lower than the MD-CR and C-MD-CR as shown in figure 5-7. This 

indicates that the C-MD-CR may be more suitable for networks that encounter low PU 

arrival rates as this improves the SU opportunity to operate, yet with interference 

control. 
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Figure 5-7: Throughput of Conventional CR, MD-CR and C-MD-CR  

PU arrival rate every 90 sec 

Accumulative throughput in M bits, and Time in Seconds 

 

Figure 5-8 illustrates the effect of reducing the PU arrival rate on the packet loss ration 

of the three techniques, where the packet loss ratio of the three techniques were reduced 

keeping the same order level. 

 

Figure 5-8: Packet Loss Ratio of Conventional CR, MD-CR and C-MD-CR 

PU arrival rate every 90 sec. Time in Seconds 
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Figure 5-9 shows the Bit Error Rate of the conventional CR, MD-CR and Controlled 

MD-CR techniques in high density user environment, where number of users is 

increased to 14 instead of 6 to simulate higher traffic, also data traffic generation is 

increased by increasing the packet arrival rate and changing the packet arrival 

distribution to exponential instead of constant to increase the load dramatically. The 

result of the simulation shows that the BER level of the three techniques was increased 

compared to previous case in figure 5-4, however BER new level of the C-MD-CR 

technique is almost same as CR new level, and even lower due to its conservative and 

cautious nature toward the quality of service. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5-9: BER of Conventional CR, MD-CR and C-MD-CR high user density 

Time in Seconds 
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5.4 Simulation results findings 

 
The simulation results show that the C-MD-CR technique has intermediate performance 

between the conventional CR and MD-CR in terms of throughput, packet loss, bit error 

rate and SNR, where it could achieve throughput level close to MD-CR technique while 

it keeps monitoring the quality of service KPIs, hence the proposed technique could 

balance between the need for high spectrum utilization and the less interference. The C-

MD-CR with its cautious nature tends to increase the network throughput while keeping 

the packet loss and bit error rate at an acceptable level. This was verified also when 

changing the PU arrival rates where the C-MD-CR showed higher throughput 

(compared to the conventional CR) with packet loss rate less than the MD-CR 

technique.  

 

5.5 Conclusion 

Proposed technique to control the performance of the multiple dimension cognitive 

radio technique was studied in this chapter. The controlled multiple dimension cognitive 

radio technique C-MD-CR aims to keep the quality of service within predefined range 

by controlling number of active channels that serve both primary and secondary users 

taking in consideration that primary users always have higher priority in using the 

available channels. The C-MD-CR technique classifies the users in several priority 

levels and keep monitoring the network quality of service KPIs like throughput, packet 

loss, SNR and in case one of these KPIs crossed the predefined threshold it terminates 

the least priority channels in order to save the quality of service.  
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C-MD-CR was simulated using both OPNET and NetSim, where the simulation results 

show that the C-MD-CR technique has intermediate performance between the 

conventional CR and MD-CR in terms of throughput, packet loss, bit error rate and 

SNR, where it could achieve high throughput level close to MD-CR technique while the 

packet loss ratio and bit error rate were less, which means that C-MD-CR could satisfy 

the need for high spectrum utilization and had less interference due to its cautious nature 

it tends to increase the network throughput while keeping the packet loss and bit error 

rate at an acceptable level.   
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter, a summary of the thesis is presented, results are discussed and 

recommendations for further work are proposed. The conclusions are provided in 

Section 6.1, while the suggestions for future works are listed in Section 6.2. 
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6.1  Research conclusion 

 
In this research, conventional spectrum utilization techniques like Cognitive Radio were 

studied, also, new trends in spectrum utilization by employing multiple dimensions 

(including frequency, time, antenna directionality, modulation) in the Cognitive Radio 

environment, and both techniques were compared to find which one is more capable of 

improving the spectrum utilization and to have accepted quality of service.  

  

The main question addressed by this thesis is how to balance between the advantages of 

the conventional Cognitive radio technique, and the high utilization of the Multiple 

Dimensions Cognitive Radio technique, resulting from its capability to improve the 

successful communication probability based on the orthogonal transmission dimensions. 

This question was answered by: 

 

 Studying and simulating the performance of both conventional Cognitive radio 

networks, and Multiple Dimensions Cognitive Radio Networks techniques. 

 Observing the differences in performance between the two techniques in terms 

of Spectrum Utilization, Network Throughput, Packet Loss and Bit error rate.   

 Proposing the controlled Multiple Dimensions Cognitive Radio (C-MD-CR) to 

optimize the utilization of the conventional cognitive radio technique while 

monitoring the Quality of Service in a cautious way. It classifies the users 

connected to the wireless domain according to user priority, and if QoS 

measures are not realized it terminates the lowest priority users.  
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The simulations show that the Multiple Dimension Cognitive Radio technique is useful 

in improving the spectrum utilization and maximize the Throughput based on making 

use of the multiple dimensions environment beside the opportunistic behaviour of the 

Cognitive Radio system. However it may affect the network performance due to its 

tendency to increase number of SU regardless the resulting interference. The Controlled 

Multiple Dimensions Cognitive Radio technique (C-MD-CR) is introduced in this 

research to keep the network performance within the accepted range, and based on its 

performance simulation the resulted Throughput is comparable to the MD-CR technique 

Throughput, while the interference is less. Table 6-1 summarizes and compares the 

performance of the three modes discussed in this research in terms of TCP Throughput, 

Spectrum Utilization and Interference.  

 

 

Conventional 

Cognitive 

Radio 

Multiple 

Dimensions 

Cognitive Radio 

Controlled Multiple 

Dimensions 

Cognitive Radio 

Throughput Avg. High+ High 

Spectrum 

utilization 
Avg. High+ High 

Interference Low Avg. Low 
 

Table 6-1: comparison between the 3 CR models 
 

The simulation results showed that the Multiple Dimensions CR has higher throughput 

and higher data error rate and this is due to its strong tendency to increase number of 

users in RF space, while the conventional Cognitive Radio has mild tendency to 

increase the utilization hence the data errors are less. When comparing the simulation 

results of the proposed technique (C-MD-CR) with the conventional and Multiple 

Dimensions CR techniques it was found that the C-MD-CR with its cautious nature and 
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its tendency to improve the spectrum utilization it could achieve balance between the 

key advantages of the conventional and multiple dimension techniques from side, and 

the desired quality of service from another side. 

 

The performance of the three techniques was verified through software simulations 

where network model consists of both PU and SU users was used to simulate the 

network behaviour, monitoring the performance metrics like throughput, packet loss 

and bit error rate while changing some operation parameters like number of users and 

user arrival rate. It was found that the conventional techniques are more capable of 

applying simple rules to keep the spectrum organized with average utilization and 

accepted Quality of Service, while the Multiple Dimensions CR techniques tend to 

improve the spectrum utilization in terms of “successful communication probability” 

regardless the Quality of Service. 

 

6.2  Suggested future work 
 

Future work could include involving other dimensions such as coding, power level and 

antenna directionality [109] to improve the PU and SU co-access performance [110], 

also to consider multiple hops instead of single hop, for example accessing primary base 

station through primary network access, and considering user mobility during 

simulation to measure the effect of distance in parallel to other dimensions.  

 

Improving throughput is attractive research area where different techniques may be 

considered to balance between spectrum utilization and improved throughput, for 
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example data link layer algorithms may be used to solve the trade-off problem between 

sensing and throughput [111], also special technique to perform spectrum sensing and 

data transmission at same time [112] may be combined with the C-MD-CR to improve 

the throughput significantly. 

 

Another interesting research area is the spectrum sensing where it affect the overall 

performance of the cognitive radio network either by its impact on the network 

throughput or the efficiency of finding spectrum holes [113]. A novel techniques were 

developed to improve the spectrum sensing process for example using dynamic sensing 

strategies which can adaptively schedule the sensing frequency based on link conditions 

[114], or using the spatial technique which uses direct relays to find the spectrum holes, 

hence improve the CR opportunities [115, 116], or by using energy detection which 

help to improve the overall throughput of the CR network [117, 118, 119]. 

 

Several applications for Cognitive Radio were developed to allow user devices to sense 

the operation characteristics besides traditional spectrum sensing. This is useful in 

determining best operational settings for the device, for example best power level, 

modulation technique, mode of transmission, and suitable QoS mode, which opens 

several doors for more intelligent self-organized wireless networks in the future for 

example next generation LTE networks. Spectrum resource review and allocation can 

be added value for the cognitive radio networks where spectrum access efficiency can 

be improved [120]. 
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Tailoring special transport protocol for cognitive radio networks as special edition of 

the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is important trend as well. Some research 

talked this issue like [53, 54, 121, 122] and could provide promising TCP model which 

can be utilized in future implementations [123, 124]. Also modulation techniques can 

contribute in enhancing the SNR and reducing interference and BER may be used to 

improve the communication quality by reducing the interference like 32PSK [68, 125, 

126]. Some interesting research are focusing on employing spatial modulation 

techniques in order to have interference free spectrum in cognitive radio networks 

[107], while other research focus on developing special modulation techniques suitable 

for cognitive radio [127 - 133]. 

 

One of the interesting ideas which will be considered in the Controlled Multiple 

Dimensions CR is the adaptive packet size technique which is very useful to adapt the 

performance according to channel quality. An initial concept was introduced [134] to 

adapt energy efficiency of wireless networks to reduce the power consumption and 

improve the Quality of Service, and then developed in different approaches [138, 139] 

to introduce QoS aware techniques. 

 

Internet of things (IoT) is very interesting research area in conjunction with Cognitive 

Radio networks [140], where spectrum utilization is required to support the IoT 

applications and cloud services to present reliable and smart IoT solutions [141, 142] 

which employs adaptive and reliable techniques that capable of controlling the network 

delay and energy efficiency in same time [143, 144] like adaptive packet size as 

discussed before.  
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Network security in cognitive radio networks becomes critical issue where threats like 

malicious and selfish attacks can take place [162, 163] where the attacker emulate fake 

low or high spectrum utilization to disturb the spectrum sensing process done by the 

secondary user [164]. Other security threats like spectrum sensing data falsification and 

control channel saturation attacks may occur in data link layer level where different 

techniques are required to be developed to prevent such threats. Network security is 

considered one of the QoS parameters today and the need for reliable security scheme is 

increasing where it should be combined with reliable spectrum utilization technique to 

keep the main opportunistic feature of the cognitive radio.    

 

Also special implementations are proposed to make the cognitive radio networks 

suitable for the critical applications like medical and emergency applications [166, 167], 

moreover vehicular ad hoc networks (CRVs) is recent trend which employs the 

cognitive radio to serve the vehicle applications, however this kind of CRN application 

need to be aware of the nature of the user behaviour in terms of mobility, velocity and 

service geographical boundaries [168]. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE RELATION BETWEEN PACKET LOSS, BER 

AND SNR 

 

When running network simulation tool we get an important simulation metrics which is 

Packet drop or loss ratio. This is the ratio between the lost packets to the overall 

transmitted packets, which usually resides in range less than . Using the simulated 

Packet loss ratio we can conclude the Bit Error Rate from the following relation: 

 

 

 

Where: 

PLR is the Packet loss ratio 

BER is the Bit Error rate 

PL is packet length in bits. 

 

Each modulation scheme has its own BER vs SNR curve which shows the efficiency of 

the used modulation scheme in terms of BER and SNR values. The “Digital 

Communications, Fundamentals and Applications” text book [68] presented sample 

curves for the BER/SNR relation as illustrated in figures A-1 and A-2. 
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Figure A-1: Bit Error Rate vs SNR – various modulation types,  

Digital Communications text book [68] 

 

 

As it is difficult to find direct mathematical relation represents the relation between the 

packet loss and the SNR, however several experimental measurements introduced 

relation between Packet loss and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), and from these 

measurements we can conclude the following:  

 Most measurements indicates that the packets performance is excellent when the 

SNR value is above (30 – 25) dB. 

 The packets performance is still accepted (less quality, but accepted 

performance) when the SNR is around 20 dB. 

 The packets performance is unaccepted (very low quality) when SNR is much 

less than 20 dB.  
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Figure A-2: BER vs SNR using QPSK modulation - various object speeds,  

Digital Communications text book [68] 
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Here are some experimental measurements were introduced in different researches 

which show the relation between Packet loss and SNR: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The graph illustrated in Figure A-3 is related to analysis done by the University of 

Oklahoma- Tulsa, School of Electrical & Computer Engineering [169]. It shows the 

Data loss against SNR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-4: relation between packet loss and SNR, ITRI Taiwan [170] 

Figure A-3: relation between Data loss and SNR, 

University of Oklahoma [169]  
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Analysing the TCP Performance on Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks [170] done by Industrial 

Technology Research Institute (ITRI), Taiwan. R.O.C. Department of Computer 

Science, National Tsing Hua University. The graph in Figure A-4 shows number of lost 

packets against different SNR ranges in mobile networks environment. 

 

The following graphs shown in Figure A-5 are related to Link Assessment in an Indoor 

802.11 Network done by the Wireless Communication Technologies Group, National 

Institute of Standards and Technology NIST, Maryland, USA [171]. The test 

environment included several levels of signal interference to evaluate the wireless 

network behaviour in each case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure A-5: Relation between packet loss rate and SNR with different levels of interference, NIST [171] 
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APPENDIX B  

OPNET CODE 

 

/*OPNET MDCR/CMDCR code    */ 

/*H.Fadel DMU 2016    */ 

 

#include "wrls_phy_support.h" 

#include "oms_wp_api.h" 

#include "oms_data_def.h" 

#include "string.h" 

#include "oms_wireless_support.h" 

#include "oms_string_support.h" 

#include "ip_wwqos_internal.h" 

#include "ip_wwqos_constants.h" 

#include "ip_wwqos_forwarding_class.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_network.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_node.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_ifc.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_queue.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_policy.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_policy_statement.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_ct_bw.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_priority.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_set_info.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_traffic_class.hpp" 

#include "ip_wwqos_queue_profile.hpp" 

#include "prg_bin_hash.h" 

#include "ets_api_obj.h" 

#include "ets_api_model.h" 

#include "ets_api_topo.h" 

#include "ets_api_gui.h" 

#include "prg_list_funcs.h" 

#include "prg_string_funcs.h" 

#include "prg_mem_funcs.h" 

#include "oma_ot.h" 

#include <opnet.h>  

#include <ctype.h> 

#include <oms_pr.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include "main.h" 

#include "802_22.h" 

#include "SpectrumManager.h" 

#include "Spectrumtester.h" 
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Cmohandle wrls_phy_catmem_handle  = OPC_NIL; 

 

Boolean wlrs_phy_global_init_done = OPC_FALSE; 

int  sw_cmdcr;   

int  qosflg; 

 

 

typedef struct WrlsT_Initial_Attach_Event_State 

 { 

 void*         

  mac_profile_ptr; 

 WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Convert_Proc_Ptr   

 mac_to_phy_conv_proc_ptr; 

 } WrlsT_Initial_Attach_Event_State; 

 

typedef struct MCS_Scaling_Attrs 

 { 

 int  mcs_index; 

 char  scaling_factors_str[512]; 

 } MCS_Scaling_Attrs; 

 

Pmohandle  wrls_burst_alloc_info_field_pmh; 

Boolean 

 wrls_burst_alloc_info_field_pool_memory_ready_flag = 

OPC_FALSE; 

 

Void wrls_phy_mcarrier_pk_send (Packet* pkptr, 

WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* tx_info_ptr, WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* 

phy_info_ptr, WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt* mcarrier_tx_ptr, 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* burst_alloc_info_ptr, Objid 

tx_module_objid); 

int wrls_phy_mcarrier_tx_conduit_index_get 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt* mcarrier_mgmt_ptr, Objid 

rxch_objid, double start_time, double end_time); 

 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt* 

 wrls_phy_mcarrier_tx_mgmt_init (Objid mac_objid, int 

next_cw_txch_start); 

WrlsT_Rx_State_Info*   wrls_phy_rx_state_init 

(Objid mac_objid, WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* 

wrls_phy_chnl_info_ptr); 

void wrls_phy_support_burst_info_print 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* burst_ptr);  

double wrls_phy_power_pedestrian_pathloss_compute (double 

distance, double freq); 

double wrls_phy_power_vehicular_pathloss_compute (double 

distance, double freq, double base_station_height_meters); 
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double wrls_phy_power_erceg_pathloss_compute (double 

distance, double lambda, double freq, double 

mobile_height_meters, double base_station_height_meters, 

int terrain_type); 

 

WrlsT_Power_Control_Info* 

 wrls_phy_power_control_info_init (Objid mac_objid); 

 

void wrls_phy_freq_bandwidth_all_channels_set (Objid 

ch_comp_id, double base_frequency, double bandwidth, 

OpT_Obj_Type obj_type); 

WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info*  

 wrls_phy_chnl_info_init_first_phase (Objid mac_objid, 

WrlsT_Phy_Profile* wrls_phy_prof_ptr, WrlsT_Cell_Id bs_id, 

WrlsT_Mac_Role mac_role); 

 

void wrls_phy_chnl_info_init_second_phase 

(WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* wrls_tx_info_ptr ,Objid mac_objid, 

WrlsT_Phy_Profile* wrls_phy_prof_ptr, WrlsT_Cell_Id bs_id, 

WrlsT_Mac_Role mac_role); 

 

void wrls_phy_send_fragment(Packet *seg_pkptr, 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* burst_alloc_info_ptr, 

WrlsT_Transmitter_Info *tx_info_ptr); 

int wrls_phy_fft_size_get_from_index(int fft_index); 

void wrls_phy_mcs_info_init (WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* 

phy_info_ptr, const char *modulation_curve_names [], int 

modulation_index_count ); 

 

void wrls_phy_mpath_channels_update (void* state_ptr, int 

PRG_ARG_UNUSED(code)); 

int wrls_phy_mpath_channel_instance_next_state_get (double 

* probability_array , int markov_states_count); 

void wrls_phy_mpath_channel_instance_update 

(MultipathT_Channel_Model* mpath_channel_ptr, 

MultipathT_Instance_Element*  instance_ptr, int 

number_of_updates); 

void wrls_phy_mpath_channel_evolve 

(MultipathT_Channel_Model* mpath_channel_ptr, 

MultipathT_Instance_Element*  instance_ptr, double 

mpath_channel_state_change_time, int 

max_channel_state_changes); 

double wrls_phy_multipath_effective_snr_compute (Objid 

tx_objid, Objid rx_objid, double avg_snr_db, 

WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* phy_chnl_info_ptr, 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info*  burst_info_ptr, 

WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* rx_state_ptr); 

MultipathT_MCS_Scaling_Factors*
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 wrls_phy_mcs_scaling_attributes_parse (Objid 

mcs_scaling_attrs_objid); 

 

Boolean wrls_phy_support_measurement_read_db 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Entity* m_entity_ptr, double* 

value_ptr); 

 

EXTERN_C_BEGIN 

void* wrls_burst_info_copy_proc_ (void* 

busrt_alloc_info_vptr, size_t size); 

void* wrls_phy_info_copy_proc_ (void* phy_info_vptr, 

size_t size); 

void wrls_phy_info_destroy_proc_ (void* phy_info_vptr); 

int  wrls_phy_snr_function_elem_compare (const void 

*snr_fn_elem1_vptr, const void *snr_fn_elem2_vptr); 

 

EXTERN_C_END 

 

void wrls_phy_power_consumption_from_burst_update 

(WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* phy_info_ptr, 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* burst_alloc_info_ptr); 

 

void  

wrls_phy_attr_module_phy_info_register (const char* 

phy_module_name, WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Init_Info* 

phy_init_info_ptr) 

 { 

 Objid         

 phy_mod_objid; 

 WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info* 

 measure_info_ptr; 

 WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Init_Info*   

 copy_init_info_ptr; 

  

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_attr_module_phy_info_register 

(phy_module_name, phy_init_info_ptr)); 

  

 phy_mod_objid = op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ()), OPC_OBJTYPE_PROC, phy_module_name); 

  

  

 

 copy_init_info_ptr = (WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Init_Info*) 

op_prg_mem_alloc (sizeof (WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Init_Info)); 

  

 copy_init_info_ptr->client_info_ptr   

   = phy_init_info_ptr->client_info_ptr ; 
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 copy_init_info_ptr->cell_id     

   = phy_init_info_ptr->cell_id; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->mac_to_phy_profile_ptr  

  = phy_init_info_ptr->mac_to_phy_profile_ptr; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->mcarrier_subband_measures_proc_ptr

 = phy_init_info_ptr-

>mcarrier_subband_measures_proc_ptr; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->phy_type     

  = phy_init_info_ptr->phy_type; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->phy_model_type    

  = phy_init_info_ptr->phy_model_type; 

 

set sw_cmdcr; 

/* check channel state tables to find available frequency 

channels and time slots */ 

spct_sns(chk_freq_div, chk_time_div); 

 

if (sw_cmdcr == 1) 

{ 

clsf_client(app_id, client_flg) 

 

} 

 

 

 

 if (phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr != OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  measure_info_ptr = 

(WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info*) op_prg_mem_alloc 

(sizeof (WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info)); 

  

  measure_info_ptr->measure_keys_proc_ptr  

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measure_keys_proc_ptr; 

  measure_info_ptr->measure_proc_ptr   

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measure_proc_ptr; 

   

  measure_info_ptr->client_info_ptr   

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>client_info_ptr; 

  measure_info_ptr->measure_key_base   

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measure_key_base; 

  measure_info_ptr->measurement_bucket  

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measurement_bucket; 

  measure_info_ptr->measurement_window_size 
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  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measurement_window_size; 

  measure_info_ptr->measurement_type   

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measurement_type; 

 

 

  copy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr   

  = measure_info_ptr; 

  } 

 else 

  copy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr  

  = OPC_NIL; 

  

 

 op_ev_state_install (copy_init_info_ptr, OPC_NIL); 

 op_intrpt_schedule_remote (op_sim_time (), 

WRLSC_PHY_MAC_ACTIVATION_CODE, phy_mod_objid); 

 op_ev_state_install (OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL);   

   

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void        

wrls_phy_attr_module_measure_info_update (const char* 

phy_module_name, WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info* 

meas_info_ptr) 

 { 

 Objid         

 phy_mod_objid; 

 WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info* 

 measure_info_ptr; 

 

 /** register a measurement type.    

       **/ 

 FIN (wrls_phy_attr_module_measure_info_update 

(phy_module_name, meas_info_ptr)); 

  

 phy_mod_objid = op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ()), OPC_OBJTYPE_PROC, phy_module_name); 

  

 measure_info_ptr = 

(WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info*) op_prg_mem_alloc 

(sizeof (WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info)); 

  

 measure_info_ptr->measure_keys_proc_ptr   

 = meas_info_ptr->measure_keys_proc_ptr; 

 measure_info_ptr->measure_proc_ptr    
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 = meas_info_ptr->measure_proc_ptr; 

   

 measure_info_ptr->client_info_ptr    

 = meas_info_ptr->client_info_ptr; 

 measure_info_ptr->measure_key_base    

 = meas_info_ptr->measure_key_base; 

 measure_info_ptr->measurement_bucket   

 = meas_info_ptr->measurement_bucket; 

 measure_info_ptr->measurement_window_size  

 = meas_info_ptr->measurement_window_size; 

 measure_info_ptr->measurement_type    

 = meas_info_ptr->measurement_type; 

  

 /* process model   */ 

 

 op_ev_state_install (measure_info_ptr, OPC_NIL); 

 op_intrpt_schedule_remote (op_sim_time (), 

WRLSC_PHY_MEASURE_REGISTER_CODE, phy_mod_objid); 

 op_ev_state_install (OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL);   

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

 

void        

wrls_phy_attr_module_measure_info_remove (const char* 

phy_module_name, WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info* 

meas_info_ptr) 

 { 

 Objid         

 phy_mod_objid; 

 WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info* 

 measure_info_ptr; 

 

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_attr_module_measure_info_remove 

(phy_module_name, meas_info_ptr)); 

  

 phy_mod_objid = op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ()), OPC_OBJTYPE_PROC, phy_module_name); 

 

 

scp_calc(); 

acflg == 1;  

actflg = chk_actv(); 

if (actflg == 0) {upd_s_table(); } 

 

 measure_info_ptr = 
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(WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info*) op_prg_mem_alloc 

(sizeof (WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info)); 

  

 measure_info_ptr->measure_keys_proc_ptr   

 = meas_info_ptr->measure_keys_proc_ptr; 

 measure_info_ptr->client_info_ptr    

 = meas_info_ptr->client_info_ptr; 

 measure_info_ptr->measure_key_base    

 = meas_info_ptr->measure_key_base; 

 measure_info_ptr->measurement_type    

 = meas_info_ptr->measurement_type; 

  

 

 op_ev_state_install (measure_info_ptr, OPC_NIL); 

 op_intrpt_schedule_remote (op_sim_time (), 

WRLSC_PHY_MEASURE_DEREGISTER_CODE, phy_mod_objid); 

 op_ev_state_install (OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL);   

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void        

wrls_phy_notif_state_set (const char* phy_module_name, 

WrlsT_Measurement_Module_Type mod_type, 

WrlsT_Measurement_Type measure_type, 

WrlsT_Measurement_Threshold_Direction threshold_dir, 

           

     double threshold, Objid 

remote_mod_objid, int key, void* client_notify_vptr) 

 { 

 Objid         

 phy_mod_objid; 

 WrlsC_PHY_Notif_Update_Info*  

 notif_update_info_ptr; 

 

 /** PHY module.       

       **/ 

 FIN (wrls_phy_notif_state_set (phy_module_name, 

mod_type, measure_type, threshold_dir, threshold, 

remote_mod_objid, key, client_notify_vptr)); 

  

 phy_mod_objid = op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ()), OPC_OBJTYPE_PROC, phy_module_name); 

  

 /* Create an event state for the PHY process. 

       */ 

 notif_update_info_ptr = (WrlsC_PHY_Notif_Update_Info*) 

op_prg_mem_alloc (sizeof (WrlsC_PHY_Notif_Update_Info)); 
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 notif_update_info_ptr->sub_client_id  = 

(int)mod_type; 

 notif_update_info_ptr->measure_type   = 

measure_type; 

 notif_update_info_ptr->threshold_dir  = 

threshold_dir; 

 notif_update_info_ptr->threshold   = 

threshold; 

 notif_update_info_ptr->remote_mod_objid  = 

remote_mod_objid; 

 notif_update_info_ptr->key     = 

key; 

 notif_update_info_ptr->client_notify_vptr = 

client_notify_vptr; 

  

 op_ev_state_install (notif_update_info_ptr, OPC_NIL); 

 op_intrpt_schedule_remote (op_sim_time (), 

WRLSC_PHY_NOTIF_UPDATE_CODE, phy_mod_objid); 

 op_ev_state_install (OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL);   

 

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void  

wrls_phy_attr_module_phy_scan_info_register (const char* 

phy_module_name, WrlsT_Scan_Info* scan_info_ptr) 

 { 

 Objid phy_mod_objid; 

  

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_attr_module_phy_scan_info_register ()); 

  

 phy_mod_objid = op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ()), OPC_OBJTYPE_PROC, phy_module_name); 

  

 op_ev_state_install (scan_info_ptr, OPC_NIL); 

 op_intrpt_schedule_remote (op_sim_time (), 

WRLSC_PHY_SCAN_REGISTRATION_CODE, phy_mod_objid); 

 op_ev_state_install (OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL);   

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void  

wrls_phy_attr_module_phy_scan_info_update (const char* 

phy_module_name, WrlsT_Scan_Info* scan_info_ptr) 
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 { 

 Objid      phy_mod_objid; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_attr_module_phy_scan_info_update 

(phy_module_name, scan_info_ptr)); 

  

 phy_mod_objid = op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ()), OPC_OBJTYPE_PROC, phy_module_name); 

  

 op_ev_state_install (scan_info_ptr, OPC_NIL); 

 op_intrpt_schedule_remote (op_sim_time (), 

WRLSC_PHY_SCAN_UPDATE_CODE, phy_mod_objid); 

 op_ev_state_install (OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL);   

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void   

wrls_phy_attr_module_phy_info_update (const char* 

phy_module_name, WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Init_Info* 

phy_init_info_ptr) 

 { 

 Objid        

 phy_mod_objid; 

 WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Init_Info*  

 copy_init_info_ptr; 

 WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info* measure_info_ptr; 

  

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_attr_module_phy_info_update 

(phy_module_name, phy_init_info_ptr)); 

  

 /* PHY initialization */ 

 copy_init_info_ptr = (WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Init_Info*) 

op_prg_mem_alloc (sizeof (WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Init_Info)); 

  

 copy_init_info_ptr->client_info_ptr   

   = phy_init_info_ptr->client_info_ptr ; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->cell_id     

   = phy_init_info_ptr->cell_id; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->serving_cell    

  = phy_init_info_ptr->serving_cell; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->mac_to_phy_profile_ptr  

  = phy_init_info_ptr->mac_to_phy_profile_ptr; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->mcarrier_subband_measures_proc_ptr

 = phy_init_info_ptr-

>mcarrier_subband_measures_proc_ptr; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->phy_type     
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  = phy_init_info_ptr->phy_type; 

 copy_init_info_ptr->phy_model_type    

  = phy_init_info_ptr->phy_model_type; 

 

 

 if (phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr != OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  measure_info_ptr = 

(WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info*) op_prg_mem_alloc 

(sizeof (WrlsT_MAC_To_PHY_Measurement_Info)); 

  

  measure_info_ptr->measure_keys_proc_ptr  

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measure_keys_proc_ptr; 

  measure_info_ptr->measure_proc_ptr   

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measure_proc_ptr; 

   

  measure_info_ptr->client_info_ptr   

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>client_info_ptr; 

  measure_info_ptr->measure_key_base   

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measure_key_base; 

  measure_info_ptr->measurement_bucket  

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measurement_bucket; 

  measure_info_ptr->measurement_window_size 

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measurement_window_size; 

  measure_info_ptr->measurement_type   

  = phy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr-

>measurement_type; 

 

  /* new event     */ 

  copy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr   

  = measure_info_ptr; 

  } 

 else 

  copy_init_info_ptr->measure_info_ptr  

  = OPC_NIL; 

  

 phy_mod_objid = op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ()), OPC_OBJTYPE_PROC, phy_module_name); 

  

 op_ev_state_install (copy_init_info_ptr, OPC_NIL); 

 op_intrpt_schedule_remote (op_sim_time (), 

WRLSC_PHY_MAC_UPDATE_CODE, phy_mod_objid); 
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 op_ev_state_install (OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL);   

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

/* PHY Functions */ 

WrlsT_Phy_Burst_Alloc_Info* 

wrls_phy_pk_radio_info_alloc_init (void) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Burst_Alloc_Info*  burst_ptr; 

  

 /** This function allocates memory for the burst 

information that is attached to  **/ 

 /** packets sent over the wireless PHY package. Values 

passed by the caller are  **/ 

 /** assigned and other structure members are 

initialized as needed.     **/  

 FIN (wrls_phy_pk_radio_info_alloc_init (void)); 

  

 /* Allocate the memory.      

    */ 

 burst_ptr = wrls_phy_sup_burst_info_allocate(); 

  

 /* Initialize.        

    */ 

 burst_ptr->alloc_size_bits   = 

WRLSC_ALLOC_SIZE_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->subchnl_count  = 

WRLSC_ALLOC_SIZE_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->alloc_size_blocks = 

WRLSC_ALLOC_SIZE_INVALID;  

 burst_ptr->tx_delay    = 

WRLSC_TIME_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->start_time    = 

WRLSC_TIME_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->burst_start_freq_hz = 

WRLSC_INVALID_FREQ; 

 burst_ptr->burst_end_freq_hz  = WRLSC_TIME_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->mcs_index    = 

WRLSC_MCS_INDEX_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->burst_type   = 

WrlsT_Burst_Type_Data; 

 burst_ptr->measure_key   = 

WRLSC_MEASURE_KEY_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->mbsfn_area_id  = 

WRLSC_MBSFN_AREA_ID_INVALID;  

 burst_ptr->subchnl_start   = 0;  

 burst_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts = 
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WRLSC_POWER_INVALID_WATTS; 

 burst_ptr->ecc_force_accept  = 

WrlsC_Ecc_Pkt_Accept_Status_Undefined; 

 burst_ptr->tx_ant_count   = 

WRLSC_USER_COUNT_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->rx_ant_count   = 

WRLSC_USER_COUNT_INVALID;  

  

 /* Multipath Initalizations.     

   */ 

 burst_ptr->mimo_technique   = 

WRLSC_MIMO_TECHNIQUE_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->cw_index     = 

WRLSC_DEFAULT_CODEWORD_INDEX; 

 burst_ptr->rxch_objid    = 

OPC_OBJID_INVALID; 

   

 FRET (burst_ptr); 

 } 

 

WrlsT_Phy_Burst_Alloc_Info* 

wrls_phy_burst_info_create (OpT_Packet_Size alloc_bits, int 

alloc_blocks, double start_time, double delay, double 

start_freq, double end_freq, int mcs_index, int burst_type) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Burst_Alloc_Info*  burst_ptr; 

  

upd_s_table(); 

 FIN (wrls_phy_burst_info_create ()); 

  

 /* Allocate the memory.      

    */ 

 burst_ptr = wrls_phy_sup_burst_info_allocate(); 

  

 /* Assign caller parameters.     

   */ 

 burst_ptr->alloc_size_bits   = alloc_bits; 

 burst_ptr->subchnl_count  = alloc_blocks; 

 burst_ptr->alloc_size_blocks = alloc_blocks;  

 burst_ptr->tx_delay    = delay; 

 burst_ptr->start_time    = start_time; 

 burst_ptr->burst_start_freq_hz = start_freq; 

 burst_ptr->burst_end_freq_hz  = end_freq; 

 burst_ptr->mcs_index    = mcs_index; 

 burst_ptr->burst_type   = burst_type; 

  

 /* Initialize.        

    */ 
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 burst_ptr->measure_key   = 

WRLSC_MEASURE_KEY_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->mbsfn_area_id  = 

WRLSC_MBSFN_AREA_ID_INVALID;  

 burst_ptr->subchnl_start   = 0;  

 burst_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts = 

WRLSC_POWER_INVALID_WATTS; 

 burst_ptr->ecc_force_accept  = 

WrlsC_Ecc_Pkt_Accept_Status_Undefined; 

 burst_ptr->tx_ant_count   = 

WRLSC_USER_COUNT_INVALID; 

 burst_ptr->rx_ant_count   = 

WRLSC_USER_COUNT_INVALID;  

  

#ifndef OPD_NO_DEBUG 

 if (WRLS_PHY_MAC_TRACE_ACTIVE) 

  { 

  char msg[256]; 

   

  sprintf (msg, "Wireless Burst Created: 

bits["OPC_PACKET_SIZE_FMT"], blocks[%d], time[%f,%f], 

freq[%f,%f], MCS[%d]\n", 

    burst_ptr->alloc_size_bits, 

    burst_ptr->alloc_size_blocks, 

    burst_ptr->start_time, 

    burst_ptr->tx_delay, 

    burst_ptr->burst_start_freq_hz, 

    burst_ptr->burst_end_freq_hz, 

    burst_ptr->mcs_index); 

   

  op_prg_odb_print_major (msg, OPC_NIL); 

  } 

#endif 

  

 FRET (burst_ptr); 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_pk_core_send (Packet* pkptr, 

WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* tx_info_ptr, 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* alt_burst_info_ptr, int 

output_channel_index) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info*  burst_info_ptr; 

 Boolean      

 continuous_burst_f = OPC_TRUE;  

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_pk_core_send (pkptr, tx_info_ptr, 
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alt_burst_info_ptr, output_channel_index)); 

 

 

if (sw_cmdcr == 1) 

{ 

wqos[q1,q2,q3,q4] = wqos_chk 

qosflg = 0; 

if (q1<q1t && q2<q2t && q3 < q3t && q4 < q4t) 

 { 

  qosflg = 1; 

 /* qos metrics don’t exceed threshold value */ 

} 

If (qosflg == 0) {trmnt_link(q1,q2,q3,q4); } 

upd_s_table(); 

} 

  

 

 

 op_pk_encap_flag_set (pkptr, 

OMSC_ADV_WRLS_PKG_PHY_ENCAP_FLAG); 

 

 if (output_channel_index == 

OMSC_WP_MCARRIER_CHANNEL_INDEX) 

  { 

  /* CR radio channel init */ 

 

  if (continuous_burst_f) 

   { 

   burst_info_ptr = 

wrls_phy_support_burst_info_get (pkptr); 

    

   if (burst_info_ptr->tx_delay <= 0) 

    { 

    op_prg_mem_free (burst_info_ptr); 

    op_pk_destroy (pkptr); 

    FOUT; 

    } 

   

 

   if 

(wrls_burst_phy_ecc_accept_status_is_undefined(burst_info_p

tr)) 

   

 wrls_burst_phy_ecc_accept_status_force_accept_set(burs

t_info_ptr); 

    

 

   wrls_phy_mcarrier_pk_send (pkptr, 
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tx_info_ptr, tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr,  

    tx_info_ptr->mcarrier_mgmt_ptr, 

burst_info_ptr, tx_info_ptr->tx_module_objid); 

   } 

  } 

 else 

  { 

 

   

  burst_info_ptr = wrls_phy_support_burst_info_get 

(pkptr); 

   

  if (burst_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 

   { 

   if (alt_burst_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 

    op_sim_end ("Wireless PHY","No burst 

information is provided for the packet.","",""); 

     

   burst_info_ptr = 

wrls_phy_sup_burst_info_allocate(); 

   *burst_info_ptr = *alt_burst_info_ptr; 

   } 

 

 

  if 

(wrls_burst_phy_ecc_accept_status_is_undefined(burst_info_p

tr)) 

  

 wrls_burst_phy_ecc_accept_status_ps_based_set(burst_in

fo_ptr); 

   

  wrls_phy_single_carrier_pk_send (pkptr, 

tx_info_ptr, tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr,   

   burst_info_ptr, tx_info_ptr-

>tx_module_objid, output_channel_index); 

  } 

 

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_burst_ici_info_pk_install (Packet* pkptr, 

OpT_Packet_Size alloc_bits, int alloc_blocks,  

 double start_time, double delay, double start_freq, 

double end_freq, int mcs_index, int burst_type) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Burst_Alloc_Info*   burst_ptr; 

 Ici*       
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 phy_mac_ici_ptr; 

  

 FIN (lte_support_phy_burst_ici_info_pk_install ()); 

  

 burst_ptr = wrls_phy_burst_info_create (alloc_bits, 

alloc_blocks, 

          

 start_time, delay,  

          

 start_freq, end_freq,  

          

 mcs_index, burst_type); 

  

 phy_mac_ici_ptr = 

wrls_phy_sup_phy_mac_iface_ici_create(); 

  

 wrls_phy_sup_phy_mac_iface_ici_burst_ptr_set(phy_mac_i

ci_ptr, burst_ptr); 

  

 op_pk_ici_set (pkptr, phy_mac_ici_ptr); 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_mbsfn_burst_ici_info_pk_install (Packet* pkptr, 

OpT_Packet_Size alloc_bits, int alloc_blocks,  

 double start_time, double delay, double start_freq, 

double end_freq, int mcs_index, int burst_type,  

 int mbsfn_area_id) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Burst_Alloc_Info*   burst_ptr; 

 Ici*       

 phy_mac_ici_ptr; 

  

 FIN (lte_support_phy_burst_ici_info_pk_install ()); 

  

 burst_ptr = wrls_phy_burst_info_create (alloc_bits, 

alloc_blocks, 

          

 start_time, delay,  

          

 start_freq, end_freq,  

          

 mcs_index, burst_type); 

  

 wlrs_phy_sup_burst_mbsfn_area_id_set(burst_ptr,mbsfn_a

rea_id); 
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 phy_mac_ici_ptr = 

wrls_phy_sup_phy_mac_iface_ici_create(); 

  

 wrls_phy_sup_phy_mac_iface_ici_burst_ptr_set(phy_mac_i

ci_ptr, burst_ptr); 

  

 op_pk_ici_set (pkptr, phy_mac_ici_ptr); 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_pk_channel_send_delayed (Packet* pkptr, double 

delay, int channel_index) 

 { 

 Ici*  phy_mac_ici_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_pk_channel_send_delayed (pkptr, delay, 

channel_index)); 

 

 if ((phy_mac_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr)) == 

OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  phy_mac_ici_ptr = 

wrls_phy_sup_phy_mac_iface_ici_create(); 

  } 

  

 wrls_phy_sup_phy_mac_iface_ici_channel_index_set(phy_m

ac_ici_ptr, channel_index); 

  

  wrls_phy_pk_core_send_delayed (pkptr, delay); 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_mcarrier_pk_send (Packet* pkptr, 

WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* tx_info_ptr, WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* 

phy_info_ptr, WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt* mcarrier_tx_ptr,  

 WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* burst_alloc_info_ptr, 

Objid tx_module_objid) 

 { 

 int     output_counduit_index; 

#if 0 

 

 static double  time_dbl = 0.0; 

 static Packet*  prev_pkptr = OPC_NIL; 

#endif 
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upd_s_table(); 

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_mcarrier_pk_send (<args>)); 

 

 if (phy_info_ptr->comm_direction == WRLSC_UPLINK) 

  { 

  if ((time_dbl > 0.0) &&  

   ((time_dbl + 0.0006) > op_sim_time ())) 

   { 

   op_sim_end ("DEBUGGING PHY LAYER. Simulation 

will stop.", "Two bursts transmitted in the same uplink 

subframe.", "",""); 

   }   

 

 

  time_dbl = op_sim_time (); 

  

  /* Keep a static reference to the packet. 

       */   

  prev_pkptr = pkptr; 

  } 

#endif  

 

 if (burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts == 

WRLSC_POWER_INVALID_WATTS) 

  burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts = 

phy_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts; 

 

 /* Initialize SNR.     */ 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->accumulated_snr_db = 0.0; 

  

 /* Initialize the burst's decoding success.  

      */ 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->phy_decode_success = OPC_TRUE; 

  

 /* NOTE: Adjustments to Tx power can be done at this 

point, e.g. power */ 

 /* control adjustements (Not currently supported. 

     */ 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->phy_model_type = tx_info_ptr-

>phy_model_type; 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->phy_type = tx_info_ptr-

>phy_type; 

  

 wrls_phy_power_consumption_from_burst_update 

(phy_info_ptr, burst_alloc_info_ptr); 
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 op_pk_fd_set_ptr (pkptr, 

wrls_mac_access_burst_info_field_index(pkptr), 

burst_alloc_info_ptr,  

  0 /*field size zero*/, 

wrls_burst_info_copy_proc_, op_prg_mem_free, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info)); 

 

 op_pk_fd_set_ptr (pkptr, 

wrls_mac_access_phy_info_field_index(pkptr), phy_info_ptr,  

  0 /*field size zero*/, wrls_phy_info_copy_proc_, 

wrls_phy_info_destroy_proc_, sizeof (WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info)); 

 

 output_counduit_index = 

wrls_phy_mcarrier_tx_conduit_index_get (mcarrier_tx_ptr, 

burst_alloc_info_ptr->rxch_objid, op_sim_time () + 

burst_alloc_info_ptr->start_time,  

  op_sim_time () + burst_alloc_info_ptr->start_time 

+ burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_delay); 

 

 if(op_prg_odb_ltrace_active("wrls_burst_start_times")) 

  { 

  char msg[256]; 

  if(burst_alloc_info_ptr->burst_info_number == 

WrlsC_Non_MAP_Burst) 

   { 

   sprintf(msg,"Burst start time for DATA burst 

[%d] is %.20f & TX Delay is %.20f", 

   

 (int)op_pk_id(pkptr),burst_alloc_info_ptr->start_time, 

burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_delay); 

   op_prg_odb_print_major("Wireless PHY Burst 

Transmission",msg, OPC_NIL); 

   } 

  else 

   { 

   sprintf(msg,"Wireless Burst start time for 

MAP burst [%d] is %.20f & TX Delay is %.20f", 

   

 (int)op_pk_id(pkptr),burst_alloc_info_ptr->start_time, 

burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_delay); 

   op_prg_odb_print_major("Wireless PHY Burst 

Transmission",msg, OPC_NIL); 

   } 

  } 

 

 /* Deliver the packet to the radio tx module, use the 

next */ 
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 op_pk_deliver (pkptr, tx_module_objid, 

output_counduit_index); 

   

 FOUT 

 } 

   

void 

wrls_phy_single_carrier_pk_send (Packet* pkptr, 

WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* tx_info_ptr, WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* 

phy_info_ptr,   

 WrlsT_Phy_Burst_Alloc_Info* burst_alloc_info_ptr, 

Objid tx_module_objid, int output_counduit_index) 

 { 

 

upd_s_table(); 

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_single_carrier_pk_send (<args>)); 

 

 

 if (burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts == 

WRLSC_POWER_INVALID_WATTS) 

  burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts = 

phy_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts; 

 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->accumulated_snr_db = 0.0; 

  

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->phy_decode_success = OPC_TRUE; 

  

 

 wrls_phy_power_consumption_from_burst_update 

(phy_info_ptr, burst_alloc_info_ptr); 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->phy_model_type = tx_info_ptr-

>phy_model_type; 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->phy_type = tx_info_ptr-

>phy_type; 

 

 op_pk_fd_set_ptr (pkptr, 

wrls_mac_access_burst_info_field_index(pkptr), 

burst_alloc_info_ptr,  

  0 /*field size zero*/, 

wrls_burst_info_copy_proc_, op_prg_mem_free, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info)); 

 

 

 op_pk_fd_set_ptr (pkptr, 
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wrls_mac_access_phy_info_field_index(pkptr), phy_info_ptr,  

  0 /*field size zero*/, wrls_phy_info_copy_proc_, 

wrls_phy_info_destroy_proc_, sizeof (WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info)); 

 

 if(op_prg_odb_ltrace_active("wrls_burst_start_times")) 

  { 

  char msg[256]; 

  if(burst_alloc_info_ptr->burst_info_number == 

WrlsC_Non_MAP_Burst) 

   { 

   sprintf(msg,"Burst start time for DATA burst 

[%d] is %.20f & TX Delay is %.20f", 

   

 (int)op_pk_id(pkptr),burst_alloc_info_ptr->start_time, 

burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_delay); 

   op_prg_odb_print_major("Wireless PHY Single 

Carrier Burst Transmission",msg, OPC_NIL); 

   } 

  else 

   { 

   sprintf(msg,"Wireless Burst start time for 

MAP burst [%d] is %.20f & TX Delay is %.20f", 

   

 (int)op_pk_id(pkptr),burst_alloc_info_ptr->start_time, 

burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_delay); 

   op_prg_odb_print_major("Wireless PHY Single 

Carrier Burst Transmission",msg, OPC_NIL); 

   } 

  } 

 

 op_pk_deliver (pkptr, tx_module_objid, 

output_counduit_index); 

   

 FOUT 

 } 

 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info*  

wrls_phy_support_burst_info_get (Packet* pkptr) 

 { 

 Ici*       

 phy_mac_ici_ptr; 

 WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info*

 mcarrier_burst_info_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_burst_info_get (<args>)); 

 

 /* Get the allocated PHY resources   */ 

 phy_mac_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr);  
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 if (phy_mac_ici_ptr == OPC_NIL) 

  FRET (OPC_NIL); 

  

 op_pk_ici_set (pkptr, OPC_NIL); 

  

 wrls_phy_sup_phy_mac_iface_ici_burst_ptr_get(phy_mac_i

ci_ptr,mcarrier_burst_info_ptr); 

  

 op_ici_destroy (phy_mac_ici_ptr); 

 

#ifndef OPD_NO_DEBUG 

 if (WRLS_PHY_MAC_TRACE_ACTIVE) 

  { 

  char msg[256]; 

   

  sprintf (msg, "mcarrier_burst_info_ptr [%p] PHY 

bits["OPC_PACKET_SIZE_FMT"], blocks[%d], time[%f,%f], 

freq[%f,%f], MCS[%d], power[%f] CW-Index is %d and MIMO is 

%d\n",mcarrier_burst_info_ptr, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr-

>alloc_size_bits, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr-

>alloc_size_blocks, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->start_time, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->tx_delay, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr-

>burst_start_freq_hz, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr-

>burst_end_freq_hz, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->mcs_index, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr-

>subchnl_tx_pwr_watts, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->cw_index, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr-

>mimo_technique); 

   

  op_prg_odb_print_major (msg, OPC_NIL); 

  } 

#endif 

  

 

 if (mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->alloc_size_blocks <= 0 ||  

  mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->tx_delay < 0.0 || 

  mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->burst_start_freq_hz < 

0.0 || 

  mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->burst_end_freq_hz < 0.0 

|| 
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  (mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->burst_start_freq_hz >= 

mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->burst_end_freq_hz)) 

  { 

  char msg [256]; 

   

  sprintf (msg, "Allocated PHY blocks[%d];  

allocated freq start[%f]  end[%f];  assigned delay[%f]",  

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr-

>alloc_size_blocks, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr-

>burst_start_freq_hz, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr-

>burst_end_freq_hz, 

    mcarrier_burst_info_ptr->tx_delay); 

    

  op_sim_end ("ERROR in PHY LAYER. Simulation will 

stop.", "Attempting to send a packet with invalid PHY 

parameters", msg,"PHY blocks must be at least 1, start freq 

must be smaller than end freq, delay cannot be negative."); 

  } 

  

  

 FRET (mcarrier_burst_info_ptr); 

 } 

   

void  

wrls_phy_support_burst_info_set 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* mcarrier_burst_ptr, void* 

grant_vptr, const WrlsT_Phy_Profile* wrls_phy_prof_ptr) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info*

 burst_alloc_info_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_burst_info_set (<args>)); 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr = 

wrls_phy_support_sc_burst_info_create (); 

  

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_start = 0; 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_count = 1; 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_delay = 0.00001; 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->start_time     = op_sim_time() + 

0.004;  

  

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->is_be_bwr = OPC_FALSE; 
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 FOUT; 

 } 

 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info*  

wrls_phy_support_sc_burst_info_create (void) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info*

 burst_alloc_info_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_sc_burst_info_create (<args>)); 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr = 

wrls_phy_sup_burst_info_allocate(); 

  

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_start = 0; 

 

 /* calc BW.        */ 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_count = 1; 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_delay = 0.0; 

 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->start_time = op_sim_time ();  

  

 wrls_burst_phy_ecc_accept_status_undefined_set(burst_a

lloc_info_ptr);   

  

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_ant_count = 

WRLSC_USER_COUNT_INVALID; 

 burst_alloc_info_ptr->rx_ant_count = 

WRLSC_USER_COUNT_INVALID;  

  

 FRET (burst_alloc_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

int 

wrls_phy_mcarrier_tx_conduit_index_get 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt* mcarrier_mgmt_ptr, Objid 

rxch_objid, double start_time, double end_time) 

 { 

 int      next_available_index; 

 Boolean     conduit_found = OPC_FALSE; 

 int      conduit_index, 

conduit_count, conduit_index_offset; 

 WrlsT_Txch_Pool_Index  pool_index; 

  

 upd_s_table(); 
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 FIN (wrls_phy_mcarrier_tx_conduit_index_get ()); 

  

 if (rxch_objid == OPC_OBJID_INVALID) 

  { 

  pool_index = WrlsC_Txch_Pool_0; 

   

  conduit_count = mcarrier_mgmt_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[pool_index + 1]; 

  } 

 else 

  { 

  pool_index = WrlsC_Txch_Pool_1; 

   

  conduit_count = mcarrier_mgmt_ptr->conduit_count 

- mcarrier_mgmt_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_1]; 

   

  if (conduit_count == 0) 

   op_sim_end ("Multicarrier transmission 

error:", " Transmission of 2nd codeword attempted without 

initializing the next codeword transmitter channel pool.", 

OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL); 

  } 

  

 conduit_index_offset = mcarrier_mgmt_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[pool_index]; 

 next_available_index = mcarrier_mgmt_ptr-

>next_conduit_index[pool_index]; 

  

 for (conduit_index = 0; ((conduit_index < 

conduit_count) && (conduit_found == OPC_FALSE)); 

conduit_index++) 

  { 

  if (mcarrier_mgmt_ptr->conduit_idle_time_array 

[next_available_index] < start_time) 

   { 

   mcarrier_mgmt_ptr->conduit_idle_time_array 

[next_available_index] = end_time; 

    

   /* TX conduit */ 

   conduit_found = OPC_TRUE; 

   } 

  else 

   { 

   next_available_index = 

((next_available_index - conduit_index_offset) + 1) % 

conduit_count + conduit_index_offset;  

   } 
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  } 

  

  

 if (conduit_found == OPC_FALSE) 

  { 

  op_sim_end ("Multicarrier transmission error:", "  

Number of conduits is less than the allocated 

subchannels.", OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL); 

  } 

 else  

  { 

 

  mcarrier_mgmt_ptr->next_conduit_index[pool_index] 

= next_available_index; 

   

 

  if (rxch_objid != OPC_OBJID_INVALID) 

   {  

 

   op_radio_txch_rxgroup_set 

(mcarrier_mgmt_ptr->txch_objid_array[next_available_index], 

1, &rxch_objid); 

   } 

  } 

   

 FRET (next_available_index); 

 } 

 

void* 

wrls_burst_info_copy_proc_ (void* busrt_alloc_info_vptr, 

size_t PRG_ARG_UNUSED (size)) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* busrt_alloc_info_ptr = 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info *) busrt_alloc_info_vptr; 

 WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* 

copy_burst_alloc_info_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_burst_info_copy_proc (<args>)); 

  

 copy_burst_alloc_info_ptr = 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info *) op_prg_pmo_alloc 

(wrls_burst_alloc_info_field_pmh); 

  

 if (copy_burst_alloc_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  op_sim_end ("Error in multicarrier physical layer 

code.",  

     "Unable to allocate memory for 
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copying subchannel allocation field.", 

     OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL); 

  } 

  

  

 FRET (copy_burst_alloc_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

void* 

wrls_phy_info_copy_proc_ (void* phy_info_vptr, size_t 

PRG_ARG_UNUSED (size)) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* phy_info_ptr = 

(WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info *) phy_info_vptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_info_copy_proc (<args>)); 

 

scp_calc(); 

acflg == 1;  

actflg = chk_actv(); 

if (actflg == 0) {upd_s_table(); } 

 

 

 FRET (phy_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_info_destroy_proc_  (void* 

PRG_ARG_UNUSED(phy_info_vptr)) 

 { 

 FIN (wrls_phy_info_destroy_proc (<args>)); 

 

 FOUT; 

 }  

 

WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* 

wrls_phy_rx_state_init (Objid mac_objid, 

WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* wrls_phy_chnl_info_ptr) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* rx_state_info_ptr ; 

 Objid rx_module_objid; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_rx_state_init ()); 

  

 

 rx_state_info_ptr =  (WrlsT_Rx_State_Info *) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Rx_State_Info)); 
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 rx_state_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr = 

wrls_phy_chnl_info_ptr; 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->dl_stat_count = 0; 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr = 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Module *) op_prg_cmo_alloc 

(wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Module)); 

  

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (mac_objid, "Receiver 

Sensitivity (dBm)", &(rx_state_info_ptr-

>receiver_sensitivity)); 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-

>channel_qmeasure_set[WrlsC_RSSI] = 

prg_bin_hash_table_create (6, sizeof (int));  

 rx_state_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr -

>channel_qmeasure_set[WrlsC_CINR] = 

prg_bin_hash_table_create (6, sizeof (int));  

  

 wrls_phy_support_cell_global_measurements_register 

(rx_state_info_ptr, WRLSC_MEASURE_AVG_ALPHA_DEFAULT); 

  

 

 rx_module_objid = op_topo_assoc (mac_objid,

 OPC_TOPO_ASSOC_IN, OPC_OBJTYPE_RARX, 0); 

 

 op_ima_obj_state_set (rx_module_objid, 

rx_state_info_ptr); 

   

 FRET (rx_state_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

 

static WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* 

wrls_phy_rx_phy_info_init () 

 { 

 WrlsT_Rx_State_Info*   rx_state_ptr; 

  

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_rx_phy_info_init ()); 

  upd_s_table(); 

 

 rx_state_ptr =  (WrlsT_Rx_State_Info *) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Rx_State_Info)); 
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 FRET (rx_state_ptr); 

 } 

  

WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* 

wrls_phy_rx_phy_chnl_info_generate (Objid phy_objid, 

WrlsT_Mac_Role mac_role) 

 { 

 Objid       node_objid; 

 WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info*   wrls_phy_info_ptr; 

  

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_rx_phy_chnl_info_generate ()); 

  

 node_objid = op_topo_parent (phy_objid); 

  

 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr =  (WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info *) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info)); 

 

 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->power_ctrl_module_ptr = OPC_NIL; 

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->perm_co_chnl_inoise_info_vptr = 

OPC_NIL; 

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->phy_prof_ptr = OPC_NIL; 

  

  

wrls_phy_info_ptr->mac_objid = phy_objid; 

  

 /* initiation nodes.  */ 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->mac_role = mac_role; 

 

 if (mac_role == WrlsC_None_Role)  

  wrls_phy_info_ptr->comm_direction = WrlsC_Adhoc; 

 else if (mac_role == WrlsC_Client_Role) 

  wrls_phy_info_ptr->comm_direction = WrlsC_Uplink; 

 else  

  wrls_phy_info_ptr->comm_direction = 

WrlsC_Downlink; 

  

op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (op_topo_parent (phy_objid), 

"altitude", &(wrls_phy_info_ptr->height)); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (phy_objid, "Tx Antenna Gain 

(dBi)",     &(wrls_phy_info_ptr->tx_antenna_gain)); 
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 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (phy_objid, "Rx Antenna Gain 

(dBi)",     &(wrls_phy_info_ptr->rx_antenna_gain)); 

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->wrls_antenna_info_ptr =  

(WrlsT_Phy_Antenna_Module_Info *) 

wrls_phy_antenna_model_info_get(phy_objid); 

 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->height += wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>wrls_antenna_info_ptr->altitude; 

  

 if (wrls_phy_info_ptr->antenna_gain != 

WRLSC_NO_ANT_GAIN_SPECFD) 

  { 

 

  op_prg_cmo_dealloc (wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>wrls_antenna_info_ptr); 

 

  wrls_phy_info_ptr->wrls_antenna_info_ptr = 

OPC_NIL; 

  } 

 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->group_id = WRLSC_GROUP_INVALID; 

  

 wrls_phy_ss_listening_neighbor_cell_set(wrls_phy_info_

ptr,OPC_FALSE); 

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->pathloss_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Pathloss (dB)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->snr_db_ul_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Tx SNR (dB)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);

   

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->snr_db_dl_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Rx SNR (dB)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);

     

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->ber_db_ul_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Tx BLER",  OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);

    

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->ber_db_dl_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Rx BLER", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);

    

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->rcvd_pwr_dbm_dl_stathdl  = 

op_stat_reg ("PHY.Rx Received Power (dBm)", 

OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);     

 

 FRET (wrls_phy_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* 
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wrls_phy_rx_info_init (Objid phy_objid, WrlsT_Mac_Role 

mac_role,  

 WrlsT_Inoise_Mcarrier_Subband_Measures_Proc_Ptr 

mcarrier_subband_measures_proc_ptr, 

 WrlsT_Inoise_Compute_Set_Proc_Ptr inoise_proc_set_ptr) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Rx_State_Info*      

 rx_state_info_ptr ; 

 Objid          

 rx_module_objid; 

 int          

 i; 

  

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_rx_info_init (phy_objid, mac_role, 

noise_proc_ptr, measure_proc_ptr)); 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr = wrls_phy_rx_phy_info_init (); 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->mac_role = mac_role; 

 rx_state_info_ptr->mac_objid = phy_objid; 

  

 

 rx_state_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr = 

wrls_phy_rx_phy_chnl_info_generate (phy_objid, mac_role); 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->dl_stat_count = 0; 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr = 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Module *) op_prg_cmo_alloc 

(wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Module)); 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-

>client_info_ptr  = OPC_NIL; 

  

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (phy_objid, "Receiver 

Sensitivity (dBm)", &(rx_state_info_ptr-

>receiver_sensitivity)); 

  

 for (i = 0; i < WrlsC_Number_of_Measurements; i++) 

  rx_state_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-

>channel_qmeasure_set[i] = prg_bin_hash_table_create (6, 

sizeof (int));  

      

 wrls_phy_support_cell_global_measurements_register 

(rx_state_info_ptr, WRLSC_MEASURE_AVG_ALPHA_DEFAULT); 
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 upd_s_table(); 

 

 rx_module_objid = op_topo_assoc (phy_objid,

 OPC_TOPO_ASSOC_IN, OPC_OBJTYPE_RARX, 0); 

 

 rx_state_info_ptr->mcarrier_subband_measures_proc_ptr 

= mcarrier_subband_measures_proc_ptr; 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->inoise_proc_set_ptr = 

inoise_proc_set_ptr; 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->eff_snr_comp_proc_ptr = 

wrls_phy_mpath_effective_snr_mapping_function_apply; 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->invalid_antenna_log_msg_write = 

OPC_FALSE; 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->measure_proc_ptr_arr = 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Record_Proc_Ptr*) op_prg_mem_alloc 

(WrlsC_Number_of_Measurements * sizeof 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Record_Proc_Ptr)); 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->rx_on    = OPC_TRUE; 

  

 op_ima_obj_state_set (rx_module_objid, 

rx_state_info_ptr); 

   

 FRET (rx_state_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* 

wrls_phy_tx_phy_chnl_info_generate (Objid phy_objid, 

WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* wrls_tx_info_ptr, WrlsT_Mac_Role 

mac_role) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info * wrls_phy_info_ptr; 

  

  

 /** TX phy channel info **/ 

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_tx_phy_chnl_info_generate ()); 

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr = wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr; 

  

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (phy_objid, "Maximum 

Transmission Power (W)", &(wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>total_tx_power_watts)); 
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 wrls_phy_info_ptr->max_total_tx_power_watts = 

wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_tx_power_watts; 

  

 

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr->bw_per_subcarrier 

=  15000; 

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>subcarriers_per_subchnl = 12; 

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->pkt_drop_ul_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Tx Packets Dropped (packets/sec)", 

OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);   

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->pkt_drop_dl_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Rx Packets Dropped (packets/sec)", 

OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);   

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_power_stathdl   = 

op_stat_reg ("PHY.Tx Power per Physical Resource Block 

(dBm)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);   

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_tx_power_stathdl   = 

op_stat_reg ("PHY.Total Tx Power (dBm)", 

OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);  

 

 

 op_stat_write (wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>total_tx_power_stathdl, 

wrls_phy_convert_watts_to_dbm(wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_tx_power_watts)); 

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->take_cinr_measurement = OPC_TRUE; 

  

 FRET (wrls_phy_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* 

wrls_phy_tx_info_init (Objid phy_objid, WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info 

* wrls_phy_info_ptr, WrlsT_Mac_Role mac_role, int 

next_cw_txch_start) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* wrls_tx_info_ptr ; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_tx_info_init ()); 

   

 wrls_tx_info_ptr =  (WrlsT_Transmitter_Info *) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Transmitter_Info)); 

  

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->tx_module_objid = op_topo_assoc 
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(phy_objid, OPC_TOPO_ASSOC_OUT, OPC_OBJTYPE_RATX, 0); 

  

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->mcarrier_mgmt_ptr = OPC_NIL; 

 

 /* initialization of wireless channel info.  

 */ 

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr = 

wrls_phy_info_ptr; 

  

 /* Update the channel with the TX specific 

information.   */ 

 wrls_phy_tx_phy_chnl_info_generate (phy_objid, 

wrls_tx_info_ptr, mac_role); 

  

 if (wrls_phy_info_ptr->mac_role == WrlsC_Cell_Role) 

  { 

  wrls_phy_mcs_info_init (wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr, LTE_DL_MOD_CURVE_FILE_NAME, 

WRLSC_MCS_CELL_INDEX_COUNT); 

  } 

 else 

  { 

  wrls_phy_mcs_info_init (wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr, LTE_UL_MOD_CURVE_FILE_NAME, 

WRLSC_MCS_CLIENT_INDEX_COUNT); 

  } 

   

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->mcarrier_mgmt_ptr = 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt *) 

wrls_phy_mcarrier_tx_mgmt_init (phy_objid, 

next_cw_txch_start); 

 op_ima_obj_state_set (wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>tx_module_objid, wrls_tx_info_ptr); 

 

 FRET (wrls_tx_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_tx_rx_info_update (WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* 

wrls_tx_info_ptr, WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* rx_phy_info_ptr, 

WrlsT_Phy_Profile*  wrls_phy_prof_ptr, WrlsT_Mac_Role 

mac_role) 

 { 

  FIN (wrls_phy_tx_rx_info_update ()); 

  

  wrls_tx_info_ptr->phy_prof_ptr = 

wrls_phy_prof_ptr; 
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 wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr->phy_prof_ptr = 

wrls_phy_prof_ptr; 

  

 if (wrls_phy_prof_ptr != OPC_NIL) 

  { 

   wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>center_frequency = wrls_phy_prof_ptr->center_freq; 

  

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>max_resource_block_power_watts = wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_tx_power_watts / 

wrls_phy_prof_ptr->num_tb_per_subframe; 

  wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>max_resource_block_power_dbm = 

wrls_phy_convert_watts_to_dbm(wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->max_resource_block_power_watts); 

  

  /* Total Bandwidth.      

      */ 

  wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_bw =  

wrls_phy_prof_ptr->bandwidth; 

   

  wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>subchnl_tx_pwr_watts = wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_tx_power_watts / (double) 

wrls_tx_info_ptr->phy_prof_ptr->num_tb_per_subframe; 

 

  rx_phy_info_ptr->phy_info_ptr = 

wrls_phy_prof_ptr; 

  } 

  

 op_stat_write (wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>subchnl_tx_power_stathdl, 

wrls_phy_convert_watts_to_dbm(wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts)); 

 

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

 

void  

wrls_phy_tx_info_init_second_phase (WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* 

wrls_tx_info_ptr, Objid phy_objid, WrlsT_Phy_Profile* 

wrls_phy_prof_ptr, WrlsT_Cell_Id bs_id, WrlsT_Mac_Role 

mac_role) 

 { 

 FIN (wrls_phy_tx_info_init_second_phase ()); 
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 wrls_tx_info_ptr->mcarrier_mgmt_ptr = 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt *) 

wrls_phy_mcarrier_tx_mgmt_init (phy_objid, 

WRLSC_INVALID_TXCH_INDEX); 

  

 wrls_phy_chnl_info_init_second_phase 

(wrls_tx_info_ptr, phy_objid, wrls_phy_prof_ptr, bs_id, 

mac_role); 

   

 op_stat_write (wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>total_tx_power_stathdl, 

wrls_phy_convert_watts_to_dbm(wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_tx_power_watts)); 

  

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>subchnl_tx_pwr_watts = wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_tx_power_watts / (double) 

wrls_tx_info_ptr->phy_prof_ptr->num_tb_per_subframe; 

 

 op_stat_write (wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>subchnl_tx_power_stathdl, 

wrls_phy_convert_watts_to_dbm(wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts)); 

  

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr->bw_per_subcarrier 

=  15000; 

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>subcarriers_per_subchnl = 12; 

 

 wrls_tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_bw =  

wrls_phy_prof_ptr->bandwidth; 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_chnl_info_init_second_phase 

(WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* wrls_tx_info_ptr ,Objid phy_objid, 

WrlsT_Phy_Profile* wrls_phy_prof_ptr, WrlsT_Cell_Id bs_id,  

         

 WrlsT_Mac_Role mac_role) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* wrls_phy_info_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_chnl_info_init_second_phase ()); 

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr = wrls_tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr; 
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 wrls_phy_info_ptr->perm_co_chnl_inoise_info_vptr = 

OPC_NIL; 

 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->group_id = bs_id; 

 

 if (mac_role == WrlsC_Client_Role) 

  { 

  wrls_phy_info_ptr->power_ctrl_module_ptr =  

OPC_NIL; 

  } 

   

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->snr_db_ul_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Tx SNR (dB)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);

   

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->snr_db_dl_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Rx SNR (dB)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);

    

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->pkt_drop_ul_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Tx Packets Dropped (packets/sec)", 

OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);   

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->pkt_drop_dl_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Rx Packets Dropped (packets/sec)", 

OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);   

  

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->ber_db_ul_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Tx BLER",  OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);

    

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->ber_db_dl_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Rx BLER", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);

    

 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->pathloss_stathdl  = op_stat_reg 

("PHY.Pathloss (dB)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);

   

 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_power_stathdl   = 

op_stat_reg ("PHY.Tx Power per Physical Resource Block 

(dBm)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);   

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_tx_power_stathdl   = 

op_stat_reg ("PHY.Total Tx Power (dBm)", 

OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);  

  

 

 wrls_phy_info_ptr->take_cinr_measurement = OPC_TRUE; 

  

 FOUT; 
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 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_pathloss_shadow_fading_refresh (void* 

pathloss_info_vptr) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Pathloss_Info*  pathloss_info_ptr = 

(WrlsT_Pathloss_Info*) pathloss_info_vptr; 

 Boolean     refresh_value_flag = 

OPC_FALSE; 

 double     current_time;  

 double     dx, dy, dz, 

delta_movement, x_pos, y_pos, z_pos, lat, lon, alt; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_pathloss_shadow_fading_refresh 

(pathloss_info_ptr)); 

  

 if (pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.std_dev_db == 

WRLSC_PHY_SHADOW_FADING_DISABLED) 

  FOUT; 

   

if (pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.refresh_interval != 

WRLSC_PHY_SHADOW_FADING_NO_REFRESH) 

  { 

  if (pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.refresh_units == 

WrlsT_Shadow_Fading_Refresh_By_Seconds) 

   { 

   current_time = op_sim_time (); 

   

   if (((current_time - pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.time_last) > pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.refresh_interval) || 

    (pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.time_last == -1.0)) 

    { 

    refresh_value_flag = OPC_TRUE; 

     

    pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.time_last = current_time;   

  

    } 

   } 

  else /* check threshold.    */ 

  

   { 

      op_ima_obj_pos_get 

(pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.node_objid, &lat, &lon, 
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&alt, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

     

    

   if (pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.x_pos_last != x_pos ||  

    pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.y_pos_last != y_pos || 

    pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.z_pos_last != z_pos) 

    { 

    dx = x_pos - pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.x_pos_last; 

    dy = y_pos - pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.y_pos_last; 

    dz = z_pos - pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.z_pos_last; 

    

    delta_movement =  sqrt((dx * dx) + (dy 

* dy) + (dz * dz));  

    

    if (delta_movement > pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.refresh_interval) 

     { 

     refresh_value_flag = OPC_TRUE; 

 

     pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.x_pos_last = x_pos; 

     pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.y_pos_last = y_pos; 

     pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.z_pos_last = z_pos; 

     } 

    } 

   } 

  } 

   

 if (pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.normal_dist_ptr 

== OPC_NIL &&  

  pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.std_dev_db != 

WRLSC_PHY_SHADOW_FADING_DISABLED) 

  { 

  pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.normal_dist_ptr 

= op_dist_load ("fast_normal", 0,  

           

     pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.std_dev_db * pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.std_dev_db);  
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  refresh_value_flag = OPC_TRUE;   

  } 

 

 if (refresh_value_flag) 

  { 

  if (pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.normal_dist_ptr != OPC_NIL) 

 

   pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.value_db = 

op_dist_outcome (pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.normal_dist_ptr); 

  } 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

  

WrlsT_Pathloss_Info* 

wrls_phy_pathloss_info_init (Objid node_objid,  

WrlsT_Phy_Profile* wrls_phy_prof_ptr) 

 { 

 Objid     compound_attr_objid; 

 WrlsT_Pathloss_Info* pathloss_info_ptr; 

 int      sector_number; 

 char     attr_str [128]; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_pathloss_info_init ()); 

  

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_get (op_id_self (), "Sector Number", 

&sector_number); 

  

 if (sector_number == -1) 

  op_ima_obj_attr_get (node_objid, "Pathloss 

Parameters", &compound_attr_objid);  

 else 

  { 

  sprintf (attr_str, "Pathloss Parameters (S%d)", 

sector_number); 

  op_ima_obj_attr_get (node_objid, attr_str, 

&compound_attr_objid);  

  } 

  

 if (wrls_phy_prof_ptr != OPC_NIL) 

  pathloss_info_ptr = wrls_phy_pathloss_attr_parse 

(compound_attr_objid,   

   (wrls_phy_prof_ptr->base_freq * 

1000000000.0) + ((wrls_phy_prof_ptr->bandwidth * 

1000000.0)/2)); 
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 else 

  pathloss_info_ptr = wrls_phy_pathloss_attr_parse 

(compound_attr_objid, WRLSC_INVALID_FREQ); 

 

 pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.node_objid = 

node_objid; 

  

 FRET (pathloss_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

WrlsT_Pathloss_Info* 

wrls_phy_pathloss_attr_parse (Objid compound_attr_objid, 

double central_freq_hz) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Pathloss_Info* pathloss_info_ptr; 

 Objid     local_cmp_objid, 

row_cmp_objid; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_pathloss_attr_parse 

(compound_attr_objid, central_freq_hz)); 

 

 pathloss_info_ptr =  (WrlsT_Pathloss_Info *) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Pathloss_Info)); 

  

 compound_attr_objid = op_topo_child 

(compound_attr_objid, OPC_OBJTYPE_GENERIC, 0); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_int32 (compound_attr_objid, 

"Pathloss Model", (int*)&pathloss_info_ptr->model_id);  

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_attr_objid, "Model 

Arguments", &local_cmp_objid);  

  

 row_cmp_objid = op_topo_child (local_cmp_objid, 

OPC_OBJTYPE_GENERIC, 0); 

   

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_int32 (row_cmp_objid, "Terrain 

Type", (int*)&pathloss_info_ptr->model_info.terrain_type);  

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_int32 (row_cmp_objid, "Number of 

Floors", &pathloss_info_ptr->model_info.number_of_floors); 

  

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_int32 (row_cmp_objid, "Sight 

Mode", (int*)&pathloss_info_ptr->model_info.sight_mode); 

  

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (row_cmp_objid, "Street 

Width", &pathloss_info_ptr->model_info.street_width_m); 
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 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (row_cmp_objid, "Average 

Building Height", &pathloss_info_ptr-

>model_info.avg_building_height_m);    

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (row_cmp_objid, "Wall to User-

Terminal Distance", &pathloss_info_ptr-

>model_info.wall_to_ut_dist_m);    

  

 op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_attr_objid, "Shadow 

Fading", &local_cmp_objid);  

  

 row_cmp_objid = op_topo_child (local_cmp_objid, 

OPC_OBJTYPE_GENERIC, 0); 

  

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (row_cmp_objid, "Standard 

Deviation",   &pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.std_dev_db); 

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_dbl (row_cmp_objid, "Refresh 

Interval",   &pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.refresh_interval); 

 op_ima_obj_attr_get_int32 (row_cmp_objid, "Refresh 

Interval Units", (int*)&pathloss_info_ptr-

>shadow_fading.refresh_units); 

 

 pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.x_pos_last = 

OPC_DBL_INFINITY; 

 pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.y_pos_last = 

OPC_DBL_INFINITY; 

 pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.z_pos_last = 

OPC_DBL_INFINITY; 

 pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.time_last = -1.0;

  

 pathloss_info_ptr->shadow_fading.value_db = 0.0;  

  

  

 pathloss_info_ptr->frequency = central_freq_hz; 

 

 FRET (pathloss_info_ptr); 

 } 

 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt* 

wrls_phy_mcarrier_tx_mgmt_init (Objid mac_objid, int 

second_pool_start_index) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt* mcarrier_tx_ptr; 

 Objid     tx_chnl_cmpd_id = 0; 

 Objid     ratx_mod_objid; 

 int      num_tx_chnls, 

txch_index, pool_index; 
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 FIN (wrls_phy_mcarrier_tx_init (<args>)); 

  

 mcarrier_tx_ptr =  (WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt *) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Tx_Mgmt)); 

  

 ratx_mod_objid = op_topo_assoc (mac_objid,

 OPC_TOPO_ASSOC_OUT, OPC_OBJTYPE_RATX, 0); 

  

 op_ima_obj_attr_get (ratx_mod_objid, "channel", 

&tx_chnl_cmpd_id); 

  

 num_tx_chnls = op_topo_child_count (tx_chnl_cmpd_id, 

OPC_OBJTYPE_RATXCH); 

  

 mcarrier_tx_ptr->conduit_count = num_tx_chnls; 

  

 mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_0] = 0; 

  

 if (second_pool_start_index > 0 && 

second_pool_start_index < num_tx_chnls) 

  { 

  mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_1] = 

second_pool_start_index;  

  } 

 else 

  { 

  mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_1] = num_tx_chnls; 

  } 

     

 for (pool_index = WrlsC_Txch_Pool_0; pool_index < 

WrlsC_Txch_Pools_Count; pool_index++) 

  mcarrier_tx_ptr->next_conduit_index [pool_index]= 

mcarrier_tx_ptr->start_conduit_index[pool_index]; 

  

 mcarrier_tx_ptr->conduit_idle_time_array = (double *) 

op_prg_mem_alloc (num_tx_chnls * sizeof (double));  

  

 mcarrier_tx_ptr->txch_objid_array = (Objid *) 

op_prg_mem_alloc (num_tx_chnls * sizeof (Objid));  

  

 for (txch_index = 0; txch_index < num_tx_chnls; 

txch_index++) 

  { 
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  mcarrier_tx_ptr->conduit_idle_time_array 

[txch_index] = 0.0; 

  mcarrier_tx_ptr->txch_objid_array[txch_index] = 

op_topo_child (tx_chnl_cmpd_id, OPC_OBJTYPE_RATXCH, 

txch_index); 

   

  if (mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_1] != 

WRLSC_INVALID_TXCH_INDEX && 

   txch_index >= mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_1]) 

   op_radio_txch_rxgroup_set(mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>txch_objid_array[txch_index], 0, OPC_NIL); 

  } 

  

 if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active ("wrls_phy_init"))  

  { 

  char msg [256], msg1[256]; 

  sprintf (msg, "Initializing Mcarrier Mgmt Object 

for MAC["OPC_OBJ_ID_FMT"] with #counduit[%d]", mac_objid, 

mcarrier_tx_ptr->conduit_count); 

  sprintf (msg1, "Pool 0: start_index[%d], Next 

Index[%d]; Pool 1: startindex [%d], Next Index[%d]",  

   mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_0], mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>next_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_0], 

   mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>start_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_1], mcarrier_tx_ptr-

>next_conduit_index[WrlsC_Txch_Pool_1]); 

  op_prg_odb_print_major (msg, msg1, OPC_NIL); 

  } 

  

 if 

(!wrls_burst_alloc_info_field_pool_memory_ready_flag) 

  { 

  wrls_burst_alloc_info_field_pmh = 

op_prg_pmo_define ("Multicarrier burst allocation 

information", sizeof (WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info), 

1024);   

   

 

 wrls_burst_alloc_info_field_pool_memory_ready_flag = 

OPC_TRUE; 

  } 

 

 FRET (mcarrier_tx_ptr); 

 } 
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void  

wrls_phy_tx_power_stat_write (WrlsT_Transmitter_Info* 

tx_info_ptr) 

 { 

 FIN (wrls_phy_tx_power_stat_write ()); 

   

 op_stat_write (tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>subchnl_tx_power_stathdl, 

wrls_phy_convert_watts_to_dbm(tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts)); 

 op_stat_write (tx_info_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>total_tx_power_stathdl, 

wrls_phy_convert_watts_to_dbm(tx_info_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->total_tx_power_watts)); 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_power_consumption_from_burst_update 

(WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* phy_info_ptr, 

WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* burst_alloc_info_ptr) 

 { 

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_power_consumption_from_burst_update ()); 

 

 phy_info_ptr-

>tx_report_info.accumulated_power_consumption_watts_sec +=   

  (burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts * 

burst_alloc_info_ptr->subchnl_count) * 

burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_delay; 

  

 phy_info_ptr-

>tx_report_info.accumulated_power_consumption_sec += 

burst_alloc_info_ptr->tx_delay; 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_burst_info_print 

(WrlsT_Phy_Mcarrier_Burst_Info* burst_ptr)  

 { 

 char msg1[256], msg2[256]; 

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_burst_info_print (burst_ptr)); 

 

 sprintf (msg1, "Subchannels: Start[%d] Count[%d] 

Pwr[%f]W -- Time: Start[%f] Delay[%f] ",  
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  burst_ptr->subchnl_start, burst_ptr-

>subchnl_count,  

  burst_ptr->subchnl_tx_pwr_watts, burst_ptr-

>start_time, 

  burst_ptr->tx_delay); 

  

 sprintf (msg2, "Phy TYpe[%d], Mod[%d], Cod[%d], Data 

Size[%f]bytes",  

  burst_ptr->phy_type, burst_ptr->modulation_index,  

  burst_ptr->coding_index, burst_ptr-

>data_size_bytes); 

  

 op_prg_odb_print_minor (msg1, msg2, OPC_NIL); 

   

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

 

double  

wrls_phy_power_erceg_pathloss_compute (double distance, 

double lambda, double freq_hz, double mobile_height_meters, 

double base_station_height_meters, int terrain_type) 

 { 

 double pathloss; 

 double a_term; 

 double gamma; 

 double delta_pl_f, delta_pl_h; 

 double a, b, c; 

 static double constant_a_values[3] = {4.6, 4.0, 3.6}; 

 static double constant_b_values[3] = {0.0075, 0.0065, 

0.005}; 

 static double constant_c_values[3] = {12.6, 17.1, 

20.0}; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_power_erceg_pathloss_compute (distance, 

lambda, freq_hz, mobile_height_meters, base_height_meters, 

terrain_type)); 

 

 a = constant_a_values [terrain_type]; 

 b = constant_b_values [terrain_type]; 

 c = constant_c_values [terrain_type];  

 

 if (base_station_height_meters < 10.0) 

  base_station_height_meters = 10.0; 

 else if (base_station_height_meters > 80.0) 

  base_station_height_meters = 80.0; 

   

 if (mobile_height_meters < 2.0) 
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  mobile_height_meters = 2.0; 

 else if (mobile_height_meters > 10.0) 

  mobile_height_meters = 10.0; 

 

 a_term = 20.0 * log10 ((WRLSC_FOUR_PI * 

100.0)/lambda); 

  

 gamma = (a - (b * base_station_height_meters) + (c / 

base_station_height_meters)); 

  

 pathloss = a_term + (10.0 * gamma * log10 

(distance/100.0)); 

  

 delta_pl_f = 6.0 * log10 (freq_hz/(2000.0*1e6)); 

 

 if (terrain_type == WrlsC_Pathloss_Terrain_C) 

  { 

  delta_pl_h = -20.0 * log10 

(mobile_height_meters/2.0); 

  } 

 else 

  { 

  delta_pl_h = -10.8 * log10 

(mobile_height_meters/2.0); 

  } 

    

 pathloss = pathloss + delta_pl_f + delta_pl_h; 

  

 FRET (pathloss); 

 } 

 

double  

wrls_phy_power_pedestrian_pathloss_compute (double 

distance, double freq_hz) 

 { 

 double pathloss; 

 double free_space_pathloss; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_power_pedestrian_pathloss_compute 

(distance, freq_hz)); 

 

 pathloss = 40.0 * log10 (distance/1000.0) + 30.0 * 

log10 (wrls_phy_convert_hz_to_mhz(freq_hz)) + 49.0; 

  

 free_space_pathloss = 

wrls_phy_free_space_pl_compute(wrls_phy_convert_hz_to_mhz(f

req_hz),distance/1000.0); 
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 if (pathloss < free_space_pathloss) 

  pathloss = free_space_pathloss; 

  

 FRET (pathloss); 

 } 

 

double  

wrls_phy_power_vehicular_pathloss_compute (double distance, 

double freq_hz, double base_station_height_meters) 

 { 

 double pathloss; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_power_vehicular_pathloss_compute 

(distance, freq_hz, base_station_height_meters)); 

 

 if (base_station_height_meters <= 0.0) 

  base_station_height_meters = 1.0; 

 else if (base_station_height_meters > 50.0) 

  base_station_height_meters = 50.0; 

   

 pathloss = 40.0 * (1.0 - (0.004 * 

base_station_height_meters)) * log10 (distance/1000.0)  

     - 18.0 * log10 

(base_station_height_meters)  

     + 21.0 * log10 

(wrls_phy_convert_hz_to_mhz(freq_hz)) + 80.0; 

  

 FRET (pathloss); 

 } 

 

double  

wrls_phy_indoor_office_pathloss_compute (double distance, 

double freq_hz, int number_of_floors) 

 { 

 double pathloss; 

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_power_pedestrian_pathloss_compute 

(distance, freq)); 

 

 pathloss = 37.0 + 30.0 * log10 (distance/1000.0) + 

18.3 * pow(number_of_floors, (((number_of_floors + 2) / 

(number_of_floors + 1)) - 0.46)); 

  

 FRET (pathloss); 

 } 

 

double  

wrls_phy_power_urban_macrocell_pathloss_compute (double 
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distance, double freq, double base_station_height_meters, 

double mobile_station_height_meters) 

 { 

 double pathloss; 

 double tmp; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_power_urban_macrocell_pathloss_compute 

(distance, freq, base_station_height_meters, 

mobile_station_height_meters)); 

  

 if (base_station_height_meters < 

mobile_station_height_meters) 

  { 

  tmp = base_station_height_meters; 

  base_station_height_meters = 

mobile_station_height_meters; 

  mobile_station_height_meters = tmp; 

  } 

     

 if (base_station_height_meters < 30.0) 

  base_station_height_meters = 30.0; 

 else if (base_station_height_meters > 200.0) 

  base_station_height_meters = 200.0; 

   

 if (mobile_station_height_meters < 1.0) 

  mobile_station_height_meters = 1.0; 

 else if (mobile_station_height_meters > 10.0) 

  mobile_station_height_meters = 10.0; 

 

 freq = freq / 1000000.0; 

  

 pathloss = (44.9 - 6.55 * log10 

(base_station_height_meters)) * log10 (distance / 1000.0) + 

45.5 + 

    ((35.46 - (1.1 * 

mobile_station_height_meters)) * log10 (freq)) -  

    (13.82 * 

log10(base_station_height_meters)) +  

    (0.7 * mobile_station_height_meters) + 

3.0; 

  

 FRET (pathloss); 

 } 

 

double  

wrls_phy_power_suburban_macrocell_pathloss_compute (double 

distance, double freq, double base_station_height_meters, 

double mobile_station_height_meters) 
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 { 

 double pathloss; 

 double tmp; 

  

 FIN 

(wrls_phy_power_suburban_macrocell_pathloss_compute 

(distance, freq, base_station_height_meters, 

mobile_station_height_meters)); 

  

 if (base_station_height_meters < 

mobile_station_height_meters) 

  { 

  tmp = base_station_height_meters; 

  base_station_height_meters = 

mobile_station_height_meters; 

  mobile_station_height_meters = tmp; 

  } 

     

 if (base_station_height_meters < 30.0) 

  base_station_height_meters = 30.0; 

 else if (base_station_height_meters > 200.0) 

  base_station_height_meters = 200.0; 

   

 if (mobile_station_height_meters < 1.0) 

  mobile_station_height_meters = 1.0; 

 else if (mobile_station_height_meters > 10.0) 

  mobile_station_height_meters = 10.0; 

 

 freq = freq / 1000000.0; 

  

 pathloss = (44.9 - 6.55 * log10 

(base_station_height_meters)) * log10 (distance / 1000.0) + 

45.5 + 

    ((35.46 - (1.1 * 

mobile_station_height_meters)) * log10 (freq)) -  

    (13.82 * 

log10(base_station_height_meters)) +  

    (0.7 * mobile_station_height_meters); 

  

 FRET (pathloss); 

 } 

 

double  

wrls_phy_power_urban_microcell_pathloss_compute (double 

distance, double freq) 

 { 

 double pathloss; 
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 FIN (wrls_phy_power_urban_microcell_pathloss_compute 

(distance, freq)); 

  

  

 FRET (pathloss); 

 } 

 

 

double  

wrls_phy_pathloss_compute (Packet* pkptr, double 

prop_distance_meters, WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* rx_state_ptr, 

WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* tx_wrls_chn_ptr, Boolean 

is_jammer) 

 { 

 double        pathloss; 

 double        tx_center_freq_hz; 

 double     min_freq, bandwidth; 

 double        lambda; 

 WrlsT_Pathloss_Info* pl_info_ptr; 

 WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* phy_chnl_info_ptr; 

 WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* ss_phy_chnl_info_ptr;  

 double     ut_height_meters, 

bs_height_meters; 

 int      pathloss_type, 

terrain_type; 

 Stathandle*    pathloss_stathdl_ptr; 

 double     free_space_pathloss; 

  

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_pathloss_compute (pkptr, 

prop_distance_meters, rx_state_ptr, tx_wrls_chn_ptr)); 

  

 

 if(is_jammer == OPC_FALSE) 

  { 

 

  if(pkptr !=OPC_NIL) 

   op_pk_fd_access_read_only_ptr (pkptr, 

phy_info_field_index(pkptr), (const 

void**)&phy_chnl_info_ptr);  

  else 

   phy_chnl_info_ptr = tx_wrls_chn_ptr; 

  

 

  if (phy_chnl_info_ptr->comm_direction == 

WrlsC_Downlink || 

   phy_chnl_info_ptr->comm_direction == 

WrlsC_Adhoc) 
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   { 

   ut_height_meters = rx_state_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->height; 

   ss_phy_chnl_info_ptr = rx_state_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr;   

   pl_info_ptr = rx_state_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->pathloss_info_ptr; 

   bs_height_meters = phy_chnl_info_ptr-

>height;   

   pathloss_stathdl_ptr = &(rx_state_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->pathloss_stathdl); 

   } 

  else 

   { 

   bs_height_meters = rx_state_ptr-

>wrls_phy_info_ptr->height;   

   pl_info_ptr = phy_chnl_info_ptr-

>pathloss_info_ptr; 

   ut_height_meters = phy_chnl_info_ptr-

>height; 

   ss_phy_chnl_info_ptr = phy_chnl_info_ptr;

   

   pathloss_stathdl_ptr = &(phy_chnl_info_ptr-

>pathloss_stathdl); 

   } 

 

  if (phy_chnl_info_ptr->phy_prof_ptr != OPC_NIL) 

   tx_center_freq_hz = phy_chnl_info_ptr-

>phy_prof_ptr->base_freq; 

  else if (pkptr != OPC_NIL) 

   { 

   tx_center_freq_hz = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, 

OPC_TDA_RA_TX_FREQ) + (op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, 

OPC_TDA_RA_TX_BW) / 2.0); 

   } 

  else 

   op_sim_end ("Wireless PHY Error.", 

"wrls_phy_pathloss_compute: No center frequency is provided 

to compute pathloss.", "Simulation will terminate.", ""); 

   

  pathloss_type = pl_info_ptr->model_id; 

   

  terrain_type  = pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.terrain_type; 

  } 

 else 

  { 

  pl_info_ptr  = rx_state_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-
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>pathloss_info_ptr; 

 

  if (pl_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 

   op_sim_end ("Pathloss Information not 

available.",  

    "Make sure the intended receiver has 

pathloss related information available to accurately 

compute the received power in wrls_power pipeline stage", 

OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL); 

     

  if (rx_state_ptr->mac_role == WrlsC_Client_Role) 

   { 

   ut_height_meters    = 

rx_state_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr->height; 

   bs_height_meters           = op_td_get_dbl 

(pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_TX_ALT); 

   } 

  else 

   { 

   bs_height_meters    = 

rx_state_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr->height; 

   ut_height_meters           = op_td_get_dbl 

(pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_TX_ALT); 

   } 

   

  min_freq   = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, 

OPC_TDA_RA_TX_FREQ); 

  bandwidth   = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, 

OPC_TDA_RA_TX_BW); 

    

  tx_center_freq_hz = min_freq + bandwidth/2.0;

   

  } 

 switch (pathloss_type) 

  { 

  case WrlsC_Pathloss_Free_Space: 

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_free_space_pl_compute(wrls_phy_convert_hz_to_mhz(t

x_center_freq_hz),prop_distance_meters/1000.0); 

   break; 

  case WrlsC_Pathloss_Erceg:  

 

   lambda = WRLSC_C / tx_center_freq_hz; 

   

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_power_erceg_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, lambda, tx_center_freq_hz,  

      ut_height_meters, 
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bs_height_meters, terrain_type); 

   break; 

   

  case WrlsC_Pathloss_Pedestrian: 

 

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_power_pedestrian_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz); 

   break; 

 

  case WrlsC_Pathloss_Vehicular: 

 

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_power_vehicular_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz, 

bs_height_meters); 

   break; 

    

  case WrlsC_Suburban_Macrocell: 

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_power_suburban_macrocell_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

      bs_height_meters, 

ut_height_meters); 

   break; 

    

  case WrlsC_Urban_Macrocell: 

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_power_urban_macrocell_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

      bs_height_meters, 

ut_height_meters); 

   break; 

    

  case WrlsC_Urban_Microcell: 

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_power_urban_microcell_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz); 

   break; 

    

  case WrlsC_Pathloss_Indoor_Office: 

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_indoor_office_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

       pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.number_of_floors); 

   break;   

  case WrlsC_InH_ITU_M2335:  
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   pathloss = wrls_phy_InH_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

       pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.sight_mode); 

   break;  

    

  case WrlsC_UMi_ITU_M2335:  

   pathloss =  

wrls_phy_UMi_outdoor_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

       bs_height_meters, 

ut_height_meters, pl_info_ptr->model_info.sight_mode); 

   break;   

    

  case WrlsC_UMi_OtoI_ITU_M2335:  

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_UMi_OtoI_pathloss_compute (prop_distance_meters, 

tx_center_freq_hz,  

       bs_height_meters, 

ut_height_meters, pl_info_ptr->model_info.sight_mode,  

       pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.wall_to_ut_dist_m); 

   break;  

    

  case WrlsC_UMa_ITU_M2335:   

   pathloss = wrls_phy_UMa_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

       bs_height_meters, 

ut_height_meters, pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.avg_building_height_m,  

       pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.street_width_m, pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.sight_mode); 

   break;   

    

  case WrlsC_SMa_ITU_M2335:  

   pathloss = wrls_phy_SMa_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

       bs_height_meters, 

ut_height_meters, pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.avg_building_height_m,  

       pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.street_width_m, pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.sight_mode); 

   break; 

    

  case WrlsC_RMa_ITU_M2335: 

   pathloss = wrls_phy_RMa_pathloss_compute 
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(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

       bs_height_meters, 

ut_height_meters, pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.avg_building_height_m,  

       pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.street_width_m, pl_info_ptr-

>model_info.sight_mode); 

   break;  

    

  case WrlsC_Urban_Hata_Ext:  

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_hata_ext_urban_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

       bs_height_meters, 

ut_height_meters); 

   

   break;  

    

  case WrlsC_Suburban_Rural_Hata_Ext: 

   pathloss = 

wrls_phy_hata_ext_suburban_rural_pathloss_compute 

(prop_distance_meters, tx_center_freq_hz,  

       bs_height_meters, 

ut_height_meters); 

   break;  

  default: 

   op_sim_end ("Wireless PHY Package 

Error:","Unknown pathloss model specified by the 

developer.", "Review any customization of the pathloss 

models.",""); 

  } 

  

 if (pathloss_type != WrlsC_Pathloss_Free_Space) 

  { 

 

  free_space_pathloss = 

wrls_phy_free_space_pl_compute(wrls_phy_convert_hz_to_mhz(t

x_center_freq_hz),prop_distance_meters/1000.0); 

 

  if (pathloss < free_space_pathloss) 

   pathloss = free_space_pathloss; 

  } 

  

 

 wrls_phy_pathloss_shadow_fading_refresh 

((void*)pl_info_ptr); 
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 pathloss += 

wrls_phy_pathloss_shadow_fading_get(pl_info_ptr); 

  

 if((pkptr !=OPC_NIL) && (is_jammer == OPC_FALSE)) 

  if (op_td_get_int (pkptr, 

OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_STATUS) == OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_VALID)  

   /* Write the pathloss statistic measure.

  */ 

   op_stat_write ((*pathloss_stathdl_ptr), 

(double) pathloss); 

   

 FRET (pathloss); 

 } 

 

void wrls_phy_cochnl_permutation_data_init(void) 

 { 

 

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_cochnl_permutation_data_init ()); 

 

 

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

Boolean  

wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_read 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Type type, int key, WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* 

rx_info_ptr, double* value_ptr) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*  m_entity_ptr = OPC_NIL;  

 PrgT_Bin_Hash_Table*  hash_ptr  = OPC_NIL; 

 Boolean      is_read   = 

OPC_FALSE;  

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_read (type, 

key, rx_info_ptr, value_ptr));  

  

 hash_ptr = rx_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-

>channel_qmeasure_set [type];  

 m_entity_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*) 

prg_bin_hash_table_item_get (hash_ptr, (int*) &key); 

  

 is_read = wrls_phy_support_measurement_read_db 

(m_entity_ptr, value_ptr);  

  

 FRET (is_read);  

    } 
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WrlsT_Notification_State* 

wrls_phy_support_notification_state_get 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Entity * m_entity_ptr, int 

sub_client_id, WrlsT_Measurement_Threshold_Direction 

threshold_direction) 

 { 

 List * notify_state_lptr = OPC_NIL; 

 WrlsT_Notification_State*  notify_state_ptr = 

OPC_NIL;  

 int index; 

 int num_entries; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_notification_state_get 

(m_entity_ptr, sub_client_id, threshold_direction)); 

  

 notify_state_lptr = m_entity_ptr->notify_state_lptr; 

  

 if (notify_state_lptr == OPC_NIL) 

  FRET (OPC_NIL); 

 

 num_entries = op_prg_list_size (notify_state_lptr); 

 

 for (index = 0; index < num_entries; index++) 

  { 

  notify_state_ptr = (WrlsT_Notification_State*) 

op_prg_list_access (notify_state_lptr, index); 

  if (notify_state_ptr->sub_client_id == 

sub_client_id && notify_state_ptr->threshold_direction == 

threshold_direction) 

   FRET (notify_state_ptr); 

  } 

 

 FRET (OPC_NIL); 

 } 

  upd_s_table(); 

 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_notification_set 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Type type, int key, WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* 

rx_info_ptr, Boolean is_enabled, int sub_client_id, 

WrlsT_Measurement_Threshold_Direction threshold_direction) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*   m_entity_ptr  = 

OPC_NIL;  

 PrgT_Bin_Hash_Table*   hash_ptr   = 

OPC_NIL; 

 WrlsT_Notification_State*   n_state_ptr  = 
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OPC_NIL;  

  

 

  

 FIN 

(wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_notification_set 

(type, key, rx_info_ptr, is_enabled, sub_client_id, 

threshold_direction));  

 

 hash_ptr = rx_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-

>channel_qmeasure_set [type];  

 m_entity_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*) 

prg_bin_hash_table_item_get (hash_ptr, (int*) &key); 

  

 if (OPC_NIL == m_entity_ptr) 

  { 

  op_sim_error (OPC_SIM_ERROR_WARNING, "Warning 

from the function 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_notification_set", 

   "Measurement entity not found for the 

specified key...make sure a measurement entity exists 

before attempting to enable/disable notifications"); 

  FOUT;  

  } 

  

 n_state_ptr = wrls_phy_support_notification_state_get 

(m_entity_ptr, sub_client_id, threshold_direction); 

 

 if (n_state_ptr == OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  op_sim_error (OPC_SIM_ERROR_WARNING, "Warning 

from the function 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_notification_set", 

   "Notification entity not found for the 

specified key...make sure a notification entity exists 

before attempting to enable/disable notifications"); 

  FOUT; 

  } 

  

 if (OPC_FALSE == is_enabled) 

  op_ev_cancel_if_valid (n_state_ptr->notify_evh);  

  

 n_state_ptr->is_enabled = is_enabled;  

  

 FOUT;  

 } 

 

void 
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wrls_phy_support_measurement_state_set (int key, 

WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* rx_info_ptr, Boolean action) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*  m_entity_ptr = OPC_NIL;  

 PrgT_Bin_Hash_Table*  hash_ptr  = OPC_NIL; 

 int      

 measurement_type_count;  

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_state_set (key, 

rx_info_ptr, action));  

 

 for (measurement_type_count = 0; 

measurement_type_count < WrlsC_Number_of_Measurements; 

measurement_type_count++) 

  { 

  hash_ptr = rx_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-

>channel_qmeasure_set [measurement_type_count];  

  m_entity_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*) 

prg_bin_hash_table_item_get (hash_ptr, (int*) &key); 

  m_entity_ptr->measure_state_ptr->active = action; 

  } 

  

 FOUT;  

 } 

 

WrlsT_Measurement_State* 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_state_create_alpha (double 

alpha) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_State* m_state_ptr = OPC_NIL;  

  

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_state_create_alpha 

(alpha));  

  

 m_state_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_State*) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Measurement_State));  

  

 m_state_ptr->avg   = (double) 0.0;  

 m_state_ptr->sq_avg  = (double) 0.0;  

 m_state_ptr->stdev   = (double) 0.0;  

 m_state_ptr->alpha      = alpha;  

  

 m_state_ptr->last_timestamp = WRLSC_TIMESTAMP_INVALID;  

  

 m_state_ptr->active = ACTIVATE_STATE; 
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 FRET (m_state_ptr);  

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_cell_global_measurements_register 

(WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* rx_state_info_ptr, double alpha) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_State*   measure_state_ptr 

 = OPC_NIL; 

 int          i; 

  

 FIN 

(wrls_phy_support_cell_global_measurements_register 

(rx_state_info_ptr, alpha));  

  

 for (i = WrlsC_NI; i < 

WrlsC_Number_of_Global_Measurements; i++) 

  { 

  measure_state_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_State*) 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_state_create_alpha (alpha);  

   

  rx_state_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-

>global_measurement_entity[i] = (WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*) 

wrls_support_measurement_entity_create (measure_state_ptr);  

   

  if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active ("wrls_measure")) 

   { 

   char msg [256];  

    

   sprintf (msg, "Initializing Global Measure 

[%d]",i);  

   op_prg_odb_print_major ("*** NEW Global 

measurement element.", msg, OPC_NIL);  

   } 

  } 

 

 FOUT;  

 } 

 

Boolean  

wrls_phy_support_global_measurement_by_type_read 

(WrlsT_Global_Measurement_Type type, WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* 

rx_info_ptr, double* value_ptr) 

 { 

 Boolean      is_read   = 

OPC_FALSE;  

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_read (type, 
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rx_info_ptr, value_ptr));  

  

 is_read = wrls_phy_support_measurement_read_db 

(rx_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-

>global_measurement_entity[type], value_ptr);  

  

 FRET (is_read);  

    } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_deregister 

(WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* rx_state_info_ptr, int key, 

WrlsT_Measurement_Type type) 

 { 

 PrgT_Bin_Hash_Table*    hash_table_ptr; 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*  m_entity_ptr  

 = OPC_NIL;  

  

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_deregister ()); 

  

 hash_table_ptr = rx_state_info_ptr-

>measurement_module_ptr->channel_qmeasure_set[type]; 

  

 m_entity_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*) 

prg_bin_hash_table_item_remove (hash_table_ptr, &key);  

 

 if(m_entity_ptr == OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  FOUT; 

  } 

 

 if (m_entity_ptr->measure_state_ptr) 

  { 

  if (m_entity_ptr->measure_state_ptr-

>measured_values_lptr) 

   { 

   op_prg_list_free (m_entity_ptr-

>measure_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr); 

   op_prg_mem_free (m_entity_ptr-

>measure_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr); 

   } 

   

  op_prg_mem_free (m_entity_ptr-

>measure_state_ptr); 

  } 

   

 if (m_entity_ptr->notify_state_lptr) 
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  { 

  op_prg_list_free (m_entity_ptr-

>notify_state_lptr); 

  op_prg_mem_free (m_entity_ptr-

>notify_state_lptr); 

  } 

  

 op_prg_mem_free (m_entity_ptr); 

 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

  upd_s_table(); 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_register (WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* 

rx_state_info_ptr, int key, double measure_window_size, 

double measure_bucket,  

 WrlsT_Measurement_Type type, 

WrlsT_Measurement_Record_Proc_Ptr measure_proc_ptr) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*  m_entity_ptr  

 = OPC_NIL;  

 WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*  tmp_entity_ptr 

  = OPC_NIL;  

 WrlsT_Measurement_State*   m_state_ptr  

 = OPC_NIL; 

 PrgT_Bin_Hash_Table*    hash_table_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_register 

(rx_state_info_ptr, key, measure_window_size, 

measure_bucket, type, measure_proc_ptr));  

  

 hash_table_ptr = rx_state_info_ptr-

>measurement_module_ptr->channel_qmeasure_set[type]; 

  

 if (OPC_NIL == hash_table_ptr) 

  { 

  if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active ("wrls_measure")) 

   { 

   char   msg [256]; 

   char   type_str 

[WrlsC_Number_of_Measurements][16] = {"RSSI", "CINR"}; 

    

   sprintf (msg, "For type %s, a hash table for 

storing the measurement module was not found...no 

measuremente will be recorded for %s", 

    type_str [type], type_str [type]); 
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   op_prg_odb_print_major (msg, OPC_NIL); 

   

   } 

   

  FOUT;  

  } 

  

 rx_state_info_ptr->measure_proc_ptr_arr [type] = 

measure_proc_ptr; 

  

 m_entity_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*) 

prg_bin_hash_table_item_get (hash_table_ptr, &key);  

  

 if (PRGC_NIL == m_entity_ptr) 

  { 

  m_state_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_State*) 

wrls_support_measurement_state_create (key, 

measure_window_size, measure_bucket);  

   

  m_entity_ptr = 

wrls_support_measurement_entity_create (m_state_ptr); 

   

  m_entity_ptr->measure_type = type; 

   

  if (type == WrlsC_RSRQ) 

   { 

   m_entity_ptr->measured_rsrq_stathdl  = 

op_stat_reg ("PHY.Measured RSRQ (dB)",  

OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 

   } 

  if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active ("wrls_measure")) 

   { 

   char      msg [256];  

    

   sprintf (msg, "Inserting measurement entity 

[%p] in hash[%p] by key [%d]", m_entity_ptr, 

hash_table_ptr, key);  

   op_prg_odb_print_major ("NEW measurement 

element.", msg, OPC_NIL);  

   } 

     

  prg_bin_hash_table_item_insert (hash_table_ptr, 

&key, m_entity_ptr, (void**) &tmp_entity_ptr);  

  } 

  

 FOUT;  

 } 
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WrlsT_Measurement_State*  

wrls_support_measurement_state_create (int key, double 

measure_window_size, double measure_bucket) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_State*   m_state_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_support_measurement_state_create (key, 

measure_window_size, measure_bucket)); 

  

 m_state_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_State*) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Measurement_State));  

  

 m_state_ptr->key      = key; 

  

 m_state_ptr->avg       = 

(double) 0.0;  

 m_state_ptr->sq_avg      = 

(double) 0.0;  

 m_state_ptr->stdev       = 

(double) 0.0;  

 m_state_ptr->bucket      = 

measure_bucket;  

 m_state_ptr->alpha      = 

WRLSC_MEASURE_AVG_ALPHA_DEFAULT; 

  

 m_state_ptr->window_size    = 

measure_window_size;      

  

 if (m_state_ptr->window_size != 

WRLSC_MEASURE_WNDW_SIZE_NONE) 

  m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr = 

op_prg_list_create (); 

 else 

  m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr = OPC_NIL; 

  

 /* At present, measurement module is active.  

     */ 

 m_state_ptr->active      = 

ACTIVATE_STATE; 

  

 FRET (m_state_ptr); 

 } 

 

WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*   

wrls_support_measurement_entity_create 

(WrlsT_Measurement_State* m_state_ptr) 
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 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*   m_entity_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_support_measurement_entity_create 

(m_state_ptr)); 

  

 m_entity_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Entity)); 

  

 /* Intialize SNR    */ 

 m_entity_ptr->measured_snr_dim_stathdl = OPC_NIL; 

 m_entity_ptr->measured_snr_dim_stat_attempted = 

OPC_FALSE; 

  

 m_entity_ptr->notify_state_lptr = op_prg_list_create 

(); 

 

 m_entity_ptr->measure_state_ptr = m_state_ptr;  

  

 FRET (m_entity_ptr); 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_dim_stat_reg 

(WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* rx_state_ptr, int key, char* 

stat_name, char* stat_annot_str, int max_limit) 

 { 

 PrgT_Bin_Hash_Table*   hash_ptr   

 = OPC_NIL;  

 WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*    m_entity_ptr  

 = OPC_NIL;  

  

  

FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_dim_stat_reg 

(rx_state_ptr, key, stat_name, stat_key_str, max_limit)) 

   

 if (rx_state_ptr->dl_stat_count >= max_limit) 

  FOUT; 

  

 hash_ptr = rx_state_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-

>channel_qmeasure_set [WrlsC_SINR];  

  

 m_entity_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*) 

prg_bin_hash_table_item_get (hash_ptr, (int*) &(key));  

   

 if (m_entity_ptr->measured_snr_dim_stat_attempted == 

OPC_FALSE) 
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  { 

  m_entity_ptr->measured_snr_dim_stathdl = 

Oms_Dim_Stat_Reg (rx_state_ptr->wrls_phy_info_ptr-

>mac_objid, "PHY",  

           

       stat_name, 

stat_annot_str, OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 

     

  Oms_Dim_Stat_Annotate (m_entity_ptr-

>measured_snr_dim_stathdl, stat_annot_str); 

  m_entity_ptr->measured_snr_dim_stat_attempted = 

OPC_TRUE; 

  rx_state_ptr->dl_stat_count++; 

  } 

      

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_notification_threshold

_set (void* client_notify_vptr, WrlsT_Measurement_Type 

type, int key, WrlsT_Rx_State_Info* rx_info_ptr, double 

value,  

           

      int sub_client_id, const 

char* sub_client_name, 

WrlsT_Measurement_Threshold_Direction threshold_direction, 

Objid remote_module_objid) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*  m_entity_ptr   = 

OPC_NIL;  

 WrlsT_Notification_State* n_state_ptr; 

 PrgT_Bin_Hash_Table*  hash_ptr    = 

OPC_NIL; 

 int       list_size, i; 

 Boolean      n_state_found  

 = OPC_FALSE; 

  

  upd_s_table(); 

 

 FIN 

(wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_notification_threshol

d_set (client_notify_vptr, type, key, rx_info_ptr, value, 

sub_client_id, sub_client_name, threshold_direction, 

remote_module_objid));  

 

 

 hash_ptr = rx_info_ptr->measurement_module_ptr-
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>channel_qmeasure_set [type];  

 m_entity_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Entity*) 

prg_bin_hash_table_item_get (hash_ptr, (int*) &key); 

  

 

 if (m_entity_ptr == OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  op_sim_error (OPC_SIM_ERROR_WARNING, "Warning 

from the function 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_by_type_notification_threshold

_set", 

   "Measurement entity not found for the 

specified key...make sure a measurement entity exists 

before attempting to register notifications"); 

   

  FOUT; 

  } 

  

 if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active ("wrls_measure")) 

  { 

  char      msg [256];  

    

  sprintf (msg, "M Type [%d]: Found measurement 

entity [%p] in hash[%p] by key [%d]", type, m_entity_ptr, 

hash_ptr, key);  

  op_prg_odb_print_major (msg, OPC_NIL);  

  } 

  

 

 if ((list_size = op_prg_list_size (m_entity_ptr-

>notify_state_lptr)) > 0) 

  { 

  for (i = 0; i < list_size; i++) 

   { 

   n_state_ptr = (WrlsT_Notification_State*) 

op_prg_list_access (m_entity_ptr->notify_state_lptr, i); 

    

   if ((n_state_ptr->sub_client_id == 

sub_client_id) && (n_state_ptr->threshold_direction == 

threshold_direction)) 

    { 

    n_state_found = OPC_TRUE; 

    break; 

    } 

   } 

   

  

 if (n_state_found == OPC_TRUE) 
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   { 

   n_state_ptr->threshold     

  = value; 

   n_state_ptr->client_mod_objid   

 = remote_module_objid; 

    

   if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active 

("wrls_measure")) 

    { 

    char   msg [512]; 

    char   threshold_str [2][8] 

        = {"DOWN", "UP"}; 

     

    sprintf (msg, "Notif state [%p] found 

for type [%s] and threshold [%s], threshold set to [%lf]", 

     n_state_ptr, n_state_ptr-

>sub_client_name, threshold_str [threshold_direction], 

value); 

    op_prg_odb_print_minor (msg, OPC_NIL); 

    } 

   

   if (client_notify_vptr != OPC_NIL) 

    { 

 

    

    n_state_ptr->client_state_ptr  

 = client_notify_vptr; 

    } 

   

    } 

  } 

  

  

if (n_state_found == OPC_FALSE) 

  { 

  n_state_ptr = 

wrls_support_notification_state_create (client_notify_vptr,  

   value, remote_module_objid, sub_client_id, 

sub_client_name, threshold_direction, type, key); 

   

  if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active ("wrls_measure")) 

   { 

   char   msg [512]; 

   char   threshold_str [2][8]  

       = {"DOWN", "UP"}; 

   

   sprintf (msg, "New notif state [%p] created 

for sub client [%s] and threshold [%s] with threshold 
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[%lf]", 

    n_state_ptr, n_state_ptr-

>sub_client_name, threshold_str [threshold_direction], 

value); 

   op_prg_odb_print_minor (msg, OPC_NIL, 

value); 

   } 

   

  op_prg_list_insert (m_entity_ptr-

>notify_state_lptr, n_state_ptr, OPC_LISTPOS_TAIL); 

  } 

  

 FOUT;  

 } 

 

WrlsT_Notification_State* 

wrls_support_notification_state_create (void* 

client_notify_vptr, double threshold, Objid 

client_mod_objid,  

           int 

sub_client_id, const char* sub_client_name, 

          

 WrlsT_Measurement_Threshold_Direction 

threshold_direction,  

          

 WrlsT_Measurement_Type measure_type, int key) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Notification_State*  

 notify_state_ptr = OPC_NIL;  

  

 

 FIN (wrls_support_notification_state_create 

(client_notify_vptr, threshold, client_mod_objid, 

sub_client_id, threshold_direction, measure_type, key));  

  

  

notify_state_ptr = (WrlsT_Notification_State*) 

op_prg_cmo_alloc (wrls_phy_catmem_handle, sizeof 

(WrlsT_Notification_State));  

  

  notify_state_ptr->client_state_ptr   = 

client_notify_vptr;  

 notify_state_ptr->threshold    = threshold;  

 notify_state_ptr->is_enabled   = OPC_TRUE;  

 notify_state_ptr->client_mod_objid  = 

client_mod_objid; 

 notify_state_ptr->threshold_direction   = 

threshold_direction; 
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 notify_state_ptr->sub_client_id         = 

sub_client_id; 

 notify_state_ptr->sub_client_name       = 

prg_string_copy (sub_client_name); 

 notify_state_ptr->measure_type    = 

measure_type; 

 notify_state_ptr->key      = key; 

  

 FRET (notify_state_ptr);  

 } 

 

Boolean 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_read_db 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Entity* m_entity_ptr, double* value_ptr) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_State*    m_state_ptr = 

OPC_NIL; 

  

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_read_db 

(m_entity_ptr));  

  

 if (OPC_NIL == m_entity_ptr) FRET (OPC_FALSE);  

 m_state_ptr = m_entity_ptr->measure_state_ptr;  

 if (OPC_NIL == m_state_ptr) FRET (OPC_FALSE);  

 if (OPC_DBL_NEG_INFINITY == m_state_ptr->avg_db) FRET 

(OPC_FALSE); 

  

 (*value_ptr) = (double)(m_state_ptr->avg_db);  

 FRET (OPC_TRUE);  

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_write 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Entity* m_entity_ptr, double value_db) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_State*    m_state_ptr 

   = OPC_NIL;  

 WrlsT_Notification_State*   

 n_state_ptr    = OPC_NIL;  

 double        

 value; 

 List *                                  

notify_state_lptr   = OPC_NIL; 

 int                                     

notify_state_index   = 0; 

 int                                     

num_notify_states   = 0; 
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 WrlsT_Measurement_Value*    head_entry; 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Value*    tail_entry

    = OPC_NIL; 

 int         

 old_list_size, list_size; 

 double        

 stale_value    = 0; 

 int         

 notif_code; 

 double        

 current_time; 

 Boolean        

 continue_looping; 

 Boolean        

 notif_ok    = OPC_FALSE; 

 int         

 notif_intrpt_base; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_write (m_entity_ptr, 

value_db)); 

  

 value = (double) pow (10.0, value_db/10.0);  

 

 m_state_ptr = m_entity_ptr->measure_state_ptr; 

  

 current_time = op_sim_time (); 

  

 if (m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr != OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  list_size = old_list_size = op_prg_list_size 

(m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr); 

   

  continue_looping = (op_prg_list_size 

(m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr) > 0); 

   

  while (continue_looping) 

   { 

   tail_entry = (WrlsT_Measurement_Value*) 

op_prg_list_access (m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr, 

OPC_LISTPOS_TAIL); 

    

 

   if ((current_time - tail_entry->time) > 

m_state_ptr->window_size) 

    { 

    op_prg_list_remove (m_state_ptr-

>measured_values_lptr, OPC_LISTPOS_TAIL); 

    stale_value += tail_entry->value; 
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    op_prg_mem_free (tail_entry); 

    list_size -= 1; 

    continue_looping = (list_size > 0); 

 

    notif_ok = OPC_TRUE; 

    } 

   else 

    continue_looping = OPC_FALSE; 

   } 

  } 

  

 

 if (m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr == OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  m_state_ptr->avg    = (double) value;  

  m_state_ptr->sq_avg   = (double) value * 

value;  

  m_state_ptr->stdev    = (double) 

(m_state_ptr->sq_avg - m_state_ptr->avg * m_state_ptr-

>avg);  

  m_state_ptr->avg_db   = (double) (10.0 * 

log10 (m_state_ptr->avg)); 

   

 

  notif_ok = OPC_TRUE; 

  } 

 

 else  

  { 

  head_entry     = 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Value*) op_prg_mem_alloc (sizeof 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Value)); 

  head_entry->value   = value; 

  head_entry->time   = current_time; 

  op_prg_list_insert (m_state_ptr-

>measured_values_lptr, head_entry, OPC_LISTPOS_HEAD); 

   

  list_size = op_prg_list_size (m_state_ptr-

>measured_values_lptr); 

 

  m_state_ptr->avg    = (double) 

(old_list_size * m_state_ptr->avg - stale_value + 

value)/(double) (list_size); 

  m_state_ptr->sq_avg   = (double) 

(old_list_size * m_state_ptr->sq_avg - stale_value * 

stale_value + value * value)/(double) (list_size); 

  m_state_ptr->stdev    = (double) 

(m_state_ptr->sq_avg - m_state_ptr->avg * m_state_ptr-
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>avg);  

  m_state_ptr->avg_db   = (double) (10.0 * 

log10 (m_state_ptr->avg)); 

  } 

 

 if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active ("wrls_measure")) 

  { 

  char msg [512]; 

    

  sprintf (msg, "Measurement entity key [%d]  

Latest value [%.2lf]dB  [%E]mW  [%.2lf] dBm; AVG [%.2lf]dB  

[%E]mW",  

   m_state_ptr->key, value_db, value, 

m_state_ptr->avg_db , 

wrls_phy_convert_watts_to_dbm(m_state_ptr->avg), 

m_state_ptr->avg); 

  op_prg_odb_print_major (msg, OPC_NIL); 

  } 

    

 if (m_entity_ptr->measured_snr_dim_stathdl != OPC_NIL) 

   Oms_Dim_Stat_Write (m_entity_ptr-

>measured_snr_dim_stathdl , m_state_ptr->avg_db); 

  

 notify_state_lptr     = m_entity_ptr-

>notify_state_lptr; 

 num_notify_states     = op_prg_list_size 

(notify_state_lptr); 

  

 for (notify_state_index = 0; notify_state_index < 

num_notify_states; notify_state_index++) 

  { 

  n_state_ptr =  (WrlsT_Notification_State*) 

op_prg_list_access (notify_state_lptr, notify_state_index); 

 

  if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active ("wrls_measure")) 

   { 

   char    msg [512]; 

    

   sprintf (msg, "Evaluating the statistic 

against the threshold [%E] in direction [%s|%d] 

Notification enabled [%s]",  

    n_state_ptr->threshold,  

    n_state_ptr->threshold_direction == 

WrlsC_Measurement_Threshold_Direction_Down ? "DOWN" : "UP", 

    n_state_ptr->threshold_direction, 

    n_state_ptr->is_enabled ? "Yes":"No"); 

    

   op_prg_odb_print_minor (msg, OPC_NIL); 
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   } 

 

  if ((n_state_ptr->is_enabled) && (notif_ok) && 

   (((m_state_ptr->avg_db < n_state_ptr-

>threshold) && (n_state_ptr->threshold_direction == 

WrlsC_Measurement_Threshold_Direction_Down)) 

    || ((m_state_ptr->avg_db > n_state_ptr-

>threshold) && (n_state_ptr->threshold_direction == 

WrlsC_Measurement_Threshold_Direction_Up)) 

    || ((n_state_ptr->threshold_direction 

== WrlsC_Alert_Threshold_Direction_Up) && (m_state_ptr->avg 

> n_state_ptr->threshold)) 

    || ((n_state_ptr->threshold_direction 

== WrlsC_Alert_Threshold_Direction_Down) && (m_state_ptr-

>avg < n_state_ptr->threshold)) 

    )) 

   { 

 

   if (m_entity_ptr->measure_type == 

WrlsC_RSRQ) 

    { 

    notif_intrpt_base = 

WRLSC_MEASURE_RSRQ_THRESHOLD_CROSSED; 

    } 

   else 

    { 

    notif_intrpt_base = 

WRLSC_MEASURE_NOTIF_THRESHOLD_CROSSED; 

    } 

    

   n_state_ptr->m_state_ptr = m_state_ptr; 

    

   notif_code = (((m_state_ptr->key << 1) + 

n_state_ptr->threshold_direction) << 

WRLSC_REMOTE_INTRPT_PURPOSE_BITS) + notif_intrpt_base; 

   op_ev_state_install (n_state_ptr, OPC_NIL); 

   n_state_ptr->notify_evh = 

op_intrpt_schedule_remote (op_sim_time(), notif_code, 

n_state_ptr->client_mod_objid);  

   op_ev_state_install (OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL);  

    

   if (op_prg_odb_ltrace_active 

("wrls_measure")) 

    { 

    char msg [256]; 

    

    sprintf (msg, "\tNotification threshold 

[%d] with interrupt code [%d]",  
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     n_state_ptr->client_mod_objid, 

notif_code); 

    op_prg_odb_print_minor (msg, OPC_NIL); 

    } 

   } 

  } 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

double        

wrls_phy_support_measurement_read 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Entity* m_entity_ptr, double start_time, 

double measure_time, Boolean return_db) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_State*    m_state_ptr 

  = m_entity_ptr->measure_state_ptr; 

 double        

 window_avg   = 0.0;  

 int         

 num_data_points  = 0; 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Value*   

 measure_value_ptr; 

 PrgT_List_Cell*      

 list_cell_ptr; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_read (m_entity_ptr, 

start_time, measure_time)); 

  

 if (m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr == OPC_NIL) 

  { 

  if (return_db) 

   { 

   FRET (m_state_ptr->avg_db); 

   } 

  else 

   { 

   FRET (m_state_ptr->avg); 

   } 

  } 

 else 

  {   

  list_cell_ptr = prg_list_head_cell_get 

(m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr); 

   

  while (list_cell_ptr != PRGC_NIL) 

   { 

   measure_value_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Value 
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*) prg_list_cell_data_get (list_cell_ptr); 

    

   if ((measure_value_ptr->time <= start_time) 

&& (measure_value_ptr->time >= (start_time - 

measure_time))) 

    { 

    window_avg += measure_value_ptr->value; 

    num_data_points ++; 

     

    list_cell_ptr = prg_list_cell_next_get 

(list_cell_ptr); 

    } 

   else 

    list_cell_ptr = PRGC_NIL; 

   } 

   

  if (num_data_points == 0) 

   FRET (0.0);   

   

  window_avg = window_avg/num_data_points; 

   

  if (return_db) 

   { 

   FRET ((double) (10.0 * log10 (window_avg))); 

   } 

  else 

   { 

   FRET (window_avg); 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_measurement_update 

(WrlsT_Measurement_Entity* m_entity_ptr, double value) 

 { 

 WrlsT_Measurement_State*    m_state_ptr 

  = m_entity_ptr->measure_state_ptr; 

 WrlsT_Measurement_Value*   

 measure_value_ptr; 

 int         

 list_size; 

  

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_measurement_update 

(wrls_phy_support_measurement_update (m_entity_ptr, 

value))); 

  

 if ((m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr != OPC_NIL) && 
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((list_size = op_prg_list_size (m_state_ptr-

>measured_values_lptr)) > 0)) 

  { 

  measure_value_ptr = (WrlsT_Measurement_Value*) 

op_prg_list_access (m_state_ptr->measured_values_lptr, 

OPC_LISTPOS_HEAD); 

   

  measure_value_ptr->value += value; 

   

  m_state_ptr->avg    = (double) 

(list_size * m_state_ptr->avg + value)/(double) 

(list_size); 

  m_state_ptr->sq_avg   = (double) 

(list_size * m_state_ptr->sq_avg + value * value)/(double) 

(list_size); 

  m_state_ptr->stdev    = (double) 

(m_state_ptr->sq_avg - m_state_ptr->avg * m_state_ptr-

>avg);  

  m_state_ptr->avg_db   = (double) (10.0 * 

log10 (m_state_ptr->avg)); 

  } 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_support_bs_id_set (WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* 

wrls_chnl_info_ptr, WrlsT_Cell_Id bs_id) 

 { 

 FIN (wrls_phy_support_bs_id_set (wrls_chnl_info_ptr, 

bs_id)); 

  

 wrls_chnl_info_ptr->group_id = bs_id; 

  

 FOUT; 

 } 

 

double 

wrls_phy_subchnl_bkgnoise_compute_db (WrlsT_Phy_Chnl_Info* 

wrls_chnl_info_ptr) 

 { 

 double  rx_noisefig, rx_temp, rx_bw; 

 double  bkg_temp, bkg_noise, amb_noise; 

 double  total_noise; 

 double  noise_dbm; 

 

 FIN (wrls_phy_subchnl_bkgnoise_compute_db 

(wrls_chnl_info_ptr)); 
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 rx_noisefig = pow (10.0, (WRLSC_NOISE_FIGURE/ 10.0)); 

 

 rx_temp = (rx_noisefig - 1.0) * WRLSC_BKG_TEMP; 

 

 bkg_temp = WRLSC_BKG_TEMP; 

 

 if (wrls_chnl_info_ptr->phy_type == WrlsC_OFDMA) 

  { 

  rx_bw = (wrls_chnl_info_ptr->bw_per_subcarrier); 

  } 

 else 

  rx_bw = (wrls_chnl_info_ptr->total_bw); 

   

 

 bkg_noise = (rx_temp + bkg_temp) * rx_bw * 

WRLSC_BOLTZMANN; 

 

 amb_noise = rx_bw * WRLSC_AMB_NOISE_LEVEL; 

  

 total_noise = amb_noise + bkg_noise; 

 noise_dbm = 

wrls_phy_convert_watts_to_dbm(total_noise); 

  

 FRET (noise_dbm); 

 } 

  

void                             

wrls_phy_rx_freq_bandwidth_set (Objid rx_objid, double 

input_base_freq_hz, double input_bandwidth_hz) 

 { 

 Objid     chnl_comp_objid; 

 double                  base_frequency; 

 double                  bandwidth; 

  

  upd_s_table(); 

 FIN (wrls_phy_rx_freq_bandwidth_set (rx_objid, 

input_base_freq_hz, input_bandwidth_hz)); 

 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_get (rx_objid, "channel", 

&chnl_comp_objid); 

 

 wrls_phy_freq_bandwidth_all_channels_set 

(chnl_comp_objid, base_frequency, bandwidth, 

OPC_OBJTYPE_RARXCH); 
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 FOUT; 

 } 

 

void 

wrls_phy_freq_bandwidth_all_channels_set (Objid 

ch_comp_objid, double base_frequency, double bandwidth, 

OpT_Obj_Type obj_type) 

 { 

 int num_channels; 

 int ch_index; 

 Objid ith_child_objid; 

  

 for (ch_index = 0; ch_index < num_channels; 

ch_index++) 

  { 

  ith_child_objid = op_topo_child (ch_comp_objid, 

obj_type, ch_index); 

 

  op_ima_obj_attr_set_dbl (ith_child_objid, "min 

frequency", base_frequency); 

  op_ima_obj_attr_set_dbl (ith_child_objid, 

"bandwidth", bandwidth); 

  } 

 

 FOUT; 

 } 
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